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Foreword 
 
Computational modeling of materials behavior by multiscale materials modeling (MMM) 
approaches is becoming a reliable tool to underpin scientific investigations and to complement 
traditional theoretical and experimental approaches of component assessment. At transitional 
(microstructural) scales continuum approaches begin to break down and atomistic methods 
reach inherent limitations in time and length scale. Transitional theoretical frameworks and 
modeling techniques are developed to bridge the gap between the different length scales. 
 
Industrial success in high technology fields relies on the possibility to specifically engineer 
materials and products with improved performance. The success factor is the ability to make 
these material related developments timely at relatively low-costs. This demands not only the 
rapid development of new or improved processing techniques but also better understanding and 
control of material chemistry, processing, structure, performance, durability, and their 
relationships. This scenario usually involves multiple length and time scales and multiple 
processing and performance stages, which are usually only accessible via multi-scale / multi-
stage modeling or simulation. 
 
In high-payoff, high-risk technologies such as the design of large structures in the aerospace and 
nuclear industries, the effects of aging and environment on failure mechanisms cannot be left to 
conservative approaches. Increasing efforts are now focused on advancing MMM approaches to 
develop new material systems components and devices. Appropriate validation experiments are 
crucial to verify that the models predict the correct behavior at each length scale. Thus, one of 
the advantages of these MMM approaches is that, at each scale, physically meaningful 
parameters are predicted and used in models for subsequent scales, avoiding the use of 
empiricism and fitting parameters. 
 
Recent interest in nanotechnology is challenging the scientific community to design nanometer 
to micrometer size devices for applications in new generations of computers, electronics, 
photonics or drug delivery systems. These new application areas of multiscale materials 
modeling require novel and sophisticated science-based approaches for design and performance 
evaluation. Theory and modeling are playing an increasing role to reduce development costs and 
manufacturing times. With the sustained progress in computational power and MMM 
methodologies, new materials and new functionalities are increasingly more likely discovered by 
MMM approaches than by traditional trial and error approach. This is part of a paradigm shift in 
modeling, away from reproducing known properties of known materials towards simulating the 
behavior of hypothetical composites as a forerunner to finding real materials with these novel 
properties. 
 
The MMM 2006 conference provides an international forum for the scientific advances of 
multiscale modeling methodologies and their applications. 
 
I would like to thank the members of the international advisory committee, the local program 
committee and particularly the organizing team, the symposium organizers and the session 
chairs and the University of Freiburg for their engagement and support. Without their hard work 
and their devotion of time and ressources, the Third International Conference Multiscale 
Materials Modeling would not have been possible.  
 
Finally, I would like to thank our conference sponsors for their financial support: The German 
Research Foundation DFG, Accelrys Inc., Plansee S.E. and the Ministry of Science, Research and 
Art, Baden-Württemberg. 
 
Peter Gumbsch 
Conference Chair 
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CRACK GROWTH ALONG SYMMETRICAL TILT GRAIN 
BOUNDARIES IN COPPER BICRYSTALS 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Mode I crack growth along some grain boundaries of Bi-embrittled copper shows strong 
anisotropy. For instance, growth along ]411[  direction on the )122/(]110[9Σ  symmetrical tilt 
boundary occurs by intergranular brittle fracture, whereas growth along the opposite sense 

]141[  occurs in a ductile manner. In this paper we simulate such growth using molecular 
dynamics (MD, embedded atom method) in 3-dimensional perfect bicrystalline samples of 
pure copper of the above orientation at 300 K. In both cases the response is ductile, the crack 
opening taking place by dislocation emission from the crack tip. The critical stress intensity 
factors for dislocation emission have been calculated by matching the atomic displacement 
fields around the tip with the continuum elastic fields. They are of the same order of 
magnitude for both configurations despite the different morphology of their blunted crack tips 
and of the patterns of dislocations constituting their plastic zones. It seems that, in agreement 
with published results of continuum crystalline plasticity for the same problem, the plastic 
anisotropy associated with the orientation of the slip systems with respect to the crack cannot 
explain the experimental behaviour observed with Bi-embrittled bicrystals. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
It has been experimentally observed that fracture along the grain boundary of bicrystalline 
samples depends on the crack growth direction. For embrittled copper, some differences were 
also observed attending to the sense of growth [1]: a copper bicrystal with the symmetric tilt 
grain boundary )122/(]110[9Σ  shows this behaviour. Fracture is “essentially ductile” 
(blunting by dislocation emission), when the crack grows along ]141[  but when the crack 
grows along the opposite sense, the observed behaviour is “essentially brittle” (cleavage). 
Rice and Thomson’s criterion distinguishes between the ductile and brittle behaviour of a 
crack, considering the energetic competence between dislocation emission, Gdisl, and 
interfacial decohesion, Gcleav. A continuum mechanics calculation predicts Gcleav ≈ Gdisl for 
crack growth along ]141[  and Gcleav < Gdisl for crack growth along ]411[  in pure copper in 
agreement with Wang and Andersons’ experimental work on Bi-embrittled copper bicrystals. 
The natural explanation for this seems to be the asymmetric configuration of the slip systems 
with respect to the yz plane (Fig. 1). However, Saeedvafa [2] and other authors showed, by 
small strain finite element models and hardening at continuum level, that stresses at the tip 
were not substantially different for the experimental ductile and brittle configurations. The 
strain fields were different, the plastic zone in the ductile configuration being bigger than in 
the brittle case. In this work, we have studied crack growth along )122/(]110[9Σ  in pure-
copper bicrystals by means of molecular dynamics (MD). 
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Figure. 1. 2-dimensional representation of a symmetrical tilt boundary )122/(]110[9Σ  in a 
bicrystal: (a) brittle configuration and (b) ductile configuration. 
 
 
2. Simulation Method 
 
Atomistic simulations have been performed using the embedded atom method (EAM [3]). 
The method considers that each atom is under the effect of a nuclear interaction, given by a 
pair potential, and an electronic interaction, given by an embedding potential that depends on 
the local electronic density. We use potential values corresponding to copper atoms tabulated 
in [4]. With these values, forces are evaluated and atomic trajectories are calculated using 
very small time steps (Δt = 2.5×10–15 s). System temperature was set to 300 K and atoms were 
given an initial velocity of random direction and of modulus equal to the mean velocity 
equivalent to that temperature. To maintain the system temperature at a constant value, the 
velocity scaling technique [5] was used in each step. This technique modifies the modulus of 
the atomic velocities in such a way that the system mean velocity equals the mean velocity 
that corresponds to the target temperature. 
 
 
3. Specimen and Test Characterisation 
 
Two 3-dimensional bicrystalline copper specimens of dimensions 23 nm × 15 nm × 9 nm 
were generated. Each one had a 0.55 nm wide crack,, introduced by removing grain boundary 
atoms up to half the length of the sample along the x-axis. The difference between the 
samples was the sense of crack growth: it was ]141[  in the first case (Fig. 2a), and ]411[  in 
the second case (Fig. 2b). Two rigid zones of 0.55 nm of width were established at the two 
opposite ends of the specimen. They were used as clamps during the tests, in which a constant 
displacement of 3.78×10–15 m per step was set along the y-axis to each rigid zone. Periodic 
boundary conditions were imposed along the z-axis, while the surfaces perpendicular to x- 
and y-axis were free to move. As grain boundary is an atomically disordered region with 
respect to the perfect crystal, a quasi-static relaxation at 0 K was performed for 25 ps, 
followed by a 2nd relaxation process at 300 K for 5 ps before starting the sample 
displacement. This brought the bicrystal to a metaestable energetic state. However, the system 
turned to be compressively charged due to the applied boundary conditions [6]. During the 
simulations, the remote load and the imposed displacements were recorded. Atomic positions 
were periodically stored for analysis in terms of tip blunting and plastic-zone size [7]. 
 
 
4. Results 
 
Fig. 2.a shows the remote nominal stress, σnom vs. the relative elongation of the specimen, 
ΔL/L0. σnom is calculated as the resulting force along y-axis applied over the atoms of the rigid 
layer, divided by the layer area. For both configurations, stress values are very similar. The 
compressive stress zone is not shown. Oscillations are due to the temperature. The mechanical 
behaviour observed is elastic, with apparent Young’s modulus around 100 GPa, up to the 
dislocation emission. 
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  (a)    (b) 
Figure 2. (a) Remote nominal stress vs. relative elongation curves of the bicrystalline 
configuration studied. (b) Relative opening displacement as a function of r1/2. 
 

  (a)    (b) 

  (c)     (d) 
Figure 3. Centrosymmetry of the surroundings of the atoms in the ductile configuration when 
ΔL/L0 equals (a) 0.0079 and (b) 0.0208, and in the brittle configuration when ΔL/L0 equals (c) 
-0.0008 and (d) 0.0188. Fcc-arranged atoms are not shown. 
 
In the ductile configuration, the elastic regime extends up to ΔL/L0 = 0.0079 and finishes with 
the emission of a dislocation. The dislocation, a partial ><1126/1 , first nucleates in the 
crack tip (Fig. 3a) and is then emitted along )111( . The figure represents a centrosymmetry 
parameter [7], which characterises the symmetric inversion in the surroundings of each atom. 
Later, new dislocations are emitted from the outer end of the grain boundary. When ΔL/L0 = 
0.0199, a second partial dislocation is emitted from the tip (Fig. 3b). The bicrystal in the 
brittle configuration remains in the linear-elastic regime up to ΔL/L0 = 0.008. However, when 
the load is first applied, a dislocation is emitted from the crack tip (Fig. 3c). Considering the 
low stress level for such emission (of the order of the thermal oscillations), the emission must 
be associated to a local instability of the grain boundary, which favours the emission of this 
dislocation. From ΔL/L0 = 0.008 on, there is some dislocation activity in )111(  and )111(  far 
from the tip. When ΔL/L0 = 0.0149, the generation of a new dislocation occurs at the tip (Fig. 
3d). 
 
The stress intensity factor for dislocation emission from the crack tip was calculated. The 
atomic displacement field in the surrounding of the crack was fitted to the continuum linear 
elastic solution [8]. For the relative normal displacement, Δu2, a relationship proportional to 
r1/2 is assumed, r being the distance to the crack tip. This elastic solution is only valid down to 
certain distance from the tip. Figure 2b shows the evolution of Δu2 with r1/2 for 3≤r nm. 
Table 1 summarizes the toughness Kc, for the emission of the 1st dislocation from the crack 
tip for both configurations, and for the emission of the 2nd dislocation in the ductile case. The 
critical nominal stresses for these dislocations are also included. These values are lower than 
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the ones found in the literature for dislocation emission from crack tips in copper single 
crystals. Considering the specific bi-crystallography and the presence of the grain boundary at 
the crack tip, it is reasonable that dislocation emission is favoured. 
 

Table 1. Critical remote stress and toughness for the emission of dislocations from 
the tip. 

Configuration σc (GPa) Kc (MPa√m) 
Ductile – 1st  dislocation 0.77 0.054 
Brittle – 1st dislocation 1.26 0.080 

Ductile – 2nd dislocation 1.59 0.198 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
Mode I crack growth along )122/(]110[9Σ  in copper bicrystals was analysed. Two different 
simulations were carried out in opposite senses of advance of the crack, namely ]141[  and 

]411[ .  After a pure elastic behaviour, cracks blunt by dislocation emission. In the “ductile” 
configuration, dislocation generation occurs at a lower σnom than in the “brittle” configuration. 
The dislocations emitted from the tip are partial 1/6{111}<221>. Considering the atomic 
normal displacements, Kc for blunting was calculated. A value of 0.054 MPa√m is found for 
dislocation emission from the tip in the “ductile” sense and a value of 0.080 MPa√m in the 
“brittle” one. In the latter case, blunting occurs before cleavage for pure copper. Bismuth 
embrittement should be thus responsible for the experimental results of Wang and Anderson. 
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Modeling Size Effects in Sub-Micron Compression 
Samples
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Stanford, USA

Recent compression testing of gold pillars with submicron diameters shows 
flow strengths as large as 50 times that of bulk counterparts. Corresponding 
transmission electron microscopy of deformed pillars reveals small dislocation 
densities, suggesting that such large strengths  cannot be explained via traditi-
onal strain hardening concepts. Stress-strain traces at uniform strain rate show 
a rapid build-up to a peak stress, followed by repeated release and build-up of 
stress. A cellular-automaton model is implemented to determine if these results 
can be explained by evolution of dislocation content inside a deforming pillar. 
The model is bas ed on discretizing pillars into cells with prescribed initial dislo-
cation density and distribution of dislocation source lengths. Dislocation densi-
ty in each cell evolves due to source operation, dislocation breeding, exchange 
of dislocation content, and load shedding.

These processes are affected by nearby free surfaces present in sub-micron 
samples, making dislocation cell structure dependent on sample size.  Nume-
rical challenges arise due to vastly different dislocation velocities inside versus 
outside dislocation cells. The model predictions and assumptions are assessed 
in light of recent experimental stress-strain data.
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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Nano-structured NiTi instantaneously transforms from fcc austenite via an intermediate phase 
(the R-phase) into monoclinic B19’ martensite. At a grain size less than a critical limit of 
about 50nm no transformation can be observed even upon cooling down to cryogenic 
temperatures. In slightly larger grains the martensite appears as a laminate of alternating twin-
related Bain correspondence variants. For grain diameters in the order of 100nm it becomes 
more likely to observe two such martensite laminates whose arrangement relative to each 
other, as it appears in a micrograph, gives the impression of a “herring-bone pattern”. This 
term has widely been adopted in the literature for this particular formation. 
This paper focuses on the prediction of the resulting morphology, which is determined by the 
energies involved, i.e. the chemical and mechanical contributions as well as interface 
energies. This paper evaluates the elastic strain energy as well as the interface energies 
generated by the transformation eigenstrains of the newly created phases. Various 
arrangements are calculated and compared with each other in terms of their impact on the 
total energy balance. Such an approach allows to determine an optimum configuration 
minimizing the total energy introduced into the system. The herring-bone morphology is also 
compared with the case of a single laminate as an alternative energy release mechanism. The 
parameters defining the geometry of the laminates such as the twin band thickness or the 
laminate width are computed and verified by means of high-resolution TEM images. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
NiTi alloys are the most important practically used shape memory alloys [1]. In contrast to 
their conventional coarse-grained counterparts, bulk nanocrystalline NiTi alloys attract 
considerable attention as advanced functional material [2]. In nanograins of NiTi a unique 
path of atomic scale twinning is encountered [3]. A variety of martensite arrangements allows 
to accommodate the newly created phase in order to maximize the energy release triggered by 
the transformation. It is the objective of the present study to investigate the dependence of the 
martensitic morphology on the grain size of nanocrystalline NiTi alloys by numerical as well 
as experimental means using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 
Martensitic phase transformations are characterized by the formation of multiple symmetry 
related variants of the martensite building complex microstructures on different length scales 
[4]. The eigenstrains that occur during the transformation from the parent austenitic phase to 
the martensite of lower crystalline symmetry enforce arrangements of fine mixtures of 
compensating variants that minimize the free energy [5]. The twinned martensitic 
microstructure strongly depends on the crystallography of the transformation. Similarly, a 
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small grain size of the parent phase can impose geometrical constraints that might 
significantly affect the martensitic morphology [6]. 
Fig 1 a and b show TEM bright field images of grains of different size (diameter of about 50 
and 100 nm, respectively) that contain B19´ martensite. Atomic scale twinning of the 
martensite leads to an ultrahigh density of the twins. The twins have equal volume fractions, 
and their average width is about 2 nm. Different martensitic morphologies are observed in 
grains of different size: In small enough grains frequently a single laminate of a twinned 
martensite sequence is encountered (see Fig. 1a). In grains in the order of 100 nm, a banded 
structure of two such laminates V1 and V2, separated by junction planes indicated by the 
dashed lines, is observed (see Fig. 1b). The angle between the twin boundary planes (i.e. the 
solid lines) is 125°. The width of the variant V2 is about 22% of the grain size (measured in a 
direction normal to the dashed lines). 
 

 
 

Figure 1. TEM micrographs of martensitic nanograins in NiTi. Atomic scale compound 
twins of B19´ are indicated by solid white lines. (a) Single variant of twinned martensite. 
(b) Herringbone morphology of two variants V1 and V2 of twinned martensite (dashed 
lines indicate the junction planes of V1 and V2). 

 
 
2. Modeling and Results 
 
For the time being a two-dimensional approach has been chosen in order to enable parametric 
studies in a cost-effective way. Fig. 2a shows the geometry of a circular grain embedded in a 
continuum of austenite that is assumed to remain untransformed. The model is characterized 
by the parameters δ denoting the grain diameter, the width B of the central laminate and the 
twin band width d. Each laminate is composed of a series of alternating Bain correspondence 
variants (BCV) highlighted by different shades of gray in Fig. 2a. The junction plane between 
the two laminates as well as all twin planes between Bain variants, which are perpendicular to 
the projection plane appear as lines in this view. The current model comprises three sections 
of twin-related martensite laminates, the central one including an angle of 125° with its 
neighbors. The transformation eigenstrain components for each Bain variant can be calculated 
in a coordinate system aligned with the projection plane. As an example the eigenstrains for 
BCV1 are given here: 039.011, −=Tε , 076.022, =Tε , 105.012, −=Tγ . Note that also out-of-
plane contributions of the transformation strain tensor are expected which will add to the total 
strain energy. In a plane stress model these additional energy contributions cannot be 
captured. A quantitative comparison with experimental data at this stage of the modeling 
work is therefore not yet possible. The finite element mesh has been arranged in such a way 
that it already contains all the characteristic features of the transformed geometry, i.e. twin 
planes always coincide with element edges. This guarantees sharp interfaces and captures 
jumps in the stress distribution. 6-node triangular elements with quadratic shape functions 
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have been chosen, suitable for resolving the stress singularities at the corners of the interface 
sufficiently well. The triangular element shape allows enough flexibility to mesh the 
sometimes narrow and misshaped sections at the perimeter of the grain. The transforming 
grain is assumed to be embedded in an infinitely extended austenitic matrix. Realistically, the 
stress fields generated by the transformation will decay to zero far away from the boundary of 
the grain. It is thus admissible to place the grain in the center of a circular patch with a 
diameter of 10δ without having to cope with undesirable boundary effects at the perimeter of 
the finite element model. Relatively large elements can be used in the zones far away from the 
grain where no significant gradients have to be expected (see Fig. 2b). The transformation 
itself is simulated as anisotropic thermal expansion, the expansion coefficients thus 
representing the transformation eigenstrains calculated above. 
 

 
(a)     (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Geometrical parameters describing the herring-bone pattern of a fully 
transformed grain. The surrounding austenitic matrix is not displayed.(b) Detail of the 
finite element mesh in and around the grain. 

 
As a direct result of the numerical calculations the strain energy input into the material can be 
worked out. A total energy balance, however, also requires taking into account the chemical 
interface energies at the twin planes as well as the grain boundary and the phase boundary 
between the two different martensite laminates. These contributions have to be added to the 
strain energy in a subsequent postprocessing step. For the specific magnitudes of the chemical 
surface energies the reader is referred to [7]. Given the transformation strains of the 
martensite variants the total energy introduced by the phase change depends on two geometric 
parameters, i.e. the fraction of each laminate defined by B/δ and the relative twin band width 
d/δ. An automated preprocessing procedure enables to create finite element models for 
various combinations of these parameters. The resulting total energy eb per grain volume as a 
function of B/δ and d/δ is shown in Fig. 3a for δ =50nm and Fig. 3b for δ=100nm. These 
cases are also compared with a single laminate of BCV1 and BCV1’, where the central 
section disappears. For the case of the smaller grain the energy minimum is found for B/δ=0.3 
and d/δ = 0.05, i.e. d=2.5nm. This ratio d/δ shifts to lower values as the grain grows while the 
absolute magnitude of d slowly increases. For d=100nm the optimum twin band width d is at 
about 3.5nm. These values correspond well to the dimensions found in the micrographs 
depicted in Fig. 1. The energy consumption relative to the grain volume is higher in the case 
of the smaller grain making it more difficult for the grain to transform. For the two examples 
shown in Fig. 3 the herring-bone morphology consisting of three alternating laminates is 
energetically more favorable than its single-layered counterpart indicated by the dashed line 
with the white open markers. However, as the grain diameter tends to smaller values this 
energetic advantage decreases, i.e. the eb-curve for the single laminate does not rise as rapidly 
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with decreasing δ as the eb-curves representing the herring-bone structure. Eventually, for 
small enough grains the single-layered pattern will prevail. 
 

  
      (a)      (b)   

Figure 3. Total energy per grain volume as a function of the relative twin band width 
evaluated for (a) δ=50nm, and (b) δ=100nm. 

 
 
3. Conclusions 
 
The morphology of a NiTi nanograin is to a large extent determined by the total energy 
minimum after martensitic transformation. In terms of this energy a herring-bone pattern of 
two martensite laminates is compared with the case of a single laminate. For the herring-bone 
microstructure the width B of the central section as well as the twin band-width d has then 
been quantified for a given grain diameter δ. The calculated morphology expressed in terms 
of the ratios B/δ and d/δ is in good agreement with the experimental evidence. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 

We present theory to deductively construct continuum models for crystalline monolayers 
from atomistic models. Finite element calculations based on this theory for carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs) faithfully reproduce orders of magnitude more expensive atomistic calculations. This 
technique has allowed us to simulate thick multi-million atom MWCNTs, linking directly 
with experimental observations. The simulations have reproduced the observed rippling 
deformations of thick MWCNTs, revealing an anomalous nonlinear elastic response to 
bending and torsion. This is particularly relevant in the view of the number of CNT-based 
devices in which thick MWCNTs act as structural springs, since according to our predictions, 
they behave as nonlinear springs at moderate deformations. We propose a further level of 
model upscaling, by constructing mesoscopic beam models to describe thick MWCNTs, 
which encode the essential complexity arising from the multi-layer structure, the short-range 
atomistic interactions, and the van der Waals interactions. According to large-scale multiscale 
simulations, MWCNTs seen as elastic beams display a non-convex energy-curvature relation, 
which leads to phase transformations. Physically, one phase corresponds to the smooth 
bending of the structure, while the second phase corresponds to the rippled bending 
deformation. We have validated this simple model against faithful atomistic simulations, as 
well as available experimental data. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Carbon nanotubes have sparkled intense research since their discovery, and show great 
potential for nano-devices, sensors and nano-structured materials. Their mechanical response 
plays a key role in many applications. Experimental observations as well as computer 
simulations have revealed a quite unique mechanical behavior. Despite being one of the 
stiffest and strongest materials in nature, carbon nanotubes display a remarkable flexibility 
and resilience to deformation modes other than uniaxial tension. This is due to their tendency 
to buckle in a reversible manner. A number of good experiments have probed the mechanics 
of nanotubes. Nevertheless, the difficulty of extracting reproducible quantitative data for such 
small structures makes of computer simulations a very valuable means of understanding 
nanotubes. 
 
2. Modeling and simulation of carbon nanotubes 
 
Atomistic descriptions are the model of choice for computer simulations of carbon nanotubes. 
Ab initio calculations allow us to simulate up to hundreds of atoms, while atomistic 
simulations with empirical potentials usually reach several million atoms. In order to simulate 
the mechanics of larger nanotubes, as well as to rationalize their mechanics, researchers have 
resorted to continuum mechanics. Despite the small size of these structures, continuum 
mechanics has proven very useful and applicable to a surprising extent. 
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Two drawbacks of most continuum mechanics models of carbon nanotubes routinely used in 
the literature are, on the one hand their phenomenological nature, and on the other hand the 
restriction to small deformations, despite nanotubes display very large elastic deformations. In 
[1] we presented a theory to construct finite deformation continuum mechanics models for 
curved lattices such as graphene, and applied this theory to carbon nanotubes. The key 
element is a kinematic rule relating the curved continuum strains and the discrete 
deformations in the spirit of the Cauchy-Born rule, the so-called Exponential Cauchy-Born 
rule (ECB). Salient features of this theory are that it results in a genuinely two-dimensional 
continuum for a two-dimensional lattice, and that the constitutive model is constructed 
explicitly in terms of the atomistic model of choice. In [2] the performance of this model was 
carefully tested against atomistic simulations for a number of benchmark problems.  
 
3. Mechanics of thick multiwalled carbon nanotubes 
 
The efficient and reliable computational method based on the ECB rule and finite elements 
allows us to study easily multi-million atom systems of thick multi-walled (MWCNTs) with 
models containing two orders of magnitude less degrees of freedom. These simulations 
contribute to the understanding of the mechanics of thick MWCNTs, currently serving as 
structural building blocks in an array of nano-scale devices [4,5]. Previously, these systems 
were analyzed qualitatively by simplified two-dimensional anisotropic elasticity models, 
macroscopic rubber scrolls and geometric scaling arguments, or phenomenological shell 
models. In [3], we presented reliable simulations based on realistic potentials, which revealed 
the 3D morphological structure of the experimentally observed rippling deformations 
analogous to the Yoshimura pattern.  
 
 

 
Figure 1. Anomalous elasticity of thick MWCNTs subjected to bending (here a 80 nm 

long 20-walled CNT). 
 
But the most important result of this study is the identification of two distinct elastic regimes 
in the mechanical response of thick MWCNTs; initially, these systems behave harmonically, 
displaying a quadratic growth of the strain energy with deformation, which is followed by a 
nontrivial well-defined scaling of the energy. The initial harmonic regime is practically absent 
for thick MWCNTs, and the latter anomalous and genuinely nonlinear structural response 
dominates the mechanical behavior for moderate and large deformations, such as those 
encountered in oscillators and devices. The energetics in the anomalous regime follows E  
deformationa , with 1 < a < 2 and results from a complex interplay of in-plane energy 
relaxation with nonbonded and bending energy penalties. This response can be clearly 
observed in Fig. 1, where a 20-walled nanotube is considered. It is apparent form the figure 
that the harmonic regime previous to rippling only holds in a small neighborhood of the 
straight configuration. When plotted in a log–log scale, the energy evolution clearly displays 
two distinct regimes characterized by the slopes 2 (harmonic) and a = 1.56 (rippled). This 
results in a nonlinear moment–curvature relationship, and an elastic modulus that depends on 
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deformation [6]. Simulations with larger tubes suggest that the larger the MWCNT is, the 
smaller the harmonic regime is and the larger the exponent a is. It should be stressed that all 
these phenomena are reversible, although a small hysteresis loop is observed upon unloading 
in the vicinity of the crossover region. Torsional rippling is also predicted by the simulations, 
which also display an anomalous elastic behavior. Unlike bending rippling, this behavior has 
not been reported in the literature, although some published images seem to suggest torsional 
rippling in the view of the simulations [6].   
  
4. Phase-transforming beam models 
 
Though useful and illuminating, the simulations described above are not practical from an 
engineering prospective for the design of devices or the interpretation of experimental 
observations. Indeed, each shell of the MWCNT must be explicitly modeled, as well as their 
interactions, with sufficient resolution to describe the local buckles. The reduction of two 
orders of magnitude in the number of degrees of freedom as compared to atomistic 
simulations is not sufficient to avoid parallel computations when long tubes with tens of walls 
are involved (this is often the case in devices). The prevalent approach, for instance when 
interpreting measurements, is to assume that MWCNTs behave as Euler-Bernoulli elastic 
beams. Due to the above-mentioned anomalous elasticity of MWCNTs, this 
oversimplification can result in gross errors in measured data. 
 

 
Figure 2. Experimental observation of a MWCNT exhibiting rippled and smooth phases 

[7], and a corresponding simulation of the beam model with non-convex energy (red: rippled 
phase, blue: smooth phase). 
 
The simulations presented above suggest a simple reduced model capturing the essential 
nonlinear mechanics of thick MWCNTs. Indeed, the robust power law for the strain energy as 
a function of curvature once rippling has occurred, together with the principle of energy 
minimization, suggests the following constitutive law for a beam deforming in 2D: 
 

W(λ,κ)= Wstretch(λ) +  min {C1 κ2; C2 κa}    (1) 
 
In the above equation, λ denotes the stretch of the beam and κ its curvature. The stretch 
potential is typically very stiff and the beam can be considered as an inextensible elastica. 
Note carefully that the above bending energy contribution is non convex. When subjected to 
bending moment, the total energy displays two energy wells, and thus we can anticipate that 
this energy will lead to phase coexistence and microstructure formation. The first energy well 
corresponds to smooth bending deformations while the second well entails the rippling 
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instability. Simple simulations show that indeed this is the case, and a stressed microstructure 
can be observed in Fig. 2. This model is reminiscent of that presented and analyzed in [8]. 
 
5. Outlook 
 
Further study of this simple model, particularly with regards to the dynamics (relevant in 
oscillators) and to the dissipation and hysteresis, will be the object of future investigations. It 
is expected that such tractable analytical models, which nevertheless retain the essential 
mechanics, can improve the interpretation of experiments. Further understanding beyond 
simulations of the complex nonlinearly elastic rippling response is needed. For instance, the 
systematic dependence of the exponent a on the deformation mode or the number of walls is 
not clear. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 
In this study, the origin of large ductility that is seen in recently discovered rare-earth 
intermetallic compounds: YCu, YAg and YZn is explored by using fully anisotropic 3D 
discrete dislocation dynamics simulations.  The stability of prefect dislocations, Frank-Read 
source formation, interaction energy of kink pairs, strength of junctions and dipoles are 
evaluated and compared to those seen for the common B2 type intermetallics, NiAl and Fe-
25Al.  The results clearly indicate the role and the importance of elastic anisotropy on the 
evolution of dislocation microstructures and overall hardening behavior in these systems. 
 
 
1.Introduction 

 
Most intermetallic alloys exhibit very limited ductility at room temperatures and their brittle 
behavior, in both single and polycrystalline forms, has been extensively investigated [1-2].  A 
new class of highly ordered, ductile intermetallic systems has been discovered recently [3].  
These alloys have the B2 structure and are based on a rare-earth element and a late transition 
metal or an early p-element.  Apparently, there are 120 such alloys, most of these have not 
been studied, but at least 12 such compounds have been found to possess significantly high 
ductility and fracture toughness when tested at room temperature and in air [3]. 
 
 
2.Computational Method and Results 
 
The elastic energy, E, per unit length of a straight dislocation in a linearly anisotropic elastic 
crystal is given by: 
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where K is the energy factor for the dislocation and is a function of both the elastic constants 
of the anisotropic crystal and the orientation of the dislocation line with its Burgers vector; R 
is the outer radius of integration; and r0 is the dislocation core radius, which is of the order of 
b, the magnitude of the Burgers vector.  The line tension TL per unit length of a straight 
dislocation depends on the energy factor K and its second derivative as 
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If the logarithmic term in Eqn.1 is assumed to be constant for all dislocation orientations, the 
1/K plots are equivalent to the inverse Wulff plots (1/E).  There are two criteria for dislocation 
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line instability:  First, the concavity of the inverse Wulff plot.  Second, the negative line 
tension, which is a sufficient but not necessary condition for instability.  All straight 
dislocations satisfying these conditions will relax their energy by transforming into V-shaped 
bends or zigzagged bends. 
 
In discrete dislocation dynamics simulations, the forces per unit length causing the mobility of 
the dislocations is obtained from Peach-Koehler formula: 
 

self
AD FtbF

rrrr
+×•+= ))(( σσ    (3) 

 
where is the sum of the stress tensor from other remote dislocation segments, is the 
applied stress tensor, b is the Burgers vector and t is the unit tangent vector of the dislocation 
line and F

Dσ Aσ

self is force arising from the line tension of the dislocation segment.  In the 
evaluation of , the elastic distortion tensor associated with dislocation line segment can be 
expressed as [4] 
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where jnkε is the permutation tensor,  is the elastic stiffness tensor, is the Burgers 
vector, is the unit tangent vector and dl is the dislocation line element.  The term is the 
derivatives of the Green’s function.  For an isotropic solid, the Eqn 1,2 and 4 have all closed 
form analytical expressions.  For general anisotropy, the evaluation of these equations 
requires numerical approaches either solving sextic algebraic equations [5] or integral 
formalism [6].  In our study we adopted the integral formalism.  The heavy computational 
burden for the evaluation of multiple integrals associated with the Eqn 1,2 and 4 can be 
reduced to manageable level by expressing them in the form of preprocessed look-up tables of 
which the details will be given in ref. [7]. 
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The elastic constants of the alloys at room temperature used in our analyses are summarized 
in Tab 1, together with the anisotropy factors A=2C44/(C11-C12) and H=2C44-C11+C12.  
Stability of the dislocations in intermetallics plays an important role in deformation 
mechanisms for yielding and work hardening.  Fig.1 compares the inverse energy (1/K) plots 
for ]001)[011(  slip.   
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Figure 1.  (1/K) plot for (110)[001]  glide loop. a) Data for NiAl and Fe-25Al  b) Data for YCu, YAg and YZn. 
 
As can be seen, Fe-25Al exhibited two ranges of instability, one centering on screw (θ=0º) 
and the other centering on edge dislocations (θ=90º).  As for NiAl, the instability is only 
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centered on the screw dislocations; no instability is present near the edge dislocations.  In 
contrast, the dislocations with this slip system are all stable in YCu, YAg and YZn as can be 
seen from the convex shape of (1/K) plots in Fig.1b; in addition, for all the θ values their line 
tension is positive. 
 
Fig.2 summarizes the evolution of dislocation loops from a Frank-Read source in Fe-25Al, 

NiAl and YCu.  The initial length of pure screw dislocation segments ( ]111[
2
1

=b ) was 

b31000  and located on the )011( glide plane.  Applied uniaxial stress was in [100] 
direction.  
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure.2 Evolution of an F-R source under applied stress 

 
From Fig. 2, it can be clearly seen that dislocation segment has the greater resistance to shear 
deformation with higher anisotropic ratio.  Under the same applied force, the dislocation 
segment in YCu bows out furthest and has formed the second dislocation loop, whereas the 
one in Fe-25Al moved very short distance.  
 
Next, we summarize the behavior of the junctions in these systems.  When two attractive 
dislocations with nonparallel Burgers vector in intersecting planes approach each other, the 
junction forms once the force between them reaches a critical value.  In most cases, junctions 
are immobile and they restrict the further motion of dislocations thus enhancing the work 
hardening and limiting the ductility.  By using 3D anisotropic dislocation dynamics, we 
evaluated the formation of junctions under zero applied stress first.  After their formation, 
their strengths were determined as the applied stress values required for their break-up.  
Possible combinations of primary and secondary slip systems for junction reactions in bcc 
crystal system are given in [8].  Fig.3 shows the equilibrium morphologies of the junctions 
forming at slip systems )211](111[&)011](111[  in these alloys.  In these simulations, the 
initial angles between the dislocations arms and the intersection line ]311[  were –25.23o and 
31.48o respectively.  Both dislocations arms had the same length b2100  and the length of 
the segments forming the dislocation lines was taken as 5b.   
 
In Fig.3, the occurrence of the kinks in dislocation arms in Fe-25Al system can be clearly 
seen from the figure due to mentioned instabilities associated with the line tension.  Also the 
evolution of the larger junction lengths with increasing anisotropy (Tab.1) can be depicted 
from the figure.  When an applied stress is introduced, the four arms of the junction bow out 
as small Frank-Read sources and the junction unzips.  The break-up stress values for the 
junctions shown in Fig.3 were (in MPa) 4000, 1800, 1040, 1020,1135 for Fe-25Al, Ni-Al, 
YAg, YCu and YZn respectively.      
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Figure.3 Junction configurations for slip systems )211](111[&)011](111[  in five B2 alloys 
 
3. Conclusions: 
 

1. The convex shape of the inverse energy plots and positive line tension show that the 
elastic anisotropy is too small to cause any instability of ordinary dislocations in YCu, 
YAg and YZn. 

2. Strength of junctions in YCu, YAg and YZn is much smaller in comparison to Ni-Al    
and Fe-25Al due to smaller elastic anisotropy. 
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Table 1 Elastic constants and anisotropic factors of five B2 alloys 

 C11 (GPa) C12 (GPa) C44 (GPa) A  H (GPa) 
Fe-25Al 171.0 131.0 132.0 6.6 224.0 

NiAl 170.3 115.4 89.7 3.27 124.5 
YAg 102.4 54.0 37.2 1.54 26.0 
YCu 113.4 48.4 32.3 0.99 -0.4 
YZn 94.7 47.8 47.2 2.01 47.0 
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 Atomistic Studies of Stimulated Dislocation Nucleation 
at Crack Fronts

Erik Bitzek
Institut fuer Zuverlaessigkeit von Bauteilen und Systemen, Universitaet Karlsruhe (TH), Kaiserstrasse 12,                        

 76131 Karlsruhe, Germany

One of the great unknowns in the description of semi-brittle fracture is the ori-
gin of the dislocations near the crack tip. Preexisting dislocations are known to 
influence the low temperature fracture toughness and the  brittle-to-ductile-
transition (BDT) dramatically (see [1,2,3] and references therein). Experiments 
on single crystalline silicon show that dislocation nucleation can be a highly 
inhomogeneous process if preexisting defects are present at the crack front. 
A single dislocation intersecting the crack front can stimulate the emission of 
other dislocations in an avalanche-type multiplication process [1]. The detailed 
mechanism of this stimulated emission and multiplication of dislocations at the 
crack tip are still largely unexplored and the subject of this paper.

We present large scale, three dimensional atomistic fracture simulations using 
a [001](110) mode I crack in nickel. The interaction of different dislocations with 
sharp and blunted static ($K < K_{Ic}$) cracks are studied using standard mole-
cular dynamics techniques.

The events during the interaction of an impinging dislocation with the crack of 
course depend on the character and glide plane of the dislocation. Frequent-
ly observed processes include the stimulated emission of full dislocation loops 
and cross slip of the incoming dislocation. Sharp cracks react on the dislocation 
stress field by partial crack advance or closure. The thus curved crack front can 
lead to the emission of dislocations on otherwise inactive glide planes.

The simulation results are analyzed with respect to the driving forces on the dis-
locations caused by the crack tip stress field and compared with experiments. 
Implications for mesoscopic modeling of semi-brittle fracture and the brittle-to-
ductile transition are discussed.

[1] C. Scandian et al., phys. stat. sol. (a) 171, p.67 (1999) 

[2] B.J. Gally and A.S. Argon, Phil. Mag. A 81, p.600 (2001) 

[3] P. Gumbsch, et al., Science 282 (1998) 1293-1295.
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Interaction of dislocations with grain boundaries in a 
3D-nanocrystalline network

Christian Brandl 1, P. M. Derlet 1, H. van Swygenhoven 1

1Paul Scherrer Institute, WHGA/348, 5232 Villigen, Switzerland

In order to incorporate grain boundary effects in mesoscopic models, criteria 
for dislocation absorption and transmission with grain boundaries have to be 
formulated. This poster will report on the atomistic details of some mechanis-
ms that have been observed during molecular dynamics computer simulati-
ons of deformation of nanocrystalline Al. Particular emphasis will be given to 
the changes in the grain boundary structure upon emission of a dislocation or 
upon absorption of a dislocation and how these affect (1) the further ability of 
the dislocation to act as source and sink for further dislocation activity in the 
same grain and (2) the initiation of dislocation activity in a neighbouring grain 
by means of dislocation transmission or the activation of new sources.
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ABSTRACT 

 
 

We report a study of dynamic cracking in a silicon single crystal in which the ReaxFF 
reactive force field is used for ~3,000 atoms near the crack tip while the other 100,000 atoms 
of the model system are described with a simple nonreactive force field. The ReaxFF is 
completely derived from quantum mechanical calculations of simple silicon systems without 
any empirical parameters. This model has been successfully used to study crack dynamics in 
silicon, capable of reproducing key experimental results such as orientation dependence of 
crack dynamics (Buehler et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 2006).  In this article, we focus on crack 
speeds as a function of loading and crack propagation mechanisms.  We find that the steady 
state crack speed does not increase continuously with applied load, but instead jumps to a 
finite value immediately after the critical load, followed by a regime of slow increase.  Our 
results quantitatively reproduce experimental observations of crack speeds during fracture in 
silicon along the (111) planes.   
 
 
1.  Introduction 
 
Brittle fracture is characterized by breaking of atomic bonds leading to formation of two new 
materials surfaces.  Most existing atomistic models of fracture assume an empirical 
relationship between bond stretch and force. However, breaking of bonds in real materials is 
an extremely complicated process that could previously only be captured with sufficient 
accuracy only by using quantum mechanical (QM) methods, which are limited to ~100 atoms. 
Here we present a new theoretical concept based on building a multi-scale simulation model 
completely derived from QM principles, while being computationally efficient and capable of 
treating thousands of atoms with QM accuracy.  Fracture of silicon has received tremendous 
attention due to its complexity of bond breaking and due to interesting failure dynamics 
observed  experimentally [1-5]. These experimental efforts led to critical insight into 
deformation modes, such as the mirror-mist-hackle transition and orientational dependence of 
crack dynamics in silicon single crystals [2]. 
  
Atomistic modeling fracture of silicon has been the subject of several studies using empirical 
force fields [5-9].  In contrast to many metals, where fracture and deformation can be 
described reasonably well using embedded atom (EAM) potentials [10-12], a proper 
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description of fracture in silicon has proved to be far more difficult, requiring a more accurate 
treatment of the atomicinteractions.  There have been several previous attempts to describe  
fracture of silicon using atomistic methods.  Early attempts to  model fracture in Si used 
Tersoff's classical potential [13] and similar formulations such as the Stillinger-Weber [14] or 
the EDIP potential [8].  These attempts failed due to an incorrect description of the bond 
breaking process.  Baskes and coworkers used their modified EAM formulation (MEAM) to 
describe crack motion in silicon [9] and to investigate the critical load for fracture initiation. 
However, the MEAM formulation cannot describe bond formation and breaking of silicon 
with other elements such as oxygen. 
 
It has become clear that in order to obtain an accurate description of the dynamics of fracture 
of materials, the accuracy of QM for atoms near the propagating crack tip is necessary to 
describe the very large potentially plastic strains as chemical bonds are broken while coupling 
this to the more gradual near elastic strains over much larger regions.  This has been 
successfully demonstrated in earlier work for example in the MAAD approach [6] by 
coupling QM regions to empirical potentials.  However, for an adequate description of bond 
breaking in Si, it is necessary to include ~3,000 atoms in the reactive region, which has not 
been possible. 
 
Here we present the results for an alternative approach utilizing the ReaxFF reactive force 
field developed to reproduce the barriers and structures for reactive processes from QM, but at 
a computational cost many orders of magnitude smaller [15]. The challenge of modeling the 
physics of fracture is that bond-breaking processes must be simulated while allowing the heat 
generated to be dissipated properly to the remaining system and while modeling the flux of 
energy towards a moving crack tip.  Time scales of microseconds to milliseconds may be 
needed to follow the crack propagation across grains to various surfaces. Such calculations 
have not previously been possible.  Here we describe the first simulation treating the silicon 
system with this level of accuracy. 
 

 

  
 
Figure 1:  Subplot (a):  The interpolation method for defining a mixed Hamiltonian in the 
transition region between two different paradigms, as implemented in the CMDF 
framework.As an alternative to the linear interpolation, we have also implemented smooth 
interpolation function based on a sinusoidal function.  This enables using slightly smaller 
handshake regions thus increasing the computational efficiency.  Subplot (b):  Geometry 
used for simulating mode I fracture in silicon.  The (110) crack surface system contains 
28,800 atoms with Lx≈230Å, and Ly≈460Å.  The (111) crack surface system contains 86,400 
atoms with Lx≈400Å, and Ly≈1130Å.  At the tip of the crack, up to 3,000 atoms are modeled  
with ReaxFF.   
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 We use a hybrid simulation technique in which the ReaxFF reactive potential for silicon [16, 
17] is used for a modest region of a few thousand atoms close to the crack tip while a  
computationally inexpensive but non-reactive Tersoff  potential is used to describe the other 
100,000 more distant atoms needed to include their elastic constraints on the propagating tip. 
Tersoff-type potential and ReaxFF lead to similar materials behavior (equation of state) for 
small strains, but deviate strongly at large strains.  The fact that both descriptions overlap for 
small strains enable a smooth handshake between the two methods. 
 
2.   Computational method:  Hybrid ReaxFF-Tersoff model 
 
The Computational Materials Design Facility (CMDF) is a Python [18] based simulation 
framework allowing multi-paradigm multi-scale simulations of complex materials phenomena 
operating on disparate length- and time scales. Individual computational engines are wrapped 
using the “Simplified Wrapper and Interface Generator” (SWIG) for rapid integration of low-
level codes with scripting languages.  The CMDF framework enables the combination of 
ReaxFF to capture the QM description of reactions with classical non-reactive potentials to 
describe nonreacting regions  providing the means for describing many complex materials 
failure processes as reported herein.  This is the main focus of this paper.  
 
To simulate the atoms around the crack tip we employ ReaxFF [16]. As described in [17], this 
potential has been tested against QM for a wide range of processes [19], including Si-Si bond 
breaking in H3Si-SiH3 and Si=Si bond breaking in H2Si=SiH2, equations of state for 4-
coordinate silicon (diamond-configurations) and 6-coordinate silicon phases β-tin), and 
simple cubic crystal.  This force field is also capable of treating interactions of Si with O and 
H. We recently added the stability and equation of state of a 5-coordinate Si-condensed phase 
to the Si training set, and we re-evaluated the Si-Si bond and Si-Si-Si angle parameters to  
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Figure 2:  Crack speed as a function of reduced load, for a crack in the (110) orientation.  
For small loads ( 1/ <CGG ), the crack speed is zero.  Above 1/ >CGG  we observe a finite 
crack speed, with a sudden jump to approximately 3,000 m/s.  Then the crack speed 
displays a steady, linearly increasing, trend with strain load.    The average limiting crack 
speed is measured while the crack travels in the region 200 Å < y < 400 Å (sufficiently far 
away from the boundary).  The crack speed at large loading approaches approximately 
4,200 m/s.   
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improve the fit to the energy and equation of state of this phase. All parameters are 
completely derived from QM calculations.   Because of the complexity of the mathematical  
expressions describing the partial bond orders, energies, and charges, ReaxFF is 1-2 orders of 
magnitudes more expensive than the Tersoff potential but several orders of magnitude faster 
than QM. 
 
We use a simple general approach to describe the transition region between the two 
paradigms ReaxFF and Tersoff.  The role of the handshake regions is to ensure that the 
correct boundary conditions are applied to each side, and that each side senses proper 
continuation in distribution or density and forces. Figure 1 illustrates the approach.  The 
transition region is described by two parameters, transR  for the width of the transition region, 
and bufR  for the width of the ghost atom region.  In bridging such distinct computational 
engines we find it useful to use spatially varying weights iw   to determine the weighting of 
the force and energy contribution from different simulation engines.  Every computational 
engine i  has a specific weight iw  associated with it. The N  weights always add up to one, as 
 

1
..1

=∑
= Ni

iw .        (1) 
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Figure 3:  Crack speed as a function of reduced load, for a crack in the (111) orientation.  
For small loads ( 1/ <CGG ), the crack speed is zero.  Above 1/ >CGG  we observe a finite 
crack speed, with a sudden jump to approximately 2,000 m/s.  Then the crack speed displays 
a steady, linearly increasing, trend with strain load, approaching approximately 3,500 m/s.  
The average limiting crack speed is measured while the crack travels in the region 250 Å < y 
< 400 Å (sufficiently far away from the boundaries).  At the intermediate values around 

1/ ≈CGG , the crack does not propagate through the entire slab.  When stable crack 
propagation is observed, the average crack speed approaches the initial velocity of 
approximately 2,000 m/s.   Our results show a quantitative correlation with the experimental 
results obtained by Hauch and coworkers [20] (representative data plotted in the figure).  
The plot also contains data obtained with the Stillinger-Weber force field and the EDIP force 
field (data taken from [20]);  these models fail to reproduce the experimental behavior.  
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The force on each atom is then given by the weighted sum of all force contributions of each 
method, 
 

i
Ni

i FwF ∑
=

=
..1

.       (2) 

 
Different simulation regimes are coupled to one another by smoothly interpolating between 
different engines by using smoothly varying weighting functions.  The width of the transition 

region transR  depends on the nature of the system, but it should generally be larger than the 
typical atomic distance in a lattice or in an organic molecule (here we choose transR =6 Å).  
The width of the buffer layer is bufR  =5 Å.   
 
The size of the reactive region is based on the strain energy density of each atom.  All atoms 
with a strain energy larger than -3.5 eV are embedded in a cylindrical reactive region of 10 Å.  
The union of all those regions yields the total reactive region.  When oxygen atoms are 
present in the system, a similar procedure is applied and in addition to the criterion based on 
the strain energy density, each oxygen atom is embedded in a cylindrical reactive region of 10 
Å.  We update the calculation regimes every 10 integration steps.    
 
Figure 2 depicts our atomistic model. We consider a perfect crystal with an initial crack of 
length a serving as the failure initiation point. We strain the slab with strain in mode I prior to 
simulation as done in .  The boundaries are held fixed during the simulation so that the stress 
in the material can only be relieved by crack propagation. The crack starts to nucleate shortly 
after the simulation is started. 
 
3.  Simulation results 
 
The main objective of this paper is to perform a systematic study of the steady-state crack 
speed as a function of the applied load.  Figure 2 plots the crack speed as a function of CGG / , 
for a crack in the (110) orientation.  Note that CG  is the critical energy release rate at the 
onset of fracture.  We observe a lattice-trapping effect, similar as seen in experimental studies 
[4] and discussed in computational modeling recently [20].  Figure 3 plots the results obtained 
for the (111) orientation.   This is the identical orientation as used in experiment and 
computational studies.  Our hybrid model is capable of reproducing the experimental results 
quite accurately, showing some quantitative agreement.  In the studies shown in Figures 2 and 
3, the load applied to the system is held constant during the simulation.  
 
Figure 4 shows the results for slowly increasing load (strain rate 0.0005% per integration 
step).  Figure 4(a) shows the crack speed as a function of iteration number, including some 
snapshots of crack tip mechanisms and bond breaking events.  Figure 4(b) shows some 
snapshot of the system as the crack propagates.     
 
4.  Discussion and conclusion  
 
We have presented a new numerical method integrating the ReaxFF and Tersoff force fields 
to allow a physics based description of the fracture mechanics of silicon.  Our new scheme 
represents a new multi-scale approach of coupling the QM scale of chemistry and bond 
breaking and formation with the scale of mechanics of materials. Our method is completely 
based on first-principles, with no empirical parameters used for fitting of ReaxFF for silicon.  
Our studies suggest that there exist lattice trapping effects that lead to a discretization of 
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accessible crack speeds in silicon, clearly corroborating earlier experimental results (Figures 2 
and 3).  In contrast to previous attempts of modeling this experimental phenomenon with 
empirical potentials such as EDIP or Stillinger-Weber, our new hybrid model reproduces 
experimental results, at a fraction of the computational cost of QM based methods.  It is 
remarkable that our model is capable of even reproducing experimental results quantitatively 
(see Figure 4), without any parameter fitting.  Our theoretical results further provide insight 
into the crack-tip mechanisms during fracture initiation, indicating formation of a 5-7 
membered Si ring (see inlay, Figure 4).   
 
Since ReaxFF is capable of describing a wide heterogeneous range of materials, our approach 
provides a practical means to studying the coupling of complex chemical reactions to 
mechanical properties. Our hybrid method could enable studies of stress corrosion processes 
and other degradation and aging mechanisms.  
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Figure 4:  Subplot (a):  Crack speed as a function of iterations.  The inlays show a few 
snapshots of bond breaking processes during crack initiation.  We observe that the crack 
does not start to propagate until a critical loading time, after which the crack speed jumps to 
around 2,000 m/s.  This result agrees with the data shown in Figure 2 and 3, suggesting that 
crack propagation is not possible for speeds below a critical speed.  Preliminary analysis 
suggests that this behavior is due to atomic rearrangements at the tip of the crack, leading to 
formation of a 7-5 membered Si-ring.  Subplot (b):  Snapshots of crack extension during the 
simulation.  After a short period of straight crack extension, the crack starts to change 
direction, creating a rough crack surface.    
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Plasticity and Dislocation Dynamics in Micro and Nano-
scale Cylinders 

Wei Cai
Mechanical Engineering Department, 496 Lomita Mall, Durand Building, 94305-4040, Stanford, USA

Comparing theoretical models and experimental measurements on the defor-
mation of crystals at the micro and nano-scale is expected to bring new under-
standing on the fundamental nature of plasticity.  Recently, a dislocation-starva-
tion model was proposed to explain the dramatic increase of flow stress as the 
diameters of gold micro-pillars go to nanoscale (Greer and Nix, Applied Physics 
2005).  On the other hand, recent indentation experiment on gold nanowires 
indicates dislocation hardening even at the nanoscale (Wu et al. Nature Mate-
rials, 2005).  To investigate this controversy, we develop Dislocation Dynamics 
(DD) simulation models in a cylinder with its diameter ranging from micro to 
nanoscale.  Such simulations are enabled by an efficient algorithm to account 
for the image stress of the traction-free cylindrical surface, based on the analytic 
expressions of the elastic displacement potentials.  The DD simulations also ac-
count for the orientation dependence of dislocation core energy and mobility 
computed from atomistic models.  Stress-strain curves calculated by these simu-
lations will be compared with experimental measurements.
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On the role of lattice discreteness in brittle fracture

Mariella Ippolito,1,2 Alessandro Mattoni2 and Luciano Colombo1,2,3

1Dept. Physics, Univ. Cagliari, Cittadella Universitaria, I-09042 Monserrato (CA), Italy
2SLACS Laboratory (CNR-INFM)
3DEMOCRITOS National Simulation Center (CNR-INFM)

ABSTRACT

We investigate at atomistic level the failure strength in brittle solids containing isolated stress
concentrators such as straight crack, circular hole and spherical hole. By means of molecular
static calculation we found that in the case of nanosized stress concentrators there is a strong
dependence on the defect size in contrast with the prediction of linear elasticity theory. We
compare the atomistic results with an analytical theory named quantized fracture mechanics
which takes into account the discreteness of the crystal lattice by introducing within the
framework of the continuum elasticity theory the hypothesis of discrete crack propagation
(fracture quantum). By a suitable choice of the fracture quantum it is possible to reconcile the
atomistic results for the failure strength with the continuum theory at the nanoscale.

1. Introduction

Although solid mechanics is a well established field of investigation at the macroscopic level,
a basic question is still open: whether continuum laws of mechanics are valid at the nanoscale.
In particular, in the technologically relevant case of nanosized stress concentrators the linear
elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) theory fails to correctly predict the failure strength and
therefore an alternative approach is required.
As a matter of fact, for the case of a straight crack, stress and strain fields computed by LEFM
became mathematically singular at a vanishing distance from the crack tip, thus making hard
to predict relevant quantities (like toughness or crack resistance) by using local stress criteria.
Furthermore, at the nanoscale the linear elasticity theory fails also in the case of blunt defect
such as elliptical cracks or holes. For istance, the case of a cylindrical or spherical hole a
constant stress intensification is expected, regardless of the hole size. While such a prediction
is valid for macroscopic defects it is in contrast with experimental and numerical results at the
nanoscale.
Atomistic simulation have demonstrated to be a valuable tool to study the crack resistance of
nanocracked brittle solids [1]. In the present work we used atomistic simulation to calculate
the failure strength of cubic silicon carbide (β-SiC) containing nanosized stress concentrators.
By investigating the failure strength dependence upon the defect size we found a strong
deviation from the linear elasticity prediction for defects as small as few nm. The atomistic
results are compared to the expectation of an energy based theory, named Quantized Fracture
Mechanics (QFM) [2], that modifies same basic assumption of the standard continuum based
fracture

2. Theoretical framework

Inter-atomic forces were calculated according to a modified version of  Tersoff potential [3,4]
that correctly reproduces the brittle failure of silicon carbide [1].
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Figure 1. (a) Geometry of a plate containing a cylindrical hole and strained along z-direction.
The alignment of the crystallographic axes is reported.  (b) Failure strength of a plate
containing a crack of semi-length c. Symbols are atomistic data; the continuum line is the
QFM fit and the dashed line is the Griffith curve. (c) Failure strength of a plate containing a
cylindrical hole of radius r. Symbols are atomistic data; the continuum line is the QFM fit and
the dashed line is the liner elastic expectation σf / σ th = 1/3. (d)  failure strength of a plate
containing a spherical hole of radius r. Symbols are the atomistic data; the continuum line is
the QFM fit and the dashed line is the liner elastic expectation σf / σth ≈ 1/2.

The simulation cell consists of a β-SiC monocrystal containing three different types of
isolated defects: a straight crack, a cylindrical hole (Fig. 1 (a)) and a spherical hole. In order
to reproduce the plane strain condition, in the x-y plane the system was kept fixed at the
equilibrium lattice parameter of β-SiC (4.318 Å) and periodically repeated. A tensile load σA

was applied along the z direction according to the constant traction method [5].
For each geometry and for a given load we relaxed the atomic force by a dumped dynamics
minimization algorithm. To estimate the failure strength of the defected specimen we varied
the applied load up to the failure condition σA = σf At loads higher than this critical threshold
a fracture originates from the defect and a brittle failure occurs along the [111] plane in all the
considered cases.

3. Results

For all the defects considered we found that the failure strength increases as the defect size
decreases and approaches a maximum value that corresponds to the ideal strength σth of β-SiC
(we calculated σth ≈ 58 GPa).
The results for a straight crack are reported in Fig. 1 (b). According to LEFM (dashed line) a
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singularity is expected at vanishing crack lengths. At variance, the atomistically calculated
critical stress (symbols) monotonically approaches the ideal strength σth of the crystal.
The results obtained for the cylindrical and spherical hole are reported in Fig. 1 (c) and (d),
respectively. The linear elastic prediction, σf / σ th = 1/3 for the cylindrical case and σf / σ th

≈1/2 for the spherical case (horizontal dashed lines in figure), it is actually found to only
represent the asymptotic limit for large radii.
In order to explain the atomistic data we considered the QFM theory. According to this
theory, based on Novozhilov stress criterion [6], the failure occurs when the average of the
stress over a small region of length d0 at the hole (crack) tip reaches the tensile strength of the
plate without defect σth. Within this formalism d0, named fracture quantum, is a measure of
the minimum fracture advance and it is expected to be of the order of the lattice spacing. It is
important to note that the QFM theory is not able to fix a value for such a quantity.
Accordingly, in this framework we use such a fracture quantum as parameter to calibrate on
atomistic results.
The best fit obtained for the three defects is represented by continuum line in Fig.1 (b), (c)
and (d). The QFM theory well reproduces the atomistic data over all the investigated range
and the best fits were obtained taking d0=6.0Å, d0=6.6 Å and d0=7.9 Å respectively for the
crack and for the cylindrical and spherical hole. For any given material d0 depends on the
geometry of the system and in particular on the dimensionality of the defects.
In conclusion it is possible by atomistic simulation to calculate the failure strength of
nanosized defects. The atomistic results demonstrate that the liner elasticity theory is not valid
at the nanoscale for very small defect while QFM can be successfully used to interpolate the
atomistic data. According to the present study the fracture quantum introduced by QFM
theory it is not a material parameter, rather it depends upon the geometry of the defect.
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ABSTRACT

Nanocrystalline silicon is a biphasic material consisting of a dispersion of crystal seeds
embedded into an amorphous matrix and it represents a promising multifunctional material at
least for low cost photovoltaic applications. The improvements of optoelectronic properties
requires a better control and modelling of the material nanomorphology. By means of
atomistic simulations based on the EDIP potential  we study the effect of the temperature on
the nanocrystals growth within the amorphous matrix. The average crystallinity is calculated
from the atomic trajectories and it is used to characterize the microstructure evolution.

1. Introduction

Nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si) is considered as a promising candidate for low cost and high
efficiency solar cells [1], having already reached top efficiencies around 11% comparable
with those obtained by using stabilized amorphous silicon (a-Si). Nanocrystalline silicon
consists basically of a dispersion of silicon nanocrystals (nc-Si) embedded into an amorphous
matrix and it is interesting also for optoelectronic applications, since it mimics a dispersion of
Si dots into an a-Si matrix possibly inducing quantum confinement effects. Despite such
potential merits, the industrial application of nc-Si are limited by the possibility to proper
tuning the nanomorphology of the material. Under this respect, there is real need of
theoretical characterization of the microstructure of nc-Si/a-Si systems and its evolution under
different thermal and stress conditions. Model potential atomistic simulations have been
succesfully applied to study the recrystallization from liquid silicon[2] and from amorphous
phase both in the pure[3] and boron doped silicon systems [4,5]. In the present paper, by
means of  molecular dynamics (MD) simulations based on the EDIP atomic force model[6]
we generate nc-Si/a-Si models and we characterize their thermal microstructure evolution. We
focus our work on textured nc-Si that is modeled by a set of crystalline fibers oriented along
the same crystallographic axes, and embedded into an amorphous silicon matrix. According to
preliminary experimental observation similar structures might occur during LEPECVD
experiments[7].

2. Results

The starting point of the present simulation protocol was to generate an amorphous slab by
quenching a liquid silicon sample down to room temperature. The slab dimensions along the
x,y, and z cartesian axes were 2.71 nm, 27.11 nm, and 27.11 nm, respectively, and the system
was periodically replicated. This corresponds to a total number of particles as large as 105
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atoms. In order to simulate nanosecond-long annealings, we needed a particularly efficient
aqnd scalable MD code[8]. A given number of parallel fibers were extracted from a silicon
monocrystal and randomly inserted into the amorphous slab. The axes of the crystalline fibers
were chosen along the [001] crystallographic direction and parallel to the x direction of the
simulation cell. In the orthogonal y-z plane the fibers were rotated at random and eventually
the configuration were relaxed by a damped dynamics minimization algorithm. A y-z plane
view of  part of the system  is reported in Fig 1.

                 

Figure 1- Left panel: Snapshot showing a model nc-Si system formed by inserting a random
distribution of nm-sized fibres into an otherwise amorphous matrix. Right panel: A model nc-
Si is obtained after 2ns annealing at T=1200K during which grains recrystallization is
thermally activated. The residual amorphous layers correspond to thin intergranular regions as
large as few atomic spacings.

The system was annealed at T=1200K in order to thermally activate the recrystallization.
After 2ns long annealing an equilibrium configuration was obtained and it is reported in Fig 2.
The amorphous matrix is dramatically reduced and now limited to just a thin region localized
at the grain boudaries. At least qualitatively, present computational samples display intriguing
structural similarities with LEPECVD real samples[7].  The dimension of the grains depends
on the initial density of fibres, ranging within 4-15 nm. In order to better characterize the
computed structures we calculated the structure factor:

∑ ⋅=Θ
i

Rki ie
N

1                                                           (1)

where k is the vector 8π/a0[1,0,0] parallel to the axes of the crystalline fibers (a0 is the c-Si
equilibrium lattice parameter). Such a choice corresponds to the Bragg condition in the x
direction. The structure factor of a nc-Si/a-Si mixed phase (divided by that of perfect crystal
at the same temperature, χ(Τ)=Θ(Τ)/Θc(Τ)) is the crystallinity of the system, here defined as
the ratio between the crystal-like to the total number of atoms.  In the range of temperature
600-1400K, the normalization function Θc(T) is approximated by a linear function of the
temperature. We are able in this way to calculate the crystallinity of the system during
annealing at different temperatures (see Fig 2). At temperature below T=1100K the structural
evolution is dominated by the growth of  non-interacting grains. At higher temperature the
growth is dominated by the competition between grains so that the crystallinity tends to an
asymptotic limit ( χ=0.985 at T=1200K). The enthalpy difference between the crystalline and
a disordered silicon phase decreases with temperature. At T=1400K, according to the classical
nucleation theory, only the largest grains survive and grow. As a result the crystallinity curve
exhibits a non monothonic behavior. The resulting nc-Si structure contains large grains and
turns out to have a slightly  higher crystallinity.
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Figure 2: Evolution of the crystallinity of the nc-Si/a-Si  model during annealing at
temperatures in the range 600K-1400K.

3. Conclusions

Models for columnar nanocrystalline silicon have been generated by molecular dynamics
simulations. By calculating the average structure factor we have been able to calculate the
crystallinity of the sample during the annealing at different temperatures. Preliminary results
(here not shown) seem to indicate that the growth of an isolated fiber follows an asymptotic
power law with an exponent that depends on temperature[9]. At variance, in the case of a nc-
Si system formed by a distribution of crystallites, the asymptotic growth is controlled by
grains competition. The tentative conclusion is that the crystallinity exhibits an upper limit
depending upon temperature.
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ABSTRACT

This contribution presents an extended analysis of a recent quasicontinuum (QC) ap-
proach (Knap and Ortiz, J. Mech. Phys. Solids, 49(9):1899–1923, 2001), where a fully
nonlocal methodology exhibits a seamless transition from the atomistic to the continuum
description of crystalline solids at zero temperature. We show that the cluster summation
rule to compute the approximate forces at representative atoms without a direct link to
energy potentials leads to nonconservative forces and to a nonsymmetric stiffness matrix.
To overcome this drawback we propose the application of the cluster summation rule to
the total potential energy, which is used to consistently derive the nodal forces and the
stiffness matrix.

1 Introduction

The basic idea of the QC method, introduced in [1], is an adaptive coarsening of the
atomistic description of the crystal lattice by the introduction of kinematic constraints
borrowed from the finite element method; full atomistic resolution along with interatomic
potentials is demanded in critical regions with a strong spatial variation of deformation,
whereas in regions with weakly varying deformation fields, representative atoms are chosen

Figure 1: Cross section through
a test sample used for nanoindenta-
tion simulation. Representative atoms
(red), cluster atoms (blue) and passive
padding atoms (gray) up to the interac-
tion cutoff radius are shown.

to represent a large number of atoms by interpolation
via shape-functions, see Fig. 1 for an application in
nanoindentation. In [2] a new class of summation rules
is formulated in which the atomic forces are sampled
over clusters of atoms. At the center of each sampling
cluster there is a representative atom corresponding
to a FE mesh node. The sampled force is approxi-
mately computed for each representative atom and an
equilibrium system of equations is set up and finally
solved numerically.

We consider a crystal in d-dimensional space consist-
ing of a set L ⊂ Zd of atoms, that are initially lo-
cated on a Bravais lattice spanned by lattice vectors
a1, . . . , ad. Their coordinates in the initial configura-
tion read X l =

∑d
i=1 l(i)ai, l ∈ L ⊂ Zd. The cor-

responding atomic coordinates in the current config-
uration are denoted by the vectors xl. In order to
considerably reduce the number of unknowns in the
computation, some atoms Lh ⊂ L are chosen to be
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representative atoms. Only these representative atoms keep their degrees of freedom
whereas the positions of all other atoms Lh = L \Lh are defined by means of interpola-
tion: xl =

∑
j∈Lh

xjϕj(X l), l ∈ Lh. The application of the linear interpolation functions

ϕj∈Lh
with

∑
j∈Lh

ϕj(Xi) = 1 ∀ i ∈ L and ϕj(Xj
′) = δjj′ ∀ j, j ′ ∈ Lh requires the

generation of a triangulation that connects the representative atoms.

2 Force based Cluster Summation Rule

Knap and Ortiz [2] have proposed a cluster based summation rule to approximately com-
pute the force f̃a acting on a mesh node a without direct link to an energy functional:

f̃a =
∑

i∈Lh

ni

∑

k∈Ci

fkϕa(Xk) (1)

with ni being the cluster weight, Ci being the set of sampling atoms in the cluster associ-
ated with node i and fk being the force acting on atom k which is computed using the
selected interaction potential. If a simple pair-potential V (r) is chosen, then the force
expression has the format fk = −∑

l∈L V ′(|rkl|) rkl

|rkl| , where rkl = xk − xl is the vector

connecting atom k and atom l. The global stiffness matrix K ∈ RNhd×Nhd (Nh = number
of repatoms) is assembled from the subelements Kab ∈ Rd×d:

Kab = −∂f̃a

∂xb

= −
∑

i∈Lh

ni

∑

k∈Ci

∂fk

∂xb

ϕa(Xk) with (2)

∂fk

∂xb

= −
∑

l∈L

[ϕb(Xk)− ϕb(X l)]

[
V ′(|rkl|)
|rkl| I+

(
V ′′(|rkl|)
|rkl|2

− V ′(|rkl|)
|rkl|3

)
rkl ⊗ rkl

]
. (3)

Please note that K is nonsymmetric which follows from the nodal forces f̃a being non-
conservative. There is no total energy functional corresponding to the force function (1)
even if the primary physical problem is of potential type.

Many popular optimization algorithms (like the CG-method) use the gradient of the
function to quickly find its local minima. But almost all implementations of minimization
algorithms need the value of the quantity itself that is to be minimized and which is not
available here.

a

b

c

l

k

Cluster radius

Figure 2: Energy based cluster
summation rule: The interaction
energy of atoms k and l leads to
a pair of forces that is distributed
to the element nodes a, b, and c
according to the barycentric coordi-
nates of the inner atoms.

One could use root finding algorithms to directly solve
for force equilibrium (f̃a = 0 ∀ a ∈ Lh). But as these
algorithms are tailored towards generic functions they do
not exploit the directional information contained in the
force function. Above all there may be no solution to the
equilibrium system of equations at all.

3 Energy based Cluster Summation Rule

To overcome in some respect the discussed drawbacks of
the approach in [2] we propose a framework, that uses an
energy based summation rule instead of the force based
one. The total potential energy of the system is approxi-
mately computed using a sampling technique like the one
Knap and Ortiz use for the nodal forces.
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Starting from lattice statics the exact total potential energy of the system is Etot =∑
k∈L Ek, with Ek being the energy of the atom k. Applying the cluster summation rule

leads to the approximation

Etot ≈
∑

i∈Lh

ni

∑

k∈Ci

Ek . (4)

The equilibrium configurations of interest are the minimizers of Etot, i.e. the solutions
of the variational problem min{xa} Etot. The first derivative of the total potential energy
with respect to the position of some node a reads:

−f̃a =
∂Etot

∂xa

=
∑

i∈Lh

ni

∑

k∈Ci

[∑

l∈L

1

2
V ′(|rkl|) rkl

|rkl| [ϕa(Xk)− ϕa(X l)]

]
. (5)

This consistent gradient function yields an additional term −ϕa(X l), cf. Fig. 2, and a
factor 1/2 compared to the force formula (1). The corresponding stiffness matrix is

Kab =
∂2Etot

∂xa∂xb

=
∑

i∈Lh

ni

∑

k∈Ci

∑

l∈L

1

2

[
ϕa(Xk)− ϕa(X l)

][
ϕb(Xk)− ϕb(X l)

]
·

[
V ′(|rkl|)
|rkl| I+

(
V ′′(|rkl|)
|rkl|2

− V ′(|rkl|)
|rkl|3

)
rkl ⊗ rkl

]
, (6)

which strictly exhibits a symmetric form. Furthermore it can easily be shown that the
approximate energy (4) and its gradient (5) match their lattice statics counterparts in the
fully atomistic limit (i.e. Lh = L , ni = 1, Ci = {i} ∀ i ∈ Lh).

4 Summary
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Figure 3: Energy based cluster summa-
tion rule for a cubic block with 32×32×32
fcc cells applying a Lennard-Jones poten-
tial: Relative error of the total potential
energy compared to the lattice statics solu-
tion. Refinement level stands for the den-
sity of representative atoms. The colors in-
dicate the computational complexity, that
is the number of short-ranged interactions
to compute.

We have pointed out some drawbacks associated
with the force based cluster summation rule de-
scribed in [2]: (i) the existing approximation of the
force functions renders them nonconservative; (ii)
without direct link to an explicit potential func-
tion, standard optimization algorithms cannot be
applied to find the minimizing configurations. The
key new aspect in this contribution is, that the same
cluster summation rule can advantageously be ap-
plied to compute an approximation of the exact
total potential energy. From the sampled energy
functional the nodal forces are consistently derived
preserving their conservative nature and the corre-
sponding symmetry of the global stiffness matrix.
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An examination of local atomic deformation computed 
by means of a discrete gradient operator

Philip Gullett
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Among the challenges for hierarchical models is the need to provide a common 
measure of deformation between atomic scale simulations and the continuum 
framework. Deformation measures typical in molecular dynamics simulations 
such as centro-symmetry and the slip vector have proved useful for identifying 
lattice distortion and the formation of dislocation structures, but correlation in 
the context of hierarchical modeling is difficult because these measures are not 
utilized in the continuum framework. A recently introduced kinematical algo-
rithm for the construction of strain tensors from atomistic simulation data by 
means of a discrete gradient operator has provided a powerful means for com-
puting strain tensors suitable for use in large deformation molecular dynamics/
statics simulations. In addition to the strain tensors, a discussion on the plastic 
spin, velocity gradient, and the distinguishing between the elastic and plastic 
strain tensors will be presented.
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America

We investigate here the evolution of self-organized monolayer atomic clusters 
on atomically fat substrates during epitaxial deposition. Starting from the Bragg-
Williams approach, we develop a continuum model in which both short-range 
and long-range interactions between ad-atoms are included in the free ener-
gy in the system. The short-range part of the free energy includes the entropy 
of mixing and interfacial energy which are in principle determined by ab initio 
calculations of atomistic interactions. Long-range contributions to the free en-
ergy account for interactions between deposited atom clusters mediated by the 
substrate, and are derived using the elastic theory of intrinsic surface stress. The 
current model bridges the atomistic and macroscopic scales through a derivati-
on based on statistical physics. The length scale of natural self-organized struc-
tures is in the tens of nano-meters. Imposition of a substrate periodic strain feld 
by subsurface interfacial dislocations is shown to dramatically change the self-
organized pattern and its length scale. Qualitative agreements between model 
predictions and experimental observations on self-organized Ge quantum dots 
on Si substrates are demonstrated.
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ABSTRACT 
 
 

We have employed molecular dynamics simulations in order to examine the slip resistance 
of the screw dislocation across coherent and incoherent interfaces in the Cu(111)/Co(0001) 
and Cu(111)/Ru(0001) bilayer systems. Simulations are performed at various applied strain 
conditions using newly developed potential parameters based on the generalized EAM 
functions. The results show that the dominant contribution to the slip resistance at these 
fcc/hcp interface is not the effect of the modulus mismatch but that of the adrupt core energy 
change at the interface. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Epitaxial interfaces act as the source of the slip resistance. In particular, recent experiments 

suggested that the strength of metallic nanolayered composites is strongly related to the stress 
that a single dislocation needs to transmit the interface [1]. Previous continuum approach 
predicted that this interface barrier for slip is attributed to the several factors, such as elastic 
modulus mismatch (the Koehler effect), lattice mismatch (coherency stress or misfit 
dislocation effect), and core structure changes at the interface (unstable stacking faults energy 
mismatch or core spreading in the interface) [2,3]. However, the details of the slip resistance 
are not understood yet, since these factors depend basically on the atomistic structure [4,5].    
In this paper, we study the atomistic details of the slip behavior in fcc/hcp metallic bilayer 

system, which has not been reported previously. We determine the effective barrier to the 
transmission of the screw dislocation across this interface. 
 
 
2. Simulation Methodology 
 
The interactions between atoms are described using the generalized EAM potentials [6]. In 

this study, to investigate Cu-Co and Cu-Ru bimaterial systems, we have developed new sets 
of parameters fitted to the properties of Co and Ru. Additionally, to examine the effect of the 
modulus mismatch, independent the other mismatches, Cocoh and Rucoh parameters which 
predict the lattice constants identical to fcc Cu are also given. Thus, incoherent interfaces 
(with misfit dislocation) are reproduced using the Cu-Co and Cu-Ru potentials, while 
coherent interfaces (with no coherency stress) are predicted using Cu-Cocoh and Cu-Rucoh 
potentials. 
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Fig. 1 shows the initial configuration of dislocation-interface interaction model. Initially, a 
fcc Cu crystal is placed above a hcp Co or Ru crystal, and the system is relaxed using energy 
minimizations. The x, y and z axes of the simulation cells are [ 110 ], [ 121 ] and [111] direction 
for the fcc Cu lattice, and [ 0211 ], [ 1001 ] and [0001] direction for the hcp Co or Ru lattice. 
The interface normal corresponds to the z direction. The dimensions of the cell are 10 nm ×  
35 nm ×  20 nm, containing about 600000 atoms. A screw dislocation with the burgers vector 
b of (a/2) < 110 > is introduced in the Cu crystal 
by displacing the atoms according to the elastic 
dislocation displacement fields. Periodic 
boundary conditions are applied along the 
dislocation line (x direction) and the atoms 
within the outermost four layers from the y and z 
faces are fixed. In order to push the screw 
dislocation toward the interface, a constant shear 
strain xyε  is applied. The temperature of the 
system is kept constant at 0.1 K in all 
simulations. The dislocation motions are 
visualized by computing the atoms that do not 
have 12 first neighbors. 
 
 
3. Simulation Results  
 
3.1 coherent interface systems 
The simulation results are summarized in Table 1. A screw dislocation consisting of two 

Shockley partials is repelled at interface when applied shear strains are below 0.004 (Cu/Co) 
and 0.01 (Cu/Ru), since Cu is elastically softer material than Co or Ru. At applied strains of 
0.007 (Cu/Co) and 0.015 (Cu/Ru), the two Shockley partials are constricted and then cross-
slip onto the interface. From these results, we can estimate the Koehler stress due to the 
modulus mismatch to be about 200 MPa (Cu/Co) and 500 MPa (Cu/Ru) using the resolved 
shear stress acting on the glide plane in Cu. We also found that these values are in good 
agreement with those estimated from the continuum theory [2]. 
At the huge applied strains of 0.084 (Cu/Co) and 0.092 (Cu/Ru), the screw dilocation can 

transmit into the Co or Ru lattice, with the change in the slip plane orientation from the fcc 
{111} plane to the hcp { 0110 } prism plane. The energy barrier required to shear the { 0110 } 
prism plane is so high relative to that of the fcc {111} plane that this misorientation 
accompanies with the adrupt change in the core energy of the dislocation. As a result, our 
simulations predict that the effect of the core energy changes on the slip resistance is factor of 
one order higher than that of the modulus mismatch. 
 

Table 1: Applied shear strain corresponding to the interaction mechanism. 
 

 Cu/Co 
coherent 

Cu/Co  
incoherent 

Cu/Ru  
coherent 

Cu/Ru 
incoherent 

Transmission 0.084 ~ 0.084~ 0.092~ 0.115~ 
Dissociation into interface - ~0.082 - ~0.11 

Cross-slip 0.007~0.082 - 0.015~0.09 - 
Rebound at interface ~0.004 - ~0.01 - 

Fig. 1 : Illustration of the dislocation-interface   
interaction model in Cu-Co system. 
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3.2 incoherent interface systems 
Fig. 2 shows the atomistic configurations of the glide dislocation moving toward the 

incoherent interfaces. In Fig. 2, only core atoms are shown. Our simulations show that the 
glide dislocation reacts with the misfit dislocations spontaneously. Even at the low applied 
stress, interface containing misfit dislocations attracts the glide dislocation. These results 
indicate that the misfit dislocations significantly reduce the modulus mismatch effect, since 
the interface can respond to the stress-field of the glide dislocation by sliding [4]. The other 
Shockley partials are emitted from the interface into the Cu layer. We find that the misfit 
dislocations provide the site of the heterogeneous dislocation nucleation.     
 
 

 
Figure 2: Atomistic configurations of the interaction process between the screw dislocation 

and the Cu/Co interface containing misfit dislocations. (a)-(d) Two Shockley partials are 
dissociated into the interface ( xyε  = 0.002), (e)-(h) After two Shockley partials are constricted 
at the interface, the screw dislocation transmits the interface and glides along hcp { 0110 } 
prism plane. ( xyε  = 0.09). 
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Large-scale atomistic simulations of nanoindentation: 
Length-scale effects on hardness

Alexander Hartmaier
University Erlangen-Nuernberg, Institute of General Material Properties (WW1), Martensstrasse 5, 90158 Erlangen, 

Germany

Large-scale molecular dynamics simulations of nanoindentation have been per-
formed to study the influence of different length scales on the contact pressu-
re (hardness of the material). Typical numerical samples contained between 2 
and 5 million atoms interacting with an embedded atom potential. The indenter 
was modeled essentially as a hard sphere with a purely repulsive potential. The 
indentation was performed in a displacement controlled fashion and at a cons-
tant finite temperature. The elastic branch of the load-indentation curves is con-
sistent with the Hertzian contact theory. In the plastic branch of the indentation 
curve the hardness is found to decrease with indentation depth, whereas the 
average dislocation density in the plastic zone increases with indentation depth. 
Strain gradients and Taylor hardening hence cannot explain this size effect in 
hardness. The origin of the size effect seems to be rather that the indentation is 
performed into a perfect, dislocation-free single-crystal, where the first disloca-
tions nucleate homogeneously at the theoretical shear strength. Thus the hard-
ness at small indentation depths is high. At larger indentation depths further 
plastic deformation occurs at comparatively low stresses via multiplication of 
dislocations. Indentations into crystals with pre-existing defect microstructure 
(dislocation and grain boundaries) will be performed to test this reasoning.
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The influence of electronic structure on a NEMS shuttle
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ABSTRACT

The nanoelectromechanical shuttle consists of a double junction with a mobile central
island. Above a certain voltage threshold, the strong coupling between electronic and
mechanical degrees of freedom can enhance the current using the central island as an
electron shuttle. In this work, we combine density functional theory (DFT) calculations
with macroscopic dynamics simulations in order to examine the influence of the electronic
structure on the IV-characteristics of a molecular shuttle.

1. Introduction

The nanoelectromechanical shuttle resembles a single electron transistor but incorporates
mechanical motion of the central island. Previous studies have shown that the central
island can absorb energy from a DC applied bias to a shuttling motion enhancing the
current of the system [1]. Earlier theoretical works have covered several size regimes, but
few have included a realistic discrete level structure of a molecular shuttle. This system
requires multiscale modelling due to the combination of molecular dynamics and electronic
transport.

The two main issues addressed in this work are the impact of the electronic structure and
the interaction between the central island and leads. A microscopic analysis is performed
on the electronic structure. Eigenvalues, forces and tunnel rates are derived from these
calculations and used in a macroscopic dynamics module featuring classical motion of the
central island. The work is a simplification of an earlier study [2] where also the change
in the orbitals and eigenvalues with central island position were studied.

2. Method

We employ the adiabatic approximation for the central island to decouple the instan-
taneous electronic structure of the mobile molecule from the nuclear motion and use
time-independent DFT to obtain the spectrum and the electronic orbitals. In the shut-
tling regime, the couplings between the mobile central island and the leads vary over an
exponentially large range during the shuttling motion, equilibrium is not established and
the adiabatic approximation cannot be applied to the system as a whole. We treat charge
transfer between the central island and the leads as instantaneous tunneling events, with
tunneling rates that are calculated using the electronic structure of central island. For
computational efficiency, we choose a very simple system where the central island is one
Cu atom between two jellium electrodes. However, the methods and trends should be
applicable also to more complex systems.
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In a previous study we carried out the electronic structure calculation for each position and
charge state of the central island [2] using the DFT code DaCapo [3]. The computational
cost of this approach was quite high despite the simplicity of the system, and prevented a
systematic study of the transport properties at different bias voltages. In this study, we
simplify the procedure and treat the influence of interactions with leads on the electronic
structure of the central island perturbatively. The electronic orbitals of the shuttling
molecule are approximated by those of a molecule in vacuum, while the energy spectrum
varies with the island position which results in position dependent tunneling rates. The
spectrum shift is given by a one-particle potential that describes the interaction between
a (possibly charged) molecule and the metallic leads. We use a fit function introduced by
Jones et al. [4] of the form

VJ(z) = − q2

16πε0(z − z0)
(1− e−λ(z−z0)) z ≥ z0 (1)

to describe the potential of one electron outside a metal surface where λ and z0 are
fitting parameters to be determined. For the interaction with the induced charge from
the remaining charges of the system we use the same damping term as in Eqn (1)

VR(Z) = − q2

4πε0

(
Qv(1− e−λ(Z−z0))

2(Z − z0)
− (Qe − 1)

∫
dr

1− e−λz
| Z− r |

1

(2πσ2)3/2
e−(Z−r)2/2σ2

)

(2)
where the second term takes into account the spatial distribution of electrons. Here, Qe

and Qv are the number of valence electrons and pseudopotential charge respectively and
Z is the position of the atom core. The forces on the system are derived from the system
energy related to the equations above and a short-range repulsion derived from a Born-
Mayer potential.

Charge transfer rates are calculated with the transfer Hamiltonian method [5]. Transition
rates are calculated for two positions of the island, which determines the constants in an
exponential ansatz for the specific transition rate. The derived functions for the forces
and transition rates are used as parameters in a dynamics module. The motion of the
central island is classic with the force term from above and a dissipative force term based
on phonon emission to the leads. The transition rates are employed for dynamic Monte
Carlo calculations that determine time points for charge state transitions.

3. Results

The island spectrum obtained by the perturbative approach agrees well with the results
of the previous study in which the spectrum was calculated for each island position [2].
Deviations are seen at positions closest to the leads as can be expected due to the orbital
deformation observed previously [2].

The strong dependence of the spectrum on island position and total charge, Q, results
in a complicated Coulomb-blockade-type behavior in a qualitative agreement with earlier
shuttle studies. However, the spectrum of the island leads to some deviations from the
phenomenological Coulomb blockade picture — for instance, it results in an asymmetry
in involved charge states: transitions to negative island charges are energetically allowed
only for bias voltages above 4V. The system can still shuttle as long as żQ > 0 along one
direction of the shuttle motion.
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The onset of shuttling depends somewhat on the initial conditions. If the starting setup
for the island is neutral and stationary in the middle of the gap, the shuttling will start
first when an electron tunnel off. For small bias voltages the island is physisorbed near one
of the leads and shuttling does not occur. For voltages that exceed a threshold voltage,
which for the system studied here lies between 1V and 2V, a stable shuttling regime is
quickly established. For bias voltages between 2V and 3V, only charge states Q = 0e and
Q = 1e are dynamically active, even though transitions to Q = 2e are energetically possi-
ble. Thus only one electron is transferred per period. The current-voltage characteristics
can be seen in Fig. (1).
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Figure 1: The current-voltage characteristics for our shuttle model. The threshold voltage
for entering the shuttling regime is between 1V and 2V.

The complexity of the energy spectra creates unexpected characteristics. Close to the neg-
ative lead an electron tunnels on, off, and on again giving a small boost in forces toward
the other lead. For the previous model, this sequence of events happened occasionally [2],
in this study it is the default behavior. These differences in properties are due to small
changes in the energy spectra for positions near the leads. However, when the system
enters the shuttling regime, the motion and current seem to be very predictable.

In the end, the simplified model gives satisfying results as compared with the previous
study. However, both studies show that the close-range behavior near the leads demand a
very careful treatment due to rapidly changing orbitals, energy spectra and forces, which
are all important for the shuttling behavior.
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ABSTRACT 
 
 
A novel hybrid continuum-atomistic approach for accurate simulation of a large-scale nano-
structured system is proposed.  In the approach, a target system is partitioned into the 
continuum and atomistic regions in which the continuum region gives the boundary condition 
to the atomistic one.  The total computation cost may be reduced significantly without 
scarifying the physical accuracy.  We adopt the fast-coarse-grained particle method (FCGP) 
for the continuum description, which we develop by modifying the coarse-graining method 
proposed originally by Rudd and Broughton [Phys. Rev. B 58, R5893 (1998)] to be applicable 
directly to large-scale systems.  The FCGP method is suited to its hybridization with an 
atomistic simulation method such as the classical molecular dynamics (MD) method since the 
inter-particle interaction reduces automatically to the original inter-atomic one near the 
particle-atom boundary if we decrease the degree of coarsening near the boundary.  The 
FCGP and MD methods are hybridized with introduction of the buffer atoms at the boundary. 
The hybrid FCGP-MD simulation scheme is applied successfully to various nano-structured 
systems.  We discuss the advantages of the present hybrid method from the viewpoints of 
physical accuracy and calculation cost. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Various processes in materials, such as stress corrosion cracking, involve chemical reaction of 
constituent atoms and impurity atoms. In order to obtain the fundamental mechanisms of such 
processes, it is efficient to consider atomistic discussion. Such microscopic phenomena can be 
investigated with the atomistic simulation method[1].  However, even with a recent high-
performance computer, direct atomistic treatment of the nano-device is impractical.  
Therefore, to theoretically analyze and design useful devices with nano-scale structures, we 
need to hybridize the continuum and atomistic simulation methods.  In such a concurrent 
hybridization approach, the target system is partitioned into regions and various calculation 
methods such as the electronic structure calculation, the classical atomistic calculation, and 
the continuum method, are applied appropriately to the regions. 
 
In this paper, we aim at the development and application of the hybrid continuum-atomistic 
simulation scheme: (1) We modify a coarse-graining method to formulate the fast coarse-
grained particle method appropriate to large-scale simulation.  Various numerical results 
obtained by the present method are compared with that obtained by full-atom calculations, to 
find reasonable agreement and shorter computation times in the present method.   Through 
such comparisons, we clarify the physical meaning of the inter-particle interaction energy in 
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the present method.  (2) We propose a simple scheme to hybridize concurrently the present 
method with an atomistic one.  (3) An application of the hybrid simulation scheme is 
demonstrated. 
 
 
2. Fast Coarse-Grained Particle (FCGP) Method  
 
In the coarse-graining method developed originally by Rudd and Broughton [2], virtual 
particles are distributed in the system and the inter-particle interaction is calculated through 
the constrained statistical average of the atomic Hamiltonian over the atomic phonons at the 
classical limit.  The method has several worthy features.  To note but a few, at the same 
coarse-graining level, the method has a higher accuracy than the finite element method since 
it includes finite-temperature effects from the first principles.  The method is also suited to its 
hybridization with an atomistic method since the inter-particle interaction reduces 
automatically to the original inter-atomic one with the phonon approximation at the lowest-
level of the coarse-graining.  
 
On the other hand, the coarse-graining method has drawbacks.  Since the process of coarse-
graining contains the inverse calculation of the dynamical matrix of the total atomistic system, 
the ( )3

atomNO  operations are required with the total number of atoms .  Also, since the 
coarse-grained Hamiltonian is a function of displacements of particles from their equilibrium 
positions, the Hamiltonian may not be used directly for a moving or deformed system. 

atomN

 
To overcome, we formulate the fast coarse-grained particle (FCGP) method by modifying the 
coarse-graining method: (1) We consider a small super-cell to calculate the inter-particle 
interactions, which are used extensively for the inter-particle interactions at other regions of 
the target system.  It corresponds to introducing the cutoff wavelength to the atomistic 
phonons.  (2) We rewrite the inter-particle interaction formula to that of the inter-particle 
separation vectors by exploiting the sum rule of the dynamical matrix.  (3) We modify the 
inter-particle interaction formula to make it rotationally invariant.  The inter-particle 
interaction energy  in the FCGP method is thereby written as FCGPE
 

EFCGP = −
1
2

′ R i, j( ),r − R i, j( ),r
0( )( )K i,r( ), j ,s( ) ′ R i, j( ),s − R i, j( ),s

0( )( )
r,s

axes

∑
i, j( )

pairs

∑ ,    (1) 

 
where subscripts i,j,... and r,s,... represent the labels of the particles and Cartesian axes, 
respectively. The  is the inter-particle separation vector seen in the 

rotated frame with the matrix  which rotates the pair of particles-i and j.  The 
 is the r-element of inter-particle separation vector with the r-element of 

absolute position of particle-i .  The 

′ R i, j( ),r ≡ Qr,s
i, j( )R i, j( ),ss

axes∑
( )ji

srQ ,
,

( ) ( ) ( )rirjrji XXR ,,,, −≡

( )riX , ( )
( )0

,, rjiR  is the original value of .  The  

is the element of stiffness matrix of the FCGP system and obtained as K , where 
D is the dynamical matrix for the inter-atomic interaction potential used in the molecular 
dynamics (MD) of atoms and f corresponds to the weight of each atom on a particles in the 
coarse-graining procedure. 

( ) rjiR ,, ( ) ( )sjriK ,,,

= fD−1f T( −1)
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3. Hybridization of FCGP and MD  
 
We hybridize concurrently the FCGP and MD methods.  Since the FCGP Hamiltonian 
reduces automatically to the atomic one with the harmonic approximation at the lowest 
coarse-graining level, there is no difficulty in hybridizing.  We adopt the modular approach 
with the buffered-cluster method [3].  For a FCGP system that includes multiple regions with 
different coarse-graining levels, a super-cell is considered for each coarse-grained region to 
get the stiffness and mass matrices.   
 
As a demonstration, we consider the propagation of density waves in a hybridized system 
composed originally of Ar atoms; the total system assumes a thin board in shape with size 
(x,y,z)~(110Å,28Å,8Å).  As shown in Fig. 1, about 25% of the total system from the right-end 
is the atomistic region, and about 50% from the left-end is the coarse-grained region.  In 
between the regions, the lowest-level coarse-grained region (i.e., each atom corresponds to 
each particles) is set.  In the simulation run, we hit the right-end of the system at time zero by 
a hard-core atom with mass 1 a.u. and initial velocity 0.4Å/fs.  In the right panels of Fig. 1, 
we depict the displacements of atoms/particles in the total system at 4ps, 6 ps, and 8 ps after 
the hitting, which are compared with the full-atom simulation results in the left panels.  No 
artificial behavior is observed in the hybridized system through comparison with the full-atom 
result.  We may suppose that that the present hybridization scheme has sufficient accuracy to 
be applicable to various nanoscale systems. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. (Left) the displacements of atoms in the full-atom system at 4 ps, 6 ps, and 
8ps after hitting the right-end at time 0.  (Right) same as (left) but in the hybridized 
system.  The dashed curves represent the front of density waves. 
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4. Summary 
 
In this paper, we have proposed a novel coarse-graining method called the FCGP method that 
is applicable directly to large-scale systems.  The hybrid FCGP-MD simulation scheme has 
been formulated.  As a demonstration, the propagation behavior of density wave in the hybrid 
system of a thin-board has been investigated.  We thereby have obtained the results that are in 
good agreement with that in the corresponding full-atom results. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 

In this study, we investigated the effect of arsenic atoms on the rate of Si SPE by using 
molecular dynamics simulation. In the case of non-doped Si, activation energy of SPE is 
found to be 2.1 eV±0.5eV, which shows good agreement with the experimental result (2.7 
eV). It is also found that the energy barrier of crystallization in a/c interface amounts to be 
about 0.6eV, which corresponds to defect migration process. It indicates other processes such 
as defect formation also control the SPE process. The SPE rate increases by 2 times for 3 at% 
As doping and 100 times for 5 at% As doping and an activation energy remains to be 
constant. The increase in SPE rate would be enhanced by defect formation process in 
amorphous silicon, which reflects the increase in self-diffusion of silicon atoms caused by 
active As atoms. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Solid phase epitaxy (SPE) of Si is one of the most fundamental processes in semiconductor 
fabrication techniques. Many experimental studies have been carried out for understanding 
the growth mechanism. However microscopic mechanism is not well understood. In this 
study, we investigated the effect of arsenic atoms on the rate of Si SPE by using molecular 
dynamics simulation. 
 
 
2. Analysis Method 
 

2.1. SPE simulation of non-doped silicon 
 
For Si-Si interaction, Tersoff potential [1], which can describe amorphous silicon well, is 
employed. Here, a-Si/c-Si(001) interface is modeled as shown in Fig. 1. Amorphous 
silicon is well-relaxed through 10 ns annealing at 1600 K. Periodic boundary conditions 
are applied to all xyz directions. The system is annealed at constant volume and constant 
temperature conditions. In order to clarify the effect of temperature on the SPE rate, 
simulations at various temperatures ranging from 1500 K to 2300 K are carried out.  
In order to detect the crystallized region, bond-angle deviation is employed as is proposed 
by our previous report [2].  
 
 
2.2. SPE simulation of As-doped silicon 
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For As-As interaction, potential parameters proposed by Smith [3] are employed. For Si-
As interaction, averaging rules proposed by Tersoff and verified by Nakamura [4] is 
applied. As concentrations of 2, 3, and 5 at % are employed so as to see the dependence 
of impurity concentration on SPE rate. 

 
 
3. Result 
 

3.1. SPE simulation of pure silicon 
 
The dependence of SPE rate on temperature is shown in Fig. 2. The results are averaged 
over 3 samples. As can be seen, SPE rate shows thermal activation process. Its activation 
energies amount to 2.1eV±0.5eV at low temperature region and 0.7eV±0.2eV at high-
temperature region, which show good agreement with experimental results (2.7 eV and 
0.7-1.1 eV, respectively). It also shows smooth transition from low to high temperature 
region. It is noted that a melting point of the Tersoff amorphous silicon is about 1900 K. 
Therefore, the epitaxy above 1900 K must be called as liquid phase epitaxy (LPE). 
From nudged elastic band analysis, it is found that the energy barrier of crystallization in 
a/c interface amounts to be about 0.6eV. Since that barrier is close to that of LPE, it 
might correspond to defect migration energy in a/c interface. It also indicates that other 
processes such as defect formation also control the SPE process. 
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Figure1. Schematic view of a/c interface model 
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Figure.2 Dependence of SPE rate on 
temperature (average of three samples) 

 
3.2. SPE simulation of As-doped silicon 
 
SPE rate of As-doped silicon is shown in Fig. 3. The SPE rate increases by 2 times for 3 
at% As doping and 100 times for 5 at% As doping and an activation energy remains to be 
constant. At each doped concentration, the deviation from the Arrhenius plot can be 
observed at high temperature region. Especially, SPE rate decreases in case of 5 at% 
above 1300K. 
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4. Discussion 
 
Fig. 4 shows the dependence of self-diffusion constant of silicon atoms on temperature under 
various As concentration. It can be seen that self-diffusion is significantly enhanced by As 
doping. Therefore, the increase in SPE rate would be enhanced by the defect formation 
process caused by active As atoms in amorphous silicon. 
At high temperature region, self-diffusion constant of As doped silicon reaches that of 
undoped amorphous silicon at its melting point. Therefore, transition from SPE to LPE would 
induce the deviation from the Arrhenius plot. Moreover, in case of 5 at% over 1300 K, the 
self-diffusion of doped silicon exceeds that of undoped crystal silicon at its melting point. As 
a result, the competition between crystallization and melting appears in a/c interface. That 
would induce the decrease in SPE rate.  
In Csepregi’s experiment [5], SPE rate is enhanced by about 10 times at 0.5 at% doping. That 
quantitative deviation might be caused by the accuracy in interatomic potentials, e.g. the 
accuracy in reproduction of activation energy. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 

The nucleation and propagation processes of dislocations and cracks in nanoscale materials 
are studied using the ab initio constraint molecular dynamics (c-MD) method and the lattice 
Green’s Function method. We investigate the strength and fracture behaviors of carbon 
related nanoscale materials, especially the graphen sheets and carbon nanotubes (CNT) in 
comparison with those of BN nanotubes and Si, SiC nanowires. The temperature dependence 
of linear elastic parameters, nonlinear elastic instabilities, thermal lattice expansion and 
fracture behaviors are studied in detail. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Recently, there has been a great interest in the study of nanoscale materials since they 
provide us a wide variety of academic problems as well as the technological applications [1,2]. 
CNT's have been thus identified as one of the most promising building blocks for future 
development of functional nanostructures. Now, it has been observed that the introduction of 
lattice defects and mechanical deformation influence quite significantly on the electronical 
properties of nanoscale materials. The purpose of the present paper is to investigate the 
strength and fracture behaviors of nanoscale materials using the ab initio tight-binding 
molecular dynamics method and the temperature Lattice Green's function method [3]. We 
calculate the atomic configurations and strength properties of nanomaterials using the new 
version of the molecular dynamics method, constraint molecular dynamics (c-MD) method, 
on the basis of the analysis by the Lattice Green's function theory.  

We shall also study the thermodynamic and electronic properties of nanoscale materials 
including the temperature dependence of lattice spacing and the resulting changes in the 
interatomic force constants. 
 
 
2. PRINCIPLE OF CALCULATIONS 
 

For treating mechanical properties of nanoscale materials we will use the ab initio tight-
binding molecular dynamics methods [7,8], which have been very successful in the 
calculations of various chemical and physical properties of nanoscale materials. In the present 
article, we also use the constraint MD method combined with the lattice Green’s function 
(LGF) approach to study the initiation of microcracks in the nanoscale materials, like 
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graphene sheets, nanographites and nanotubes. In the treatment of LGF, we generalize the 
conventional LGF theory to take into account the temperature effects by including the 
temperature dependence of force constant matrices and non-linear cohesive forces. 

In the LGF treatments, the so-called bond annihilation operations play an important roles 
in the crack initiation and opening processes of the "double" ended cracks. In the use of the 
mathematical terminology, the bond annihilation operators correspond to the "perturbation 
potential" V in the Dyson equation: 

0 0G G G VG= + ,      (1) 
where  and G  represent the unperturbed and perturbed Green's functions, respectively. We 
will combine the concepts of the conventional LGF method with the numerical analysis by the 
molecular dynamics method to get the "equilibrium" crack geometries under the external 
loadings. 

0G

 
  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

The calculated thermal expansion coefficients and Young’s moduli of CNTs are shown in 
Fig.1, as a function of the temperature. One sees in Fig.1 that the thermal expansions and 
elastic properties depend strongly on the type of CNT. It is interesting in Fig.1 that the 
Young’s moduli of CNT containing dislocations (characterized by 5/7 defects), dot-dashed 
lines, are smaller than those containing no dislocations and SW defects. In Fig.1c, we also 
present the specific heats Cv at constant volume of CNTs, as a function of the temperature. 
The calculated Cv values of CNTs are given in unit of the Boltzmann constant kB, and 
compared with those of the bulk materials. One can see in Fig.1c that the calculated specific 
heats C

B

v (kBB) depend sensitively on the type of CNTs, except for the (6,6) CNT, having very 
similar temperature dependence to the diamond cubic crystal. 
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Fig.1 Thermal lattice expansion coefficient α, specific heats and the Young's moduli of CNTs.  
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Fig.2 Nucleation and propagation of microcracks and the resulting fracture of (10,10) carbon 

nanotubes. 
 

We have studied using c-MD method, the initiation and propagation of the micro-cracks 
in the CNTs originated from the SW defects. The atomic configurations of the CNTs 
including SW defects, i.e., 5/7/8/8/7/5 type defects are shown in Fig.2. In Fig.2, we present 
the atomistic configurations of the double ended cracks initiated from SW defects (5/7/8/8/7/5 
type) in (10,10) CNT, slightly higher than the critical tensile strain. One can see that the 
double ended cracks is clearly trapped in the "lattice" of (10,10) CNT. In Fig.2, we also 
present the crack propagations and fracture of (10,10) CNT, calculated under the mode I 
tensile loadings considerably higher than the critical ("Grifith") strain of . Here, we 
present the atomic configurations of the (10,10) CNTs, including the double ended cracks, 
initiated from the 5/7/8/8/7/5 type of SW defects. The sufficiently high external loadings are 
applied to the CNT, and one can observe the CNTs are broken into two pieces, after the 
sufficient MD simulations. 

~ 0.12cε

Finally, we have calculated the atomic configurations of the double ended cracks in the 
cleavage plane of the 2D graphen sheets, under applied tensile stresses. In this calculation, we 
have assumed that the certain bonds across the cleavage plane are broken at the initial stage of 
MD relaxation processes. After the sufficient MD simulations, however, no assumptions on 
the bond breakings are made for the whole crystallites. This is a spirit of our constraint MD 
scheme. Using such MD procedure, one can get the stable equilibrium cracks in the 
crystallites, which are essentially the similar results as those obtained by the analytic LGF 
method. As in the infinite three dimensional crystals, the double ended cracks are trapped in 
the small crystallites at certain mode I loadings. However, upon the increase of the mode I 
loading to some extent, the micro cracks do extend, by one atomic distance, to the next stable 
positions. 

In Fig.3, we present the atomic configurations of the double ended cracks in the graphen 
sheets, slightly higher than the critical "Grifith" tensile loadings. One sees in Fig.3 that the 
double ended cracks propagate to both surfaces of the graphens and the "specimen" separates 
into two speices. The "strain energies" are monitored for every 10 MD steps. The strain 
energies of graphen sheets including the cleavage crack are reduced rapidly at the initials 
stage of the MD processes. Here, it is important to note that the surface excess energies γ due 
to the cleaved surface in the crystallites are approximately constant during the initial stage of 
the c-MD calculations, even when the crack opening displacements are nearly zero, since the 
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"bond annihilation" operations are active from the begging of the calculations. This is one of 
the advantages of the c-MD approach in the analysis of crack problems. From the middle to 
the final stages of c-MD simulations, the reduction of strain energies corresponds to the 
changes in the elastic and surface energies. 

 

 
 

Fig.2 Crack extension events (a)~(f) in graphen sheets. 
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Multiscale  computational strategy through  coupling
Marco Kalweit 1, D. Drikakis 1
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Aerospace, MK43 0AL, Cranfield, United Kingdom

The  development of multiscale computational strategies are of interest due 
to the wide range of applications relating to micro and nanotechnology. Even 
though every one agrees that any material (fuid or solid) is a collection of mo-
lecules, the continuum approximation is still sufciently accurate to describe a 
number of physical circumstances. However, as the spatial scales become smal-
ler, accuracy on the basis of the continuum approximation can be compromised. 
Molecular dynamics (MD) and its variants can then be used as an alternative (see 
[1] for a recent review), but then one is concerned with the associated compu-
ting requirements to solve a problem. Even using the most powerful massively 
parallel computations [2] cannot address in great detail all the processes and 
phenomena occurring above nano-scales.

The simultaneous use of continuum and molecular methods in studying pro-
blems featuring multiple scales can be useful in a variety of ways: ( i ) MD can 
model systems with time-and spatial scales that are orders of magnitude below 
the continuum approximation. They can, therefore, provide information in re-
gimes in which continuum approximations are not valid any more. (ii) Depen-
ding on the application problem, continuum methods may still provide accu-
rate simulations for time scales on the order of 5m and 5sec. Therefore, in a 
variable scale environment there is no reason to resort to expensive particle 
methods throughout the computational domain. (iii) In geometrical confgura-
tions in which the separation of length scales is obvious, coupling of continuum 
and molecular strategies is the best way forward. (iv) All equilibrium proper-
ties such as pressure and internal energy are essentially averages of microscopic 
interactions. These averages are embedded in the calculation of the transport 
coefcients, which in turn are required in the simulations at continuum level. 
(v) MD simulations require density, pressure, and temperature values as initial 
and boundary conditions to proceed with the computations. The continuum 
simulations can provide this data. Efectively, one can create a dynamic feedback 
between microscopic and macroscopic scales that is general and that can be 
applied to a wide variety of problems.

The aim of this paper is to present a computational strategy that is based on the 
geometrical coupling of continuum and molecular simulation methods. We use 
computational fuid dynamics (CFD) methods to describe the continuum motion 
of a fluid material and molecular dynamics methods to describe the molecular 
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nature of solid or liquid material. Geometrical coupling is obtained through a 
hybrid solution interface (HSI), as shown in Figure 1 ). This provides a meso scale 
modelling strategy, which is essentially based on the transfer of computational 
data between CFD and MD. The coupling strategy is general and applicable in 
connection with finite element methods as well.

The HIS contains an overlapping region between CFD and MD. Within this re-
gion particles will be supplied, aiming at relaxing the boundary conditions in a 
way that continuity of the mass and momentum fluxes is obtained. The coupling 
strategy comprises several steps including: supply of particles in the continuum 
region that are averaged in space and time. This achieves continuity of mass flux 
as well as providing the velocity boundary conditions for the hydrodynamics 
simulation.

(ii) In the vicinity of the HSI, an artifcial force feld, acting in the direction normal 
to the boundary, is applied to the outermost particles, with the aim of relaxing 
primitive continuum variables at the interfaces, e.g., density in the vicinity of the 
HIS and terminating the spatial extent of the MD region. (iii) The continuity of 
the momentum flux is obtained by achieving continuity of the stresses at the 
HSI, which poses a computational challenge because the MD model does not 
use a constitutive equation of the stress but explicitly calculates it, taking into 
account the momentum flux of molecules across a surface element as well as 
the forces between molecules on the sides of the surface elements.

The meso scale modelling strategy is validated against benchmark cases for 
which analytical solutions are available. Results pertinent to more complex pro-
blems are also presented demonstrating the potential of method.

                                

Continuum domain Molecular domain

ghost cells
(to impose molecular state 

on the continuum)

flux control region
(to impose the continuum flux

onto the molecular domain)

Figure1: Illustration of the hybrid solution interface between continuum and 
molecular domains
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Collision Dynamics of Nanoparticles
Marco Kalweit 1, D. Drikakis 1

1Fluid Mechanics and Computational Science Group, Cranfield Universiy, School of Engineering, Department of 
Aerospace, MK43 0AL, Cranfield, United Kingdom

Particles collisions are important for a broad range of processes including  
growth and aggregation of particles in technical sprays; surface treatment and 
coating; sintering during which bulk material is generated through inter particle 
collisions, where the properties of the material depend strongly on the shape 
of the coalescence or agglomerated articles; growth, handling and utilisation of 
atomic and molecular clusters, particularly as applied in cluster beams, where 
the growth of clusters is driven by monomer addition and cluster coalescence. 
Previously experimental [1,2,3] and numerical investigations [4,5,6] have been 
performed aiming to derive analytical prediction models for macroscopic dro-
plets. At nanoscale, the atomic structure of the particles becomes important, 
since the particles consist of a few hundred or thousand of atoms. At present, 
these scales are not directly accessible by experiments, hence, numerical simu-
lations become even more important. Quantum mechanical methods such as 
the density functional theory (DFT) would give the most accurate results, but 
they are computationally very expensive and can only be applied to small clus-
ters. Molecular dynamics (MD) methods based on phenomenological potential 
functions to model interatomic interactions, have turned out to be an excellent 
tool for conducting numerical experiments at small scales. Continuum methods 
would reduce the computational efort even further, but they are not valid in the 
nanoscale range. A limited number of numerical investigations based on mole-
cular dynamics methods have been performed in relation to collision of nano-
particles [7,8,9]. These studies aimed to identify the collision modes as well as to 
examine the applicability of macroscale models to nanoparticles. It was shown 
that even though macroscopic models are applicable to certain collision modes, 
further investigation is required to cover a broader range of scales. In this pa-
per, an investigation of collision dynamics of nanoparticles for a broad range 
of impact factors and collision speeds is presented (Figure1). The investigation 
is based on molecular dynamics simulations in conjunction with the Lennard-
Jones interaction potential thus making the results applicable for a broad ran-
ge of material properties. Identifcation criteria are used to classify the collision 
dynamics into diferent collision modes and submodes. Detailed analysis of the 
collision processes reveals the existence of coalescence and stretching separati-
on modes, which are further classifed according to their dynamics into sticking; 
slide-and-locking; droplet; normal stretching separation; stretching separati-
on with satellite droplets; and shearing-ofmodes. Qualitative and quantitative 
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comparisons with previous molecular dynamic studies and analytical prediction 
models derived for macroscopic droplet collisions, are also discussed.The inves-
tigation reveals that the refexive separation mode, which has been observed in 
macroscopic droplet collisions, does not occur for nanoparticles consisting of 
10,000 (or less) atoms.

                                    

d

d

x

u/2

u/2

Figure1: Initial setup for the binary collision of two nanoparticles, where d is the 
particle diameter, X/d is the impact factor and u is the impact speed.
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ABSTRACT 

The strengthening mechanisms in bimetallic Cu/Ni thin layers are investigated using a 

hybrid approach that links the parametric dislocation dynamics-based on Peierls-Nabarro 

(PN) method-with ab initio calculations. The model takes into account all three 

components of atomic displacements of the dislocation and utilizes the entire generalized 

stacking fault energy surface (GSFS) to capture the essential features of dislocation core 

structure. The hybrid model shows that the dislocation dissociates into partials in both Cu 

and Ni, and the dislocation core is squeezed near the interface facilitating the spreading 

process, and leaving an interfacial ledge.

1 Introduction 

In recent years, there has been considerable interest in the mechanical and structural 

properties of metallic multilayer systems, which display remarkably high mechanical 

strength and hardness comparable to their theoretical strength [1]. The dramatic 

enhancement of multilayer strength has been generally attributed to the following factors: 

the mismatch in the elastic properties which results in image forces on the dislocation, the 

mismatch in the GSFS between incoming and outgoing planes which plays a major role 

in determining the core properties of the dislocation, the mismatch in the lattice 

parameters that leads to the generation of coherency stress across the interface, and the 

GSFS of the interface which may suppress or enhance the spreading of the dislocation 

core from the glide plane to the interface. Continuum elasticity models [2,3]and 

molecular dynamics simulations (MD)[4,5] have been used extensively to investigate the 

mechanical response of multilayerd materials. However, the elasticity models cannot 

describe the image forces accurately as it diverges in the vicinity of the dislocation core. 

In order to overcome this difficulty, an arbitrary cut-off radius, r0, is generally introduced 

but its actual value is highly uncertain. Consequently, important quantities, such as the 

critical stress required to make the dislocation cross the interface, are not accurately 

determined unless r0 is “calibrated” with atomistic calculations. On the other hand, MD 

simulations suffer from the lack of reliable empirical potentials for treating interatomic 

interactions across the interface [6], especially when one considers new materials for 
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which empirical interatomic potentials are not available. We have developed an extension 

of the PN model which integrates the atomistic nature from ab initio electronic structure 

calculations to study the core properties of a pure screw dislocation as it moves from Cu 

to Ni. 

2 PN Model for the Cu/Ni Interface 

In this approach, the full dislocation is represented by a set of N fractional Volterra 

dislocations with fractional Burgers vector db=b/N. In the case of a pure screw 

dislocation a sufficient amount of edge components is added by introducing N/2 positive 

and N/2 negative fractional edges. The equilibrium structure of the dislocation core is 

obtained by seeking the equilibrium configuration of these fractional dislocations. 

Physically, this corresponds to balancing the elastic force and the lattice restoring force 

derived from the ab initio determined GSFS across the glide plane. In general, the total 

force on a fractional dislocation has contributions from the externally applied stress, the 

stresses exerted from other fractional dislocations located in Cu, on the interface, and in 

Ni, the lattice restoring force derived from the GSFS, and finally the coherency stress. 

The equilibrium position of each fractional dislocation is computed according to: 

dt

dx
BF

iT

i
              (1) 

where B is a drag coefficient  to update the position xi of the dislocation at each time step. 

3 Results and Discussion 

The ab initio-determined GSFS projected along the direction for the pure Cu and Ni 

and along the [001] direction for the Cu/Ni interface are shown in Fig 1. The first energy 

maximum encountered along the  direction for the Cu and Ni is the unstable stacking 

fault energy which represents the lowest energy barrier to nucleate a dislocation from a 

crack tip. The local minimum on the other hand, corresponds to the intrinsic stacking 

fault energies. The GSFS of the interface on the other hand is symmetric with no saddle 

point suggesting that the full dislocation on the interface does not dissociate. Fig. 2 shows 

the equilibrium edge and screw displacement and the corresponding Burgers vector 

density x) of the dislocation for two values of applied stress. The edge and screw 

Burgers vector density are defined by 

]121[

]121[

/dx,du(x) ee and /dxdu(x) ss . The screw 

dislocation, originally placed in the soft material (x>0) is pushed towards the Cu/Ni 

interface. For relatively low values of applied stress (around 2.0 GPa), the dislocation 

core in Cu dissociates into two partials bounding a stacking fault with a separation 

distance of about 7b. As the external stress increases, the dislocation approaches the 

interface but remains dissociated. However; the dislocation core structure has changed 

significantly. First, the dislocation Burgers vector density accumulates on the leading 

partial at the expense of the trailing partial. Second, the dislocation core constricts 

steadily and the two partials overlap significantly. Note, that the maximum value of the 

screw component of the displacement in Cu is 2.4 , while the Burgers vector of Cu is 

2.6 . This reduction of Burgers vector is a result of the energetically favorable spreading 

of the core onto the interface. Our results suggest that the dislocation spreading process 
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proceeds via the following mechanism: When the leading fractional dislocation reaches 

the vicinity of the interface it spreads on it, if it is energetically favorable. As the external 

stress is increased, the trailing fractional dislocations follow and spread onto the 

interface. The spreading process continues until the interface can no longer accommodate 

additional slip. At the critical value of the applied stress, once the leading dislocation is 

transmitted to the Ni crystal, the remaining ones follow.  

(a)

(b) Figure 1: Projections of the ab initio GSFS 

for Ni and Cu and the interface.  

Figure 2: The displacement u(x) and density 

(x) profiles for the dislocation as it moves 

from Cu towards Ni (a) 2.0 GPa, (b) 2.8 GPa. 

The continuous (dotted) curves denote the 

screw or the edge displacements (densities).   

Figure 3: Dynamic evolution of the dislocation 

burgers vector density during the threading process 

at the critical transmission stress of 3.35 GPa. 

In Fig. 3 we show the time evolution of the Burgers vector density profiles  and 

 of the dislocation when the applied stress has reached its critical value of 3.35 GPa. 

At the initial stage of the dislocation threading process, most of the fractional dislocations 

are localized in the vicinity of the interface in the Cu host. As the fractional dislocations 

relax, they get transmitted through the interface towards the Ni host till all of them pass. 

Note that after the dislocation gets transmitted, the density profile shows the formation of 

two partials with a separation distance of about 6b. The peak in the density profile at x=0 

indicates the formation of a ledge on the interface, in agreement with MD simulations for 

edge or mixed dislocations for the Cu/Ni interface [5]. 

(x)s

(x)e
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ABSTRACT

Two-dimensional discrete dislocation plasticity simulations are carried out for polycrystalline
freestanding thin films subjected to uniaxial tension. Plastic flow is modeled by tracking ex-
plicitely the nucleation, glide, pinning of dislocation atobstacles and dislocation annihilation.
Grain boundaries are assumed to act as impenetrable barriers to dislocations.

1. Introduction

In bulk metals, the Hall–Petch relation correlates yield strength to grain size. As specimens get
thinner to the scale of micrometres, strength also becomes afunction of specimen size. The two
size effects, i.e. due to grain size and specimen size, are interrelated but in a yet unknown way.
The recent development of experimental testing methods on thin films is key to understanding
this in a quantitative manner [1, 2].

As a supplement, we here present numerical simulations of two-dimensional discrete dislo-
cation plasticity in polycrystalline thin films under tension. The ratio of film thickness and grain
size is varied to consider the range from bulk Hall–Petch behaviour, as studied in [3], down to
thin films with only one or two grains across the thickness [2].

2. Model and simulation method

The model we adopt is similar to that described in [2] and in [4]. Films of thicknessh are
considered that consist of rectangular grains of the same height d and the same aspect ratio,
Figure 1. Moreover, the films are taken to be periodic in theirmicrostructure so that only a
periodic cell of width 2L needs to be analyzed. We specify the cell width by fixing the grain
aspect ratio and the number of grains across the film thickness. The top and bottom faces,
x2 = 0,h, are traction free and tension is imposed via periodic boundary conditions atx1 = 0
andx1 = 2L with a superimposed displacement jump 2U . Thus, the applied strain isε = U/L
and the overall tensile stress is denoted byσ .

All grains are elastically isotropic and have three potentially active slip systems, Figure 1.
When the number of grains across the thickness is large, the specimen behaves as a bulk ma-
terial, while a single crystal response is obtained by having only a single grain covering the
specimen. In the initial state, the grains are assumed to be stress and dislocation-free, but to
contain a given distribution of Frank-Read sources and point obstacles. The sources generate
dislocation dipoles once the resolved shear stress on them is larger than their critical strength
for a given time span. The obstacles pin dislocations as longas the Peach-Koehler force does
not exceed the obstacle strength. Dislocations glide is taken to be completely drag controlled.
Dislocations can annihilate and leave the specimen throughits free surfaces. Grain boundaries
are taken to act as infinitely strong obstacles for dislocation motion.
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εε
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Figure 1:Sketch of the uniaxial tension boundary value problem analyzed. The symbolsπ identify the
periodic boundaries. In this schematic all grains have the same orientation, but in the computations the
grain orientations are random.

The geometrical length scales in the problem are: thicknessh, grain sized and grain aspect
ratio. The relevant material length scales are: the averagesource spacing, 1/

√ρnuc, and the
average obstacle spacing, 1/

√ρobs, whereρnuc and ρobs are the source density and obstacle
density, respectively. The length of the Burgers vectorb = 0.25 nm and the spacing between
active slip planes, 200b, are too small compared to the other length scales to be significant.

3. Results

The simulation results of a polycrystalline film of finite size depend on the distribution of
sources and obstacles per grain but also on the grain orientations. For the infinitely long films
studied here, it is therefore important to establish the minimum unit cell width which gives
cell-width independent results for a given film thickness. To this end, computations have been
performed for one layer films,h = d, comprising various numbers of grains with the same
aspect ratio but different grain orientations. For each cell width, multiple realizations are ana-
lyzed. Figure 2 shows the predicted yield strength,σ̄ , versus the number of grains. We found
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Figure 2:Yield strengthσ̄ versus cell length for one layer films comprising different numbers of grains,
with (a) h = 0.5µm and (b)h = 1µm. The grain aspect ratio is 3.

that the scatter in yield strength is higher than 25% when there are four or fewer grains across
the cell width. Above about eight grains per cell there is still some scatter (which requires mul-
tiple realizations to be done for meaningful results) but the average value is independent of cell
width, if the film thickness is 0.5µm or larger. Figure 2 also confirms that the yield strength
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increases with decreasing film thickness, which has been attributed in [2] to the role of the grain
boundaries.

Figure 3 shows stress-strain curves obtained for one layer and two layer films of the same
thickness, i.e.h = 2 µm. We observe a decrease in strength in the two layer film compared
to the one layer film. One possibility is that the decrease is due to the activation of sources
in one layer caused by the stress field of dislocation piled upin the other layer against the
interface between the two, which is consistent with the explanation of the Hall–Petch effect
in bulk polycrystals in [3]. However, the dislocation density in the two films during loading
is very similar. Moreover, since the films in Fig. 3 differ in source distribution and slip plane
orientation, the difference observed in the stress–strainresponse could depend on the particular
realizations chosen. Additional simulations need to be performed in order to reach a better
understanding of the governing mechanism.
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Figure 3:Overall stress-strain curves for a one layer (h = d) and a two layer (h = 2d) film. Both films
have thicknessh = 2µm and the unit cell contains eight grains.
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Ultra-thin beams have been widely used in micro-electro-mechanical systems 
(MEMS), sensors and actuators. The thickness of these beams ranges typically 
from submicrons to ten microns. Within this range, metallic materials display 
strong size effects. For example, Stolken and Evans (1998) observed a significant 
increase in plastic work hardening as the beam thickness decreased from 50 
to 12.5 μm in the microbend tests of Ni. More recently, Motz et al. [2] found an 
increase in the flow stress from 300 MPa to 1 GPa in Cu single crystals as beam 
size decreased from 7.5 to 1.0 μm. In order to elucidate the origin and features 
of this size effect in the flow stress, the bending of a cantilever microbeam in 
plane strain was analyzed using discrete dislocation plasticity, following the fra-
mework developed by Needleman and Van der Giessen [3]. At each stage of 
loading, superposition is used to represent the solution in terms of the infinite 
medium solution for the discrete dislocations and a complementary problem 
to enforce the boundary conditions, which is obtained from a finite element si-
mulation. The influence of the mechanical (boundary conditions, loading type) 
and microstructural factors (crystal orientation, slip systems available, etc.) on 
the size effect was analyzed, and the results in terms of load-deflection curves, 
dislocation structures and slip band formation are discussed for beams of diffe-
rent depth, providing a rationale to understand the size effect on the flow stress 
during bending of cantilever microbeams.
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ABSTRACT 
 

We present a micromechanical approach based on Fast Fourier Transforms to study the 
role played by dislocation glide and grain boundary (GB) accommodation in the 
determination of the plastic behavior of nanostructured materials. Under quasiestatic 
conditions, assuming diffusion-controlled mechanisms at GB, the model predicts a strain-
rate sensitivity increase in nanocrystalline samples with respect to the coarse-grained 
material of the same order as in recently published experiments.  
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The yield strength of polycrystalline materials depends strongly on their grain size. For 
aggregates with grains in the micron range and above, the yield stress increases inversely 
with the square root of the grain size. At these grain sizes, the highly disordered GB 
regions represent only a negligible volume fraction of the material. On the contrary, when 
the grain dimensions approach nanometer sizes, the volume fraction of GBs become 
significant and the GB regions start to play an active role in accommodating deformation 
(e.g. [1]). Given the highly disordered character of the GB regions, the microscopic 
mechanisms associated with GB activity are intrinsically different from the ones 
associated with plastic deformation by dislocation motion that takes place in the bulk of 
the grains. A sound constitutive equation of GB deformation would not involve 
directionality, as it is indeed the case of the usual constitutive description of crystal 
plasticity. Also, due to the short range of the interactions involved in GB accommodation, 
the stress required to activate this mechanism should be essentially independent of the 
grain size of the aggregate [2]. Furthermore, the constitutive equations that describe 
dislocation glide in the bulk of the grains and accommodation at GBs will have, in 
general, different sensitivities to temperature and strain rate. A constitutive 
micromechanical model incorporating such sensitivities would be able to capture the 
interplay and competition between bulk and GB mechanisms for a particular topology of 
these nanostructured aggregates. Such a model could be used as a predictive tool to 
obtain the mechanical behavior of the aggregate, and its sensitivity to different 
deformation conditions and/or microstructural changes.  
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2- Model 
 
In this work we report a new micromechanical formulation to study the effect of grain 
size, pressure and strain rate on the yield strength of fcc nanocrystalline materials. The 
proposed model is a full-field approximation that takes into account the actual topology 
of the aggregate consisting in bulk crystalline regions surrounded by a GB percolating 
phase. Both regions co-deform plastically according the following constitutive behaviors: 
a) for grain interiors: crystal viscoplasticity, with Hall-Petch grain size dependence; b) for 
grain boundaries: isotropic viscoplasticity with flow stress independent of grain size. The 
length-scale of the problem is given by the GB thickness, taken to be 1 nm. A very 
efficient approach based on the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm is used to solve 
the mechanical problem (e.g. [3]). This FFT-based solution of a unit cell problem for a 
representative volume element (RVE) gives the local mechanical fields that develop 
inside heterogeneous materials in great detail. Periodic boundary conditions, required for 
this type of spectral approximation, are sufficient for the kind of parametric study that we 
want to perform. In the present case, the unit cell represents an aggregate of single crystal 
grains with prescribed orientations, surrounded by outer layers of percolating grain 
boundary regions. The particular orientation of each single crystal determines different 
anisotropic plastic properties from grain to grain, while, due to its intrinsic disordered 
character, the GBs are assumed to have a homogeneous isotropic behavior throughout the 
interconnected “GB phase” . A 3-D implementation of the FFT-based method requires to 
discretize a cubic unit cell using a regular grid of NxNxN Fourier points (FPs). In this 
work we adopted N=128, resulting in 2097152 discretization points. Each FP belongs 
either to a grain interior, or to the GB phase. The dimensions of such Fourier grid are 
large enough such that each grain and the GB phase are represented by a large number of 
Fourier points. The length-scale associated with the RVE is determined by the GB 
thickness, taken to be 1 nm. In order to study the effect of grain size without interference 
of other microstructural characteristics (like crystallographic texture, or any particular 
orientation correlation between neighbor grains) four self-similar RVEs were generated 
of grain sizes 29, 15, 7 and 5 nm (for details, see [4]). 
 
The local constitutive equation for a Fourier point x  belonging to a grain interior is given 
by the following power law for single crystal viscoplasticity: 
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where ( )x� �  and ( )x�  are the local strain rate and stress tensors; ( )x� s , ( )xsγ� , ( )xsτ  and 

s
oτ  are, respectively, the orientation-dependent Schmid tensor, the shear rate, the resolved 

shear stress, and a reference shear stress, of slip system (s). The pre-factor oγ�  is a 

reference shear rate, and GIn  is an exponent, which can be associated with the inverse of 
the rate-sensitivity of the coarse-grained material. The local constitutive behavior for a 
Fourier point x  belonging GB phase is here assumed to be given by the following J2- 
isotropic power law for nonlinear isotropic materials: 
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where ( )xeqσ  and oσ  are the von Mises equivalent of the stress and a reference 

equivalent stress, respectively, oε	  is a reference strain rate, and GBn  is an exponent, 
which can be identified as the inverse of the rate-sensitivity associated with the 
deformation mechanisms of GB accommodation. For the grain-size dependent value of 

s
oτ  and the grain-size independent value of oσ , we followed the work of Bringa et al [5] 

and references therein (see [4] for details).  Moreover, we adopted 50GIn =  and 

1GBn = . This value of GIn  corresponds to a rate-sensitivity of the coarse-grained (CG) 

material GIm 1 n 0.02CG = = . The latter is compatible with warm deformation of fcc 

materials (e.g. m=0.025 for CG Al deformed at 250 °C [6]). 
 
3- Results 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Predicted 2-D section maps (YZ plane at X=64) of local von Mises equivalent 
strains, relative to the applied macroscopic von Mises equivalent strain, for axisymmetric 
compression along the z-axis, for RVEs with grain sizes: a) 29 nm and b) 7 nm. 
 
Fig. 1 shows the 2-D section maps of local von Mises equivalent strain for two (29 and 7 
nm) of the four self-similar RVEs considered, relative to the applied macroscopic von 
Mises equivalent strain, for the case of nanocrystalline Cu deformed in quasiestatic 
axisymmetric compression along the z-axis. The main observation is that the strain is 
concentrated at GBs, reaching 10 times the macroscopic strain, while significant portions 
of the grain interiors undergo local strains which are less than the applied macrostrain. 
Another interesting observation is that the grains that deform the most are not necessarily 
the softest but the ones best located to link favorable oriented GBs (e.g. grain "A").  
 
Fig. 2a shows the relative activities (strain partition) in the grain interiors and the GB 
phase, along with the corresponding volume fractions, as a function of grain size. 
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Consistent with the results of Fig. 1, the relative activity at GB exceeds the corresponding 
GB volume fraction. This trend is more marked as the grain size decreases. At 5 nm, the 
grain interiors contribute only with 10% to the overall strain, while they still represent 
almost half of the volume.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: a) Strain and volume fraction partition as a function of grain size. b) Predicted 
log-log plot of yield strength vs. strain rate for the 15 nm grain and the CG material. 
 
Fig. 2b shows the yield strength variations in the strain rate range 10-2-100 s-1, for 
axisymmetric compression, as predicted for the 15 nm RVE. For comparison, we have 
included the strain-rate dependence of the coarse-grained material (100 µm). The 
resulting effective strain-rate sensitivity of the 15 nm material is m=0.155 (representing 
roughly an eight-fold increase with respect to the CG value of 0.02). This increase is 
comparable with the seven-fold increase with respect to the coarse-grained rate-
sensitivity value reported by Lu et al [7] for the case of Cu containing nano-sized twins of 
~20 nm width, deformed at room temperature and also with the ten-fold increase reported 
by May et al. [6] in ECAP-deformed Al with grain size of ~300 nm deformed at 250 °C. 
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Kinetics and thermodynamics of pressure-induced 
phase transitions in semiconductor nanoparticles

Nicola Marzari
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 13-5066 DMSE, 77 Massachusetts Ave, 02139 Cambridge, United States of 

America

A novel electronic-enthalpy functional is introduced to study finite systems un-
der pressure from first-principles. The external field P acts directly on the elect-
ronic structure of the quantum fragment via the minimization of the functional E 
+ PV_q, where E is the total energy and V_q the `̀ quantum volume‘‘ enclosed by 
a charge-density isosurface. The load is properly transferred to the ions thanks 
to the Hellmann-Feynman theorem, and the whole system follows constant-
pressure relaxations or dynamics.

Using this framework, we were able to study the thermodynamics and kine-
tics of solid-solid phase transformations for carbon, silicon, and germanium na-
noparticles undergoing hydrostatic shock compression. Significant differences 
are found in the plastic response of the nanoparticles and in the nucleation pa-
thways, all strongly dependent on size, materials‘ choice, and the presence of 
ligands. The plastic transformation of silicon and germanium nanoparticles into 
metastable amorphous phases highlights the importance of kinetics over ther-
modynamics, and hints at the possibility of designing impact-absorbing com-
posite materials based on collapsible nanoparticle components.

Last, the definition of the quantum volume leads to the equally natural definiti-
on of the quantum surface for a nanostructure, allowing thus to study tension 
effects in such diverse systems as confined electron bubbles, solvated species, 
and liquid droplets.
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ABSTRACT 
 

Plastic deformation at high strain rates occurs in systems such as shocked metals. The 
mechanisms that control the deformation remain unknown due to the difficulty of performing 
experimental metallurgical observations during the deformation. One of the key questions is 
what is the generation mechanism of shock-induced dislocation? Using molecular dynamics 
calculations we have studied screw dislocations in Cu (fcc) single crystals at high strain rates. 
In our calculations we have observed that under a stress of about 1 GPa the cores of the partial 
dislocations are no longer planar on the slip plane, but spread on to the cross-slip plane. 
Moreover, if the stress is increased further, partial dislocations are emitted dynamically on to 
the cross-slip plane, creating a stacking fault between them. The dislocation emission results 
in stacking faults along the secondary plane, which shear the crystal in this direction. These 
two phenomena, the non-planar core and the dynamic emission of dislocations, are discussed 
in the anisotropic elasticity theory framework. 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 
It is well known that dislocations play a significant role in plasticity of metals, and in 
particular at high strain rate deformations, such as shock waves etc. While, at relatively low 
stresses, the dynamic properties of dislocations are well established, both experimentally and 
theoretically, at high stresses the dynamic properties of high velocity dislocations are not well 
known. Experimental study of high velocity dislocations in metals, under high strain 
deformations, is performed ex post facto, and only little is known about the mobility and the 
structure of high velocity dislocations while gliding. In addition, at high strain rates, such as in 
shock-waves, these dislocation sources fail to explain the rapid increase in the mobile 
dislocation density, and the nature of dislocations generation mechanism is unknown. 
 
The behavior of high velocity dislocations was addressed theoretically at the atomistic level. 
Gumbsch et. al. used molecular dynamics (MD) in order to study the mobility of an edge 
dislocation in W single crystal at high velocities ([1]). By introducing the dislocation with an 
initial velocity into the computational cell they were able to achieve sub- trans- and 
supersonic velocities. In the subsonic regime they did not observe dislocations with velocity 
above 70% the shear wave velocity Ct. About the same saturation velocity for subsonic edge 
dislocations was obtained by Rodney et. al. in Ref. [2] for Ni. Several transonic dislocations 
in Ref. [1] made a transition from transonic to subsonic during the calculation. They reported 
that the width of the transonic dislocation decreases as it became subsonic. Since all the 
reported subsonic dislocations were approximately gliding at the same velocity, there was no 
indication of the dependence of the dislocation width on the velocity in the subsonic regime. 
In [3] Marian et. al. studied screw dislocation motion in bcc iron at high strain rates using 
MD. They observed that at the intermediate velocity range the dislocation motion changes 
from kink-pair motion to a rough motion, with debris left behind. At even higher velocities, 
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the dislocation stops abruptly and emits twin plates. These simulations provided another 
insight of the microstructure formation in shocked materials.  
In this work we study the role of screw dislocations at high strain rate deformations in fcc Cu, 
using MD calculations. Three different stress regimes, that characterize the dislocation 
motion, are identified. At low gliding stresses, with respect to the ideal shear strength, we 
obtained the classical picture of screw dislocation glide in fcc. Surprisingly, at higher stresses, 
in which the gliding velocity was about half the shear wave velocity, the dislocation drag 
force increases in an order of magnitude, and the dislocation core structure becomes non 
planar. At even higher stresses, but still less than the ideal shear strength, the dislocation 
glides at a velocity close to the shear wave velocity, and nucleates dislocation loops on to the 
cross-slip plane. We believe that this nucleation mechanism is dominant in plastic 
deformation at these stresses.  
 
 
2. The Calculation Method 
 
The atomistic method we use is a constant stress and temperature Molecular Dynamics (NσT-
MD), based on the Parrinello and Rahman stress control method and the Nose-Hoover 
thermostat. The atomic interaction is described using a tight-binding second-moment 
approximation effective potential (TB-SMA). In [4] we found that this potential yields 
comparable comparison with experiments for the elastic constants dependence on temperature 
and pressure and for the stacking fault energy. A screw dislocation dipole structure was 
introduced by imposing initial displacements of the atoms, determined from the isotropic 
elastic strain around a screw dislocation. Each screw dislocation was introduced as a 
dissociated dislocation with a stacking fault ribbon and the system was equilibrated. The 
number of neighboring atoms inside a radius of the 3rd nearest neighbor distance is used to 
calculate the partial dislocation positions. 
 
 
3. The Mobility and the Dissociation Width of a Screw Dislocation 
 
When shear stress, which initiate dislocation glide, is applied to the system, the dislocations 
accelerate up to a terminal velocity. This velocity is stress and temperature dependent, and 
two different velocity regimes were identified: below and above half the shear wave velocity 
Ct. Below half Ct, the drag force increased linearly with velocity with a temperature 
dependent drag coefficient. The values for the drag coefficient were calculated in Ref. [4] and 
were found to be between 10 μPa·sec to 35 μPa·sec at the temperature range of 10K-300K. At 
the range of velocities above half Ct we observed a significant increase in the drag coefficient, 
and it is an order of magnitude higher than in the first velocity regime, i.e. an order of 
hundreds of μPa·sec, with a weak dependency on the temperature. 
 
The dissociation width in the MD calculations undergoes dynamic changes in time. In the first 
velocity regime the dissociation width fluctuates. At intermediate velocities, corresponding to 
the transition between the first and second velocity regimes, the amplitude of these 
fluctuations dissipates quickly. As we increase the velocity further, the oscillations cease, and 
instead the dissociation width becomes unstable and increases throughout the time period of 
our calculations. Moreover, the average width is velocity dependent, within the velocity 
regime in which the dissociation width is stable, as presented in Fig. 1. One can see from 
these results that in the first velocity regime the dissociation width decreases with velocity 
down to 25% of its static value at a velocity of about 0.55Ct. Beyond this velocity, in the 
second velocity regime, the dissociation width increases significantly with velocity and 
becomes unstable at velocities above 0.67 Ct, which corresponds to a stress of about 1 GPa. 
The dissociation width of the non-gliding dislocation may be evaluated using elasticity theory 
from the balance between the forces acting on each partial dislocation: the stacking fault 
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energy, the interaction between the gliding partial dislocations, the drag force and an external 
force. However, if one assumes that the drag coefficients of both the trailing and leading 
partial dislocations are identical, the elastic model yields the results presented in Fig. 1 as 
'Model I'. These results deviate from the MD results in the second velocity regime (Ref. [5]). 
When it is assumed that the drag coefficients differ in the second velocity regime, the model, 
denoted as ‘Model II’, fits the MD results. In order to understand the different drag 
coefficients, we examine in greater detail the dislocation structure in the MD at the unstable 
regime. 

 
Figure 1. The dissociation width, normalized by the non-stressed dissociation width d0, as 

a function of the velocity, normalized by the shear wave velocity - MD results and Elastic-
Continuum models. The difference between the drag coefficients of partial dislocations in 
model II is shown in the in-set. 
 
4. Non-Planar Structure of the Trailing Partial Dislocation 
 
For an applied stress of 1.5 GPa, which results in a terminal velocity of 0.7Ct, the trailing 
dislocation spreads onto the cross-slip plane and becomes non-planar (Fig. 2). The dislocation 
spreads onto the half plane that creates an acute angle with the stacking fault (SF). We did not 
observe similar behaviour for the leading partial. When we reversed the stress direction, the 
gliding direction was reversed also, and the partial dislocations switched roles. As in the 
previous case the trailing partial spreads onto the cross-slip plane, forming always an acute 
angle with the SF, leading us to the conclusion this is an intrinsic property of the dissociated 
dislocations. In addition, the structure is dependent on the internal stresses in the system, such 
as the interaction with the second dislocation at the dipole.  
 

 
Figure 2. The core structure of (a) non-stressed dislocation (b) under a gliding stress of 1.5 
GPa. The core structure of the partial dislocations is marked with ellipses. The red (dark gray) 
line and the arrows indicate the SF surface and the gliding direction, respectively.  
 
5. Dynamic Emission of Dislocation Loops 
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When the stress is increased up to 4 GPa the dislocation accelerates up to a velocity very 
close to the shear wave velocity (about 97% the shear wave velocity). When the trailing 
partial dislocations of both dislocations in the dipole configuration approach their closest 
distance, the atoms in part of the bulk between the partial dislocations are misplaced from 
their fcc lattice positions, and immediately form stacking faults on the cross-slip of plane, 
bounded by two partial dislocations, i.e. dislocation loops. The area in which the nucleation 
occurs is correlated with the direction of the core spread onto the cross-slip plane, implying 
that these phenomena may be related.  
After the nucleation the original dislocations remain unchanged.  Under the influence of the 
applied stress, the original dislocations continue to glide on their slip planes, and the new 
generated dislocation loops grows, increasing the SF ribbon between them. 
A closer examination of the atom displacement near the high velocity dislocations reveals a 
large displacement which is related to the anisotropic elastic field about a gliding dislocation. 
While in the stationary case the displacement field perpendicular to the glide plane about the 
dislocation is negligible, about a high-velocity dislocation it is of an order of the lattice 
constant. Moreover, this displacement is inhomogeneous, with maximal amplitude in an area 
close to the trailing partial dislocation, from the side that creates an acute angle with the SF. 
 

 
Figure 3. The nucleation process. Only the atoms in the partial dislocation cores are 
highlighted. SF is indicated with red line. (a) The dislocations glide before the nucleation (b) 
Two pairs of partial dislocations, separated by a SF, are created. 
 
 
6. Summary 
 
We suggest that both phenomena, the dynamic non-planar core structure and the dynamic 
emission of faulted loops, are intrinsic property of a high-velocity dissociated screw 
dislocation, which arises from the interaction force between the gliding partial dislocations. 
When the dislocation velocity is 70% the shear-wave velocity the amplitude of this non-usual 
displacement is larger than in the stationary case, but not large enough to nucleate a stacking 
fault. Instead it translates the atoms on the cross-slip plane near the trailing partial dislocation, 
and spreads the core onto both planes. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Mechanical properties of polycrystalline materials are greatly influenced by the motion of 
dislocations and their interaction with grain boundaries.  While isolated dislocations and grain 
boundaries can be treated nowadays with high accuracy by electronic-structure methods, 
simulations of mutual interactions between such extended defects are still beyond the reach of 
these methods because of too high computational demands.  In order to describe processes of 
such complexity one has to cross the bridge between the electronic-structure calculations and 
atomistic simulations by coarse-graining the electronic degrees of freedom into many-body 
interatomic potentials.  In our study we investigated several cases of dislocation-grain 
boundary interactions in the body-centered cubic (bcc) transition metal tungsten using a bond-
order potential (BOP).  The BOP is based on the tight-binding theory and therefore able to 
describe correctly directional covalent bonds which are crucial for the cohesion and structure 
of bcc transition metals.  We will present results of BOP simulations for the interaction 
between both edge and screw dislocations and a variety of symmetric tilt grain boundaries, 
and discuss the relation between atomic-level phenomena and macroscopic crystal plasticity. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
When a polycrystalline metal undergoes plastic deformation, a large number of lattice 
dislocations impinge on grain boundaries (GBs) and interact with them.  It has been observed 
experimentally that the interactions can result in impediment, transmission, absorption and 
reemission, or even reflection of dislocation [1-3]. Unfortunately, little information is 
available about details of these processes at the atomic scale.  
In this work we investigate dislocation–grain-boundary interactions in bcc transition metal 
tungsten by atomistic simulations.  Tungsten was chosen as our model material because of its 
peculiar mechanical behavior which is controlled to a great extent by the structure and 
properties of extended defects, namely dislocation cores and GBs.  Depending on external 
conditions such as temperature, strain rate, or load orientation this transition metal can deform 
plastically by slip, by deformation twinning or it can fracture by predominantly intergranular 
cleavage.  Behavior of dislocations, structures of GBs, and details of mutual interactions 
between these extended defects at the atomic scale are therefore of great interest since they 
may provide valuable information about conditions under which the competing deformation 
mechanisms will occur. 
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2. Simulation methods 
 
The atomistic simulations were carried out using two distinct models of interatomic 
interactions - the empirical Finnis-Sinclair (FS) potential [4] and the bond-order potential 
(BOP) [5]. FS is a central-force scheme which has been used extensively in atomistic studies 
of extended defects in metals because of its simplicity and computational efficiency.  
Nevertheless, is is unable to describe properly the directional covalent bonds which are 
primarily responsible for the cohesion in bcc transition metals.  In order to validate FS results 
we therefore repeated the simulations with the BOP model, which is based on the real-space 
parameterized tight-binding (TB) method and provides implicitly a correct description of 
angular character of bonding originating from d-electrons.  An important advantage of the 
BOP scheme for simulations of extended defects and their interactions is that unlike classical 
TB models it scales linearly with the size of system since the diagonalization of the 
Hamiltonian matrix is replaced by direct calculation of the bond order in real space. 
The computational procedure was the same in all simulations.  In the first step, a GB was 
created in the center of a simulation cell, and its structure was fully relaxed to its ground state 
configuration.  In this study two symmetric tilt GBs with a common ]101[  tilt axis were 
chosen as model GBs since it is well known that large plastic deformation of bcc metals (e.g. 
during wire drawing) leads to a strong preferential <110> texture.  The two investigated 
boundaries, namely )211(3Σ  and , are two representative cases of low and high 
energy GBs with energies of about 0.7 and 2.0 J/m

)111(3Σ
2, respectively.  

After static relaxation of the GB structure a perfect screw dislocation with a 1/2[111] Burgers 
vector was introduced in the left grain apart from the )211(3Σ  GB, while a perfect edge 
dislocation with the same Burgers vector was placed in the left grain of the  GB.  The 
dislocation line directions in both simulation blocks thus lie parallel to the GB plane.  This 
setup, shown schematically in Fig. 1, allows for application of periodic boundary conditions 
along the dislocation line which reduces the size of the simulated system.  Fixed boundary 
conditions were applied to the outermost layers in the other two directions.   

)111(3Σ

With the dislocations present the blocks were again fully relaxed.  During the relaxation the 
positions of the dislocation cores remained at their initial elastic centers.  It should be noted 
that tungsten is almost elastically isotropic and that incompatibily stresses at GBs are 
therefore negligible.  Consequently, there are no long-range elastic forces on a dislocation 
near a GB. 
In the final step, a homogeneous shear strain was imposed on the simulation blocks, 
corresponding to a shear stress as prescribed by anisotropic elasticity theory. The shear stress 
was applied in the direction of the Burgers vector in such a way that the dislocations were 
forced to move towards the GBs. The shear strain was gradually increased in small 
increments and the block was fully relaxed after each step so that the simulations were done 
effectively at 0 K. 

 
Figure 1. A schematic picture of the simulation block. 
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3. Results and Discussion 
 
The configurations investigated in this work present rather special cases of dislocation-GB 
interactions.  The dislocation line in both simulations was parallel to the GB plane, and the 
maximum resolved shear stress (MRSS) plane on which the dislocation was forced to glide 
was always the )101(  plane perpendicular to the GB plane.  This glide plane continues 
undisturbed through the GB into the other grain.  Both simulations therefore represent cases 
where both the Burgers vectors and the slip planes are common to both grains. It has been 
generally expected [6] that in this case the GB should not act as an obstacle to slip 
propagation because no residual GB dislocation are necessary to compensate for a change of 
the slip system. 
In the BOP simulation of the interaction between the ½[111] screw dislocation and the 

)211(3Σ  GB the dislocation started to move towards the boundary plane at an applied shear 
stress of 1.8% of the C44 shear modulus.  This stress is the same as the critical resolved shear 
stress (CRSS) on a {110} plane for the screw dislocation in the bulk crystal, and the 
simulation confirms that the GB does not influence the CRSS.  
 

   
   (a)      (b) 

Figure 2. Interaction between the ½[111] screw dislocation and the the )211(3Σ  GB. (a) 
the initial configuration in a [111] projection; (b) the final configuration of BOP simulation in 
a [111] (left) and ]101[  (right) projection, showing a step at the GB created by emission of 
two twinning dislocations in opposite directions. 
 
When the screw dislocation reaches the GB it is absorbed and immediately dissociates into 
three partial dislocations with the Burgers vector of 1/6[111].  These dislocations are also 
known as twinning dislocations which propagate the deformation twin [7].  After the 
dissociation, two of the twinning dislocations glide in opposite directions on two neighboring 

)211(  planes as shown in Fig. 2.  As a result the GB above the glide plane shifts to the right 
while below the glide plane it shifts to the left, and a step is formed at the location of 
interaction. A third dislocation with the 1/6[111] Burgers vector is sessile and remains at the 
interface step.  Both FS and BOP results are consistent and give similar results even though 
the core structure of the screw dislocation and the GB energy are not reproduced correctly by 
FS.  
 
 In the case of the interaction between the ½[111] edge dislocation and the  GB the 
simulations with FS and BOP potentials give qualitatively different results (see Fig. 3).  In the 
BOP simulation the dislocation is again blocked by the GB and stays embedded in the 
boundary even when the shear stress is increased up to 6% of C

)111(3Σ

44.  The same GB in the FS 
calculations presents a much weaker obstacle for the dislocation.  As is seen in Fig. 3(c), the 
incoming edge dislocation triggers the nucleation of a series of partial dislocations which 
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follow the movement of the leading slip dislocation and effectively destroy the GB. The 
nucleated partial dislocations are again dislocations with the 1/6[111] Burgers vector which 
change the stacking of the (111) planes and restore thus the bulk structure of the left grain.  
This result is an obvious artifact of the FS potential, resulting from a propensity of the 
potential to twinning and an underestimation of the )211(3Σ  GB energy. 
 

       
  (a)    (b)          (c) 

Figure 3. The ]211[  projection of the interaction between the ½[111] edge dislocation 
and the  GB. (a) the initial configuration; (b) and (c) the final configurations of BOP 
and FS simulations, respectively. 

)111(3Σ

 
In summary, our simulations show that the investigated twin GBs are effective barriers to the 
motion of slip dislocations. The twoGBs can thus provide sites for dislocation pileups as well 
as for fracture nucleation.  Local interaction with the boundary can effectively pin the 
dislocation but it is the GB structure and energetics which determines the outcome of the 
dislocation-GB interaction even for the simplest configurations with a common slip system in 
both grains.  Our results indicate that a simple geometric criterion suggested in Ref. [1] is 
therefore not generally valid, and further calculations are necessary to verify its applicability. 
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A CONSTITUTIVE MODEL FOR GLASSY POLYMERS WITH 
SHEAR TRANSFORMATION ZONES PLASTICITY AND 

REPTATION-BASED VISCOELASTICITY
Svetoslav Nikolov 1, Dierk Raabe 1, Franz Roters 1
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We propose a micromechanical model for glassy polymers with newly deve-
loped constitutive relations for the viscoelastic and the viscoplastic flow rates. 
Viscoplasticity is modelled via a modified version of the Shear Transformation 
Zones (STZ) theory for amorphous glasses. The dynamics of plastic transforma-
tions is given by Eiring-type thermally activated rates. The evolution of the vis-
coplastic flow is described by two internal state variables, namely, the density of 
the shear transformation zones and a dimensionless back stress due to change 
in entropy from stress-induced net orientation of ellipsoidal STZ. For the visco-
elastic flow rate, we consider the reptation of free chain ends where the other 
end of the reptating strands is fixed by an entanglement or by a crosslink. The 
resulting flow rule is different from similar developments previously proposed 
in the literature. The model predictions are compared to uniaxial compression 
experiments for different glassy polymers. The influence of the density of STZ 
on aging, annealing and mechanical rejuvenation effects is discussed.
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Energetics of bending carbon nanotube
Shigenobu Ogata
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Energetics of bending single walled carbon nanotube is analyzed using mi-
nimum energy path calculation with a bond order potential. The calculation 
shows that plastic deformation by defect nucleation and motion is thermody-
namically favorable above a threshold “yield curvature” and kinetically feasible 
above 1500K, which agrees with recent experimental observations by Nakaya-
ma. The yield curvature, which depends on nanotube diameter D, guarantees 
that carbon nanotube always deforms elastically below this curvature without 
any plastic deformation. We numerically estimated the yield curvature as a func-
tion of D, and find that the diameter dependency can be explained by a simple 
theoretical analysis of energy balance based on dislocation theory between de-
fective (plastic) and non-defective (elastic) bending states, which predicts the 
yield curvature roughly proportional to 1/D. Finally we construct a deformation 
mechanism map of single walled carbon nanotubes as function of temperature 
and bending curvature.
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ABSTRACT 

 
 

Motivated by increasing demand to perform atomistic simulation of nano-interfaces in 
realistic sizes, we have been developing the hybrid simulation schemes by concurrently 
combining the electronic-density-functional-theory (DFT), the molecular dynamics (MD), and 
the fast coarse-grained particle (FCGP) methods.  In the hybrid DFT-MD scheme, multiple 
DFT regions each of which is composed of a relatively small number of atoms, are embedded 
in a system of classical MD atoms.  The FCGP region forms the overall structure of the total 
system and gives the boundary condition to the MD region in the hybrid MD-FCGP scheme.  
The FCGP method, in which each particle represents a group of the atoms, is well suited to its 
connection with the MD method.  For robust coupling of the DFT and MD regions with a 
reasonable mechanical accuracy, the buffered cluster method is proposed, which requires no 
link-atoms and is applicable to a wide range of materials and settings.  During the hybrid 
DFT-MD simulation run, sizes and number of the DFT regions change adaptively to trace the 
chemical reactions.  The hybrid simulation schemes are successfully applied to various 
interesting processes including chemisorption of water molecules on stressed Si-surfaces and 
oxygen transfer in a Si substrate.   
 
 
1. Methodology  
 
One of the principal characteristics of nano-systems is the mutual coupling of length-scales 
that span many orders.  An efficient computer simulation approach to treat such an inherently 
multiscaled system, is to hybridize concurrently different simulation methods for different 
scales [1].  In the hybrid approach, a simulation system is partitioned in real space to regions, 
and various calculation methods such as the electronic structure calculation, the classical 
atomistic method, and the coarse-graining method, are applied appropriately to the regions.  
The atomistic simulation is crucial to analyze and advance the performance of the nano-
systems.  Considering these, we have been developing two different hybridization schemes 
based on the molecular dynamics (MD) method.  In one scheme, we improve the physical 
accuracy of the MD method by combining it with the density-functional theory (DFT).  In the 
other scheme, we combine the MD method with the fast coarse-grained particle method 
(FCGP) that we have developed recently to coarse-grain an atomistic region, for efficient 
treatment of large-scale systems. 
 
 

1.1 Coupling MD with DFT  
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The link-atom method has been widely used to combine the MD and DFT regions in a hybrid 
system [2-4].  However, we find that the link-atom method is fairly sensitive to selection of 
the DFT region.  We therefore propose a novel hybridization scheme, called the buffered 
cluster method [5].  In the method, the following Hamiltonian determine the dynamics of all 
atoms: 
 

  
  
H = HMD

system (
r 
R all,d

r 
R all /dt) + (EDFT

cluster − EMD
cluster )

cluster
∑ .     (1) 

 
Here    represents the set of all atoms.  All the atoms in the total system are grouped into 
MD and DFT atoms.  The positions of the MD and DFT atoms are denoted as    and 

, respectively.  The  in Eq. 1 is the MD Hamiltonian of the total system.  The last 
two terms on the right hand side of Eq. 1 represent the quantum correction by the DFT to the 
MD potential energy of the DFT region.  The atomic-cluster terms in the right hand side of 
Eq. 1 are functions of  only:  

r 
R all

{
r 
r MD}

  {
r 
r DFT } HMD

system

 {
r 
r DFT }

 
     EDFT

cluster = EDFT
cluster ({

r 
r DFT})  and   E MD

cluster = E MD
cluster ({

r 
r DFT }) .    (2) 

 
Additional atoms are placed on the surfaces of the DFT cluster in both DFT and MD 
calculations to buffer possible boundary effects.  The positions of those buffer atoms in the 
MD calculation are determined dynamically to minimize the potential energy of the cluster.  
The positions of the buffer atoms in the DFT calculation are determined using that of the 
buffer atoms obtained in the MD cluster calculations.  The accuracy of the buffered cluster 
method is investigated though various kinds of analyses for hybrid Si crystals including the 
uniformity of bond lengths and the recoil forces between the DFT and MD atoms, the 
sensitivity of the minimum-energy structure on the Fermi level shift, and the uniformity of 
degrees of Si-Si bonding in the DFT region through Mulliken’s overlap populations.  We then 
find that the buffered cluster method can be safely used for any selection of the DFT region, 
and that it is applicable not only to a covalent system of Si but also to an ionic system of 
alumina. 
 
 

1.2 Coupling MD with FCGP 
 
A coarse-graining method has been proposed [6] for a crystalline system of atoms at finite 
temperatures, to describe the propagation of long-wavelength waves at low computation 
costs.  In the method virtual particles that distribute in the system are introduced.  Each 
particle relates to a group of constituting atoms, and the inter-particle interaction is obtained 
through the partition function of the atomic Hamiltonian in the harmonic approximation with 
constraint relating to such relations.  Though the method has attractive features such as its 
natural incorporation of atomic phonons and its potential suitableness to connection to an 
atomistic simulation method, the original formulation limits its application to simple periodic 
systems without surfaces and deformations.  We therefore modify the method applicable to 
realistic systems in various shapes under various stress conditions at lower computation costs, 
to propose the fast coarse-grained particle (FCGP) method.  The physical meaning of the 
interaction energy in the FCGP method is clarified by comparison with the corresponding 
energies in full-atom calculations.  The FCGP method is applied to realistic systems in 
various shapes with substantial deformations.  The FCGP method predicts the distribution of 
internal stress and the propagation behavior of density variation, in good agreement with that 
observed in the original system of atoms.   
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The FCGP method is hybridized concurrently with the MD method for the atomistic 
description, in which the FCGP method gives the dynamic boundary conditions to the MD 
region.   Assuming the lowest degree of coarse-graining (that is, no coarse-graining) to the 
MD region, the total Hamiltonian for the hybrid system is written in a modular form as 
 

  
Hhybrid = HFCGP({rall,pall})

+ HMD
cluster ({rMD,pMD},{rb ,pb})−HFCGP

cluster ({rMD,pMD},{rb ,pb})[ ] ,
cluster
∑    (3) 

 
where  and  are the MD and FCGP Hamiltomians, respectively, for the MD 
region {  with the buffer atoms { .  The degree of mechanical coupling of the 
FCGP and MD regions is assessed through the internal deformation analyses and the wave 
propagation simulation, to find reasonable accuracies. 

HMD
cluster HFCGP

cluster

rMD,pMD} rb ,pb}

 
 
2. Applications 
 
In continuing development of the hybrid DFT-MD simulation scheme, we have applied it to 
various kinds of significant engineering processes [5,7,8] including (i) dissociation reactions 
of water molecules on stressed Si, (ii) crack propagation of α-alumina, and (iii) atomic scale 
friction of saturated Si-tips incorporating a water droplet.  The hybrid MD-FCGP simulation 
scheme is applied to structural analyses of α-Fe material.   As an example, we mention in the 
following about the hybrid DFT-MD simulation of implantation of oxygen atoms to a Si 
substrate.  
 
 

2.1 Implantation of oxygen to silicon: adaptive, dynamic selection of DFT region  
      in  hybrid DFT-MD scheme 

 
We apply the hybrid DFT-MD simulation scheme to migration processes of implanted oxygen 
atoms in crystalline Si, which will be exploited to create an ultra-thin SIMOX (Separation by 
Implanted Oxygen) structure in future.  SIMOX has recently been utilized to fabricate a 
micro-structure consisting of a thin layer of Si separated from the bulk Si substrate by a thin 
layer of SiO2.  Further advancement of SIMOX technology to fabricate nano-meter scaled 
silicon-on-insulator structures in future, requires understanding the effects of the initial 
velocity and the incident position of the implanted O atoms on their migration and oxidation 
processes. 
 
We firstly prepare Si(100) Si-Si dimer surface with the dangling bonds fully saturated by H 
atoms.  In the run, an O atom is placed initially above the middle of the two nearest-neighbor 
Si-Si dimers by 0.3nm.  The O atom has the initial velocity of 0.05nm/fs normal to the 
surface; the kinetic energy of the O atom corresponds to 240eV, which is much smaller than 
the usual experimental values of 102-3keV.  Controlling the migration of the O atom at such a 
small kinetic energy will be necessary to fabricate an ultra-thin oxide layer.  The thinner the 
insulator layer the larger the transistor density in ULSI.  Figure 1 depicts time evolution of the 
atomic positions and the DFT region (depicted with the light atoms).  We find the O atom 
moves normal (<100> direction), to the surface initially, and then hits a Si atom at about 10fs.   
After that, the O atom moves toward <111> direction.  As seen in Fig. 1, the QM region 
expands adaptively during the simulation run to include neighboring Si atoms of the O atom; 
the algorithm to expand the DFT region is applied every 10 steps. 
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Fig. 1: Snapshots in the hybrid DFT-MD simulation of implanted O in Si.  
 
 
3. Concluding Remarks 
 
Present concurrent hybridization schemes are well suited to running in Grid computation 
environments.  In fact, the simulation of implantation of oxygen in Sec. 2 had been performed 
successfully on a Japan-US large-scale Grid composed of about 700CPU’s.   
 
Various studies are in progress to advance the capability of the hybrid simulation schemes, 
which include concurrent hybridization of the FCGP and the lattice-Boltzmann methods for 
simulation of a supercritical fluid in an elastic wall. 
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The words “plasticity“ and “brittleness“ traditionally sound as antonyms. Howe-
ver, sometimes a solid may exhibit both the high plasticity and a tendency to 
brittle fracture. Single crystalline iridium is a rare example that absolutely meets 
this surrealistic combination of deformation phenomena, when its giant plasti-
city prior the cleavage fracture is carried through the octahedral slip of <110> 
dislocations on the easy slip stage. It seems that this circumstance could open 
new prospects for a description of plastic deformation in FCC-metallic materi-
als within the theory of dislocations. The experimental basis is discussed which 
may be used for development of  theoretical models and computer simulations 
aimed at understanding the fundamental physical mechanisms responsible for 
the ductile-brittle transition in refractory FCC metals.
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An atomistic-continuum multiscale approach towards 
technological realization of carbon nanotube actuators

Lars Pastewka
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Since their discovery in 1992, carbon nanotubes have been proposed for a wealth 
of applications. Among these is the use of nanotubes as actuators as discovered 
in 1999 by Baughman et al [1]. Baughman immersed nanotubes into a liquid 
electrolyte and discovered expansion of the tubes upon charging. In order to 
realize a device using this effect a solid electrolyte will be most likely mandatory. 
Knowledge about the efficiency of nanotube-electrolyte coupling with respect 
to actuation is however very limited.

Here, we present a multiscale approach for modelling force transfer from the 
tubes to the embedding matrix. This is achieved by incorporating the effect of 
bond length stretching of individual tubes into the empirical Tersoff potential 
[2]. The parameters of the potential are gauged using density functional based 
tight-binding calculations [3] within the self-consistent charge level of theory 
[4]. Furthermore, these tubes are embedded into a matrix which is described by 
a smoothed particle (SPH) discretization [5] of the continuum equations of elas-
ticity. This gives an effective medium without the need to model the microsco-
pic details explicitly. For the tube-matrix coupling, a van-der-Waals interaction is 
used, which is possible because of the particle nature of the smoothed particle 
discretization. This does naturally lead to a single Hamiltonian multiscale ap-
proach which incorporates the stiffness of the tube and the matrix, as well as the 
force transfer from tube to matrix correctly.

Using this model stress-strain relations are extracted using sample nanotube-
electrolyte setups.
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Nanomechanics: New experiments in atom resolved 
AFM and nanoimprint lithography

John Pethica
CRANN, Trinity College, D2, Dublin, Ireland

This talk will describe two new experimental areas of nano-mechanics,  in both 
of which modelling plays a key role.  We have developed a small (<0.05nm) am-
plitude method of sensing force gradients for AFM, using a specialised laser in-
terferometer. Recent improvements in signal to noise now enable routine recor-
ding of force gradient and tunnel current simultaneously, at atomic resolution 
within a single image. Results for Si(111), TiO2(110) and Cu(100) surfaces will be 
shown. Simultaneous imaging allows differences between force contours and 
tunnel current contours to be seen directly, without any uncertainty of lateral 
registry and tip position. This enables extraction of topographic contour ef-
fects, giving clear demonstration of the types and origins of forces involved.  
For oxides, the polarity of the tip can be determined directly from the registry 
(anion vs cation) between force and current, giving a potentially powerful new 
atomic resolution charge sensing method.

Imprint lithography, the formation of patterns by mechanical stamping, has na-
nometre resolution, high throughput and low cost. We have used nanoinden-
tation methods to understand the limitations of normal loading, which are due 
to elastic strains. We show that a small amplitude shear oscillation provides a 
remarkable increase in mass transport, preserves full nm fidelity and has impor-
tant scaling advantages. Finite element modelling clarifies the novel inelastic 
pumping mechanism involved, and the surprising relative insensitivity to inter-
facial friction conditions.
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A simple model to understand the cleavage of diamond 
from the bond breaking

Pablo Pou 1,2 , Ruben Perez 2, Peter Gumbsch 1 ,3

1IZBS, Universität Karlsruhe (TH), Kaiserstraße 12, 76131 Karlsruhe, Germany
2Departamento de Fısica Teórica de la Materia Condensada, UAM, 28049 Madrid, Spain

3Fraunhofer-Institut fuer Werkstoffmechanik IWM, Woehlerstr. 11, 79108 Freiburg, Germany

First principles simulations provide the basis for the critical assessment of the 
different mechanisms proposed to explain the highly selective preference of 
diamond to fracture in the {111} set of planes. The Griffith criterion, G ≥ 2γ , is a 
necessary condition for fracture and implies that crystal lattice planes with low 
surface energies are energetically favored as cleavages planes. However this cri-
terium is not enough to explain the diamond case. We have shown that all the 
different mechanisms proposed so far to explain the highly selective fracture 
of diamond in the {111} set of planes (including surface energy considerations, 
surface reconstructions, growth defects and hydrogen contamination) can be 
discarded on the basis of first principles simulations. Crack tip stability calcu-
lations for different crack orientations in the (111) and (110) planes suggest that 
cleavage in diamond is controlled by energy barriers to bond breaking that lead 
to lattice trapping of the crack. Our calculations for crack tip stability show the 
absence of significant lattice trapping barriers, signalled by a continuous bond 
breaking process without pronounced structural relaxations, in all propagation 
directions in the (111) plane. In contrast, the large lattice trapping and the an-
isotropic behavior with respect to crack propagation in different directions in 
the (110) plane results on average in a higher fracture toughness. The different 
propensity to lattice trapping is well reproduced by differences in the cohesive 
force function to separate two rigid slabs along their surface normals. A simple 
model that focuses on the accurate determination of the bond force non-linea-
rity is then proposed as an alternative to full fracture simulations to characterize 
the lattice trapping, and thus, the fracture behavior of materials.
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3D dislocation dynamics simulations of micron-sized 
FCC Ni crystals

Satish Rao
UES Inc., 4401 Dayton-Xenia Road, 45432, Dayton, USA

A parallel 3-D dislocation dynamics code, PARADIS, developed at Lawrence Liver-
more National Laboratory, is used to predict the stress-strain behavior of micron 
sized crystals of FCC Ni at ambient temperature.  The simulations are performed 
using both constant strain rate and pseudo – constant strain rate loading con-
ditions, which allows the deforming crystal to exceed the prescribed rate under 
constant stress conditions. The strain levels achieved in the simulations ranges 
from 0.1 – 1%, and free surface boundary conditions are used. Significant fea-
tures of the simulated stress-strain curves include: periodic strain bursts, load 
drops, and a significant hardening with decreasing sample size. These results 
are shown to be in fairly good agreement with previously published experimen-
tal results.  Mobile dislocations and their interactions with forest dislocations 
are analyzed at different points along the stress-strain curves. It is shown that 
‘surface mediated source hardening’ as well as ‘junction debris’ formation con-
tributes significantly to hardening of the stress-strain curves at smaller sample 
sizes.
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Instability Analyses of Nanogrid Structures 
with Quasicontinuum Beam Model 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Inelastic responses of nanostructured materials such as organic nanogrids largely depend on 
their structural specificity and nonlocal effect based on the molecular bond. In the present 
paper, we propose the simple quasicontinuum modeling constructed by a beam element which 
can deals with the geometric and the material  nonlinearities.  Applying this to inelastic 
deformation problems of hexagonal and square grid structures by actuating a single member 
inside grids, the deformation manner is quite different each other. The size dependence of the 
whole model and the nonlocal effect to the  instability of the grid structures are discussed. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
In recent years, various nanostructured materials such as organic nanogrids [1] have been 
developed by the state of the art material design that exploits the self-organizing technique. 
These are very interesting as the functional materials whose internal structures are built up 
from molecules. Thus, their mechanical behaviors of the nanogrid structures are highly 
dependent on nonlinear motion of microscopic internal structures. When analyzing the finite 
deformation of such nanomaterials for future design, an appropriate modeling which can 
represent the nonlinear molecular bond and the mutual interaction beyond the certain range is 
necessary. Typical geometric feature of the nanogrid materials is to consist of the beam 
members sustaining tension, bending and torsion. In the present paper, the beam element 
model with the quasicontinuum constitutive relation is proposed respecting the following 
three aspects; 
 
(1) the strain observed in the member is still infinitesimal as undergoing finite displacement, 
(2) the constitutive equation is nonlinear and determined by molecular configuration, and  
(3) structural instability and post-buckling behaviors are crucial. 
 
       To demonstrate the deformation by the quasicontinuum beam model, we analyze two 
types of hexagonal and square grid structures under self-equilibrium internal actuation force. 
The actuation proceeds by extending the rest length of the actuated beam, which is here called 
single member actuation [2]. The single member actuation loading is related to the regional 
deformation by piezo actuators and is linked to the mechanism of the internal thermal 
expansion. We discuss the size dependence of the whole model and the nonlocal effect to the 
instability of the grid structures. 
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2. Quasicontinuum Beam Model 
 
To describe the finite deformation of the nanogrids, a total-Lagrangian displacement based 
finite element beam model is formulated by using rotational pseudovector, Rodrigues 
parameter and Eulerian angles in the finite displacement field [3,4]. The Eulerian angles are 
used for easy geometrical description of the given model [4]. Also, we assume many-body 
force field of coarse-grained potential energy consisting of Φ2(xr), Φ3(xθ) and Φ4(xψ), where 
xr, xθ and xψ  are distance, rotation angle and torsion angle to the interparticle arrangement, 
respectively. The constitutive relationship ( )K x  represented by internal variable 
x={xr, xθ, xψ } is, thus, derived from equivalence of each potential energy and each strain 
energy of linear elasticity [5] stored into the beam member which primarily deforms in 
ending or stretching manner. Therefore, stiffness equation is: b 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )T
0 0 ,=F T d K x T d r d  

 
where F is the external force,  the coordinate transform matrix and  the node 
relative displacement as a function of displacement vector d using Eulerian angles. Hence, 
angent stiffness matrix can be written as 

( )0T d ( )r d

t 

( )

T
T T0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

gn mn

⎧ ⎫∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎪ ⎪Δ = Δ⎨ ⎬∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭

+ Δ

T T r TKF KT r + T K r + T KT d + T T r,
d d d

      = K K d,

x  

where Δd is the incremental displacement vector represented by rotational angles about three 
axes of rectangular Cartesian coordinates. This equation shows the nonlinear information 
about gradient tensor gnK corresponding to geometrical nonlinearity and mnK  corresponding 
to material nonlinearity determined by the potential function with internal variable . By 
resolving this tangent stiffness equation with the arc-length method, we can analyze finite 
deformation problem of grid structures under the prescribed boundary condition.  

x

 
 
3. Results and Discussions 
 
We analyzed two types of grid structures under actuation of the centered member whose one 
node is fixed to avoid the rigid motion, as shown in Fig.1. The hexagonal grid locally deforms 
in the bending dominated manner, while the square grid does not entirely behave in the 
bending-dominated and is not localized in one spot. Moreover, when increasing the applied 
actuation, a compressive buckling has occurred in the members aligned in the actuated 
direction. Fig.2 (a) shows dimensionless load-displacement curves with the conventional 
continuum model and the quasicontinuum model (QCM) under single member actuation for 
square grids with various sizes. The downward arrows in Fig.2 denote the buckling points. 
The vertical axis of ( ftotal – fSMA ) / EA indicates the resistance of the surrounding members to 
the actuated member of fSMA. In the continuum model, it is confirmed that all of the post-
buckling curves after the downward arrows coincide independent to the model size. The 
reason is that the post-buckling behavior is localized in a certain region, whose size is 
equivalent to the 9× 8 Units model, as shown in Fig.2 (b). The other finding is that the grid 
structures with the nonlocal effect represented by QCM yield the earlier compressive buckling 
than the continuum solution. The nonlocal effect is strongly dependent to the local geometric 
change rather than the continuum solution respecting the global deformation. Thus, the 
descent of the member stiffness derives the earlier commencement of the buckling apart from 
the same response at the initial deformation stage. 
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Fig.1    Single member actuation model and the shape of the hexagonal or square grids 
after a single rod (shown dashed) is actuated. The stiffness of an element is determined 
by the potential function of geometrical arrangement of representative nodes. 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig.2  (a) Size dependence observed in load-displacement curves in the case of square grids. 
(b) the post-buckling shape of square grid structure (23× 21 Units 6 Elements). 
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Finite elements computation of mechanical properties 
of copper thin film under tensile and cyclic loading

Filip Siska
Centre des Materiaux, Ecole des Mines de Paris, BP 87, 91003 Evry, France

The thin metallic films are very important parts of the modern electronics de-
vices, and therefore it is necessary to study the properties of these films. The me-
chanical behaviour of the thin films is different from the behaviour of the bulk 
materials. Some of these differences are related to the film thickness and grain 
size. These effects are called size-effects. One possible way of studying of the 
properties are simulation with using of finite element method. In this work the 
film is represented by the polycrystalline aggregate. Material behaviour is de-
scribed by the classical crystal plasticity. Parameters of the model are obtained 
from the tensile and cyclic tests of copper single crystal. The texture correspond 
to typical texture of the copper thin films which contains mainly {111} oriented 
grains and some part of {001} and randomly oriented grains. The computations 
were provide on the freestanding films and the films on the polyimide and si-
licon substrate. Tensile and cyclic loading was applied with prescribed amount 
of deformation. There were used two types of cyclic loading tension – compres-
sion, and cyclic tension. The results of computations from 5 realizations of the 
aggregate are collected and the development of plastic behaviour is compared, 
the evolution of the heterogeneities of the stress and strain in grains. The evo-
lution of the surface roughness is also evaluated. The computations with using 
Cosserat crystal plasticity are made to check the possibility of the modelling of 
size–effects.
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A new theory of electromigration
Adrian Sutton 1, T.N. Todoroov 2

1Imperial College London, Department of Physics, Exhibition Road, SW7 2AZ, London, United Kingdom
2School of Mathematics and Physics, Queen’s University Belfast, BT7 1NN, Belfast, United Kingdom

The current densities that can be achieved in metallic nanojunctions approach 
1015 Am-2. At such high current densities forces on atoms cuased by the passa-
ge of the current can be so large they may lead to failure of the wire in much less 
than a second - a phenomenon we have called „current- induced embrittlement“ 
[1]. Current-induced forces also give rise to electromigration, the current-indu-
ced diffusional transport of matter, which is an important factor in the design 
of existing integrated circuits and may play an even greater role in molecular 
electronics. We have developed a thermodynamic analysis of electromigration 
[2,3] which reveals the macroscopic free energy that drives the process and re-
lates it directly to the microscopic force and its quantum mechanical origin. At 
the heart of the analysis is the notion that current-induced forces are conser-
vative, and we discuss an argument due to R Sorbello which suggests that cur-
rent- induced forces are not conservative. We show that a Maxwell relation [3] in 
the thermodynamic analysis leads to a new physical picture of current- induced 
forces and we prove this relation independently for a self- consistent electronic 
structure model.

1. „Current-induced embrittlement of atomic wires“, T N Todorov, J Hoekstra and 
A P Sutton, Phys. Rev. Lett., 86, 3606-3609 (2001) 

2. „Current-induced forces in atomic-scale conductors“, T N Todorov, J Hoekstra 
and A P Sutton, Phil. Mag. B, 80, 421-455 (2000) 

3. „A Maxwell relation for current-induced forces“, A P Sutton and T N Todorov, 
Molecular Physics 102, 919-925 (2004)
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Temperature Dependence of Peierls-Nabarro Barrier  
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ABSTRACT 

 
We study the temperature effect on the dislocation mobility threshold inside the plastically 
deformed crystals within the Frenkel – Kontorova dislocation model. We obtained the 
temperature dependent the Peierls-Nabarro energy for both discrete and continuum limits. 
 
 
1. Model 
 
Many works are devoted to the study of a Peierls-Nabarro (PN) barrier energetics as a 
function of the mechanical strain of a material. However, the results obtained in previous 
works are valid mainly for the zero temperature case. At the present work we study the 
temperature influence on a dislocation mobility threshold within the Frenkel – Kontorova 
(FK) dislocation model. According to the FK model the dislocation energy in a field of the 
external force F playing a role of a shear stress, enters as 
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where U0 reflects the superposition of periodic and elastic components: 
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here A is the modulation amplitude of a periodic potential, α is an elastic constant of the one-
dimensional chain. We employ the technique developed by T.Matsubara [1] in order to 
analyse the thermal effects in solids. For this purpose we obtain the trial free Gibbs energy 
which is derived by means of averaging of the system hamiltonian on the basis of the 
ensemble of the statistically independent harmonic oscillators, the parameters of which are 
determined by means of variational procedure. The phonon hamiltonian with the help of 
which the averaging is performed, we choose as 
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Hamiltonian of crystal with a dislocation with temperature fluctuations is 
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here  represent the fluctuations caused by the influence of temperature. a/)xx(w nnn 0−=
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Assuming the dislocation core to be located in a well with number l, we may carry out the 
averaging of (2) on the basis of the hamiltonian H0 (1). As a result of standard, but 
cumbersome calculations (not included here), we obtain the trial Gibbs energy G+ in a form 
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Minimization conditions for G+ with respect to xl and kl, accordingly, are  and 

 The final equilibrium equations are 
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where we introduce the non-dimensional parameters 
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The parameter γ is defined the ratio between the interatomic interaction energy along the FK 
chain and the atoms interaction energy with a substrate. 
 
 
2. Results 
 
We are interested in the analysis of two extremal cases. In the discrete limit (the parameter 
γ«1) the equilibrium atom displacements in the FK chain may been easily calculated [3]. The 
solution of the system (3) (in a limit γ « 1) demonstrates two (numerical) functions  and 

, which describe two excitations with maximum and minimum energy. Thus, we find the 
energy of dislocation for a Frenkel-Kontorova model in a form: 
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The numerically calculated behaviour of the FK dislocation energy is shown in fig. 1. It is 
revealed that in the discrete limit the PN barrier height decreases with temperature according 
to the power-law , where 2/3

0 ]/1[)( cUU τττ −≈ cτ  is the stress-dependent 
critical temperature ( 0)( =cU τ ). 

In the continuum model (γ » 1), first analysed by [2], the equations set (3) may be 
appreciably simplified (in the case f = 0 [2]): 
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Fig.1. Dislocation energy within the FK model A/)(U τ  ( 01.0=γ ); 
 1. f = 0.05, 2. f = 0.2, 3 f = 0.5. 

 
 

With the help of the Eq. (4) one calculates the total energy of dislocation in a form 
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Thus, the PN energy may be represented in term of series ...210 +++= UUUU . For 
example, as a result of calculations we obtain the temperature dependence of the PN energy U 
within the former approximations [2, 3]. Namely, authors of [2, 3] include first two terms, U0 
and U1, into the expression of U. Using such an approach we obtain the temperature 
dependence of U(τ), and show that U(τ) is characterized by a double-exponential behaviour 
on the non-dimensional temperature τ: 
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We should note that the value of other corrections has the same order as first ones. Indeed, 
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and (for the case τ = 0) we have 6112 ,U/U ≈ . Thus, we may conclude that even for non-
zero temperature, the contribution of other harmonics is quite essential. Therefore, one needs 

to calculate the total series  .in order to determine the total PN energy, the 

situation similar to that for a zero-temperature case. 
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A numerical method for homogenization in isotropic and
anisotropic nonlinear elasticity

İlker Temizer, Peter Wriggers
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ABSTRACT

In this contribution, homogenization of macroscopically anisotropic heterogeneous mate-
rials is addressed in the context of nonlinear elasticity. The concept of a material map,
where one identifies the constitutive behavior of a material in a discrete sense through
interpolation among various RVE states in the stress-strain space, is discussed together
with its implementation in the finite element method. The homogenization of the nonlin-
early elastic, macroscopically anisotropic heterogeneous material is then realized through
the computation of its material map. An application of this approach to the analysis
of a two-scale periodic particulate composite, where the matrix of the composite is also
identified as a heterogeneous material, is presented.

1. Homogenization in the nonlinear deformation regime

Homogenization of microheterogeneous materials for the linear elastic analysis of macro-
structures is well-established. In this regime, one identifies the macroscopic stress σ∗ and
strain ε∗ at a point of the macrostructure as the volume average of microscopic stress
and strain fields over a statistically representative volume element (RVE) 1. Explicitly,
σ∗ = 〈σ〉Vo and ε∗ = 〈ε〉Vo where Vo denotes the undeformed configuration of the RVE,
and σ and ε denote stress and strain tensors in the linear regime, respectively. These
macroscopic quantities are determined by subjecting the RVE to boundary conditions
that satisfy Hill’s energy criterion which reads 〈σ · ε〉Vo = 〈σ〉Vo · 〈ε〉Vo. The macroscopic
elasticity tensor IE∗ then relates these two quantities via the linear elasticity constitutive
equation σ∗ = IE∗ε∗. Therefore, it is sufficient to determine IE∗ once, and use it in
subsequent linear elastic macrostructural analyses.

In the nonlinear elasticity regime, the macroscopic kinetic and kinematic quantities are
identified as P ∗ = 〈P 〉Vo and F ∗ = 〈F 〉Vo, where P and F denote microscopic 1st Piola-
Kirchhoff stress and deformation gradient tensors, respectively. These macroscopic quan-
tities are determined by subjecting the RVE to boundary conditions that satisfy Hill’s
energy criterion in the nonlinear regime, which reads 〈P · Ḟ 〉Vo = 〈P 〉Vo · 〈Ḟ 〉Vo. One

then defines other kinetic and kinematic quantities using P ∗ and F ∗. In particular, S∗
def
=

(F ∗)−1P ∗ is the effective 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and E∗
def
= 1

2

(
(F ∗)TF ∗ − I

)

is the effective Lagrangian strain tensor, where I is the identity tensor. Moreover, as-
suming that the constituents of the heterogeneous material are hyperelastic then so is
the macroscopic material, and if one identifies W∗ = 〈W〉Vo where W is the microscopic
strain energy, then P ∗ = ∂W∗

∂F ∗
or, equivalently, S∗ = ∂W∗

∂E∗
.

1The notation (.)∗ denotes the macroscopic equivalent of a microscopic quantity. The volume average

of a quantity Q with respect to a domain Ψ is defined as 〈Q〉Ψ def
= 1
|Ψ|
∫
Ψ

Q dΨ.
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If the heterogeneous material displays macroscopic isotropy, the most general form of the
constitutive equation of this material is S∗ = φ∗0I+φ∗1E

∗+φ∗2(E∗)2 where φ∗i are functions

of the set of invariants of E∗: φ∗i = φ̂∗i (IE∗, IIE∗, IIIE∗). However, explicit forms of the
functions φ∗i are not known a priori so material test data is required in order to character-
ize the macroscopic constitutive behavior. One method for this characterization involves
proposing relatively general forms for φ∗i , or alternatively for W∗ = Ŵ∗(IE∗, IIE∗, IIIE∗),
with free parameters which are determined by an optimization procedure that makes use
of the test data [1]. An alternative method is the direct usage of material test data by
referring to a database of RVE computation results during the macrostructural analysis,
as attempted in [2, 3, 4]. This approach has been pursued in [5] for the homogenization
of macroscopically isotropic heterogeneous materials, where a database (referred to as the
material map) for the values of φ∗i was created in the eigenvalue space (λ1

E∗, λ
2
E∗, λ

3
E∗)

of E∗. The use of this map during a macrostructural analysis essentially corresponds
to interpolation among known RVE stress-strain states in order to generate a continuous
stress-strain relationship that characterizes the macroscopic behavior of the heterogeneous
material. In this contribution, this approach is extended to the analysis of macroscopically
anisotropic heterogeneous materials in the context of nonlinear elasticity.

2. Homogenization in anisotropic nonlinear elasticity

Consider a periodic composite which displays macroscopic orthotropy. In the absence of
microstructural bifurcations, the RVE (Vo) is identified as the unit cell of the periodic
composite, and the macroscopic stress may be computed by imposing periodic boundary
conditions which control 〈F 〉Vo. For clarity, the homogenization methodology is presented
in a two-dimensional setting.

2.1 Generation of a material map and its implementation

Let the unit vector n denote the material orientation characterizing orthotropy. The
macroscopic constitutive behavior of this composite is described byW∗ = Ŵ∗(E∗,n·E∗n)
[6]. Although the tensorial dependence of S∗ on E∗ and n may be derived fromW∗ using
S∗ = ∂W∗

∂E∗
, the number of unknown functions (similar to φ∗i ) that appear in the resulting

form for S∗ may not match the number of equations available through the components
of S∗, contrary to the macroscopic isotropy case [5]. This indeterminacy may be avoided
by creating a material map for the components of S∗.

The material test space (λ1
E∗, λ

2
E∗, θ) is used for the generation of the map, where θ

denotes the orientation of the eigenvector basis {v1, v2} of E∗ with respect to n. The
test space is meshed in a manner similar to the generation of a finite element mesh. The
components [S∗]v11, [S∗]v22 and [S∗]v12 of S∗ are determined at the map mesh nodes, and
the continuity of the map is ensured via interpolation using map element shape functions.
Explicitly, [S∗]vAB =

∑
I [S∗]v,IAB ΦI where [S∗]v,IAB is the nodal value of the stress compo-

nent, and ΦI = Φ̂I(λ
1
E∗, λ

2
E∗, θ) is a map element shape function. Here, the notation [·]vAB

denotes the components of a tensor with respect to the eigenvector basis of E∗.

The macrostructural calculations require the macroscopic tangent stiffness IL∗
def
= ∂S∗

∂E∗

at each integration point of the macroscopic finite element mesh. For this purpose, the
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tangent induced by the material map is employed:

IL∗ =
∂S∗

∂E∗
=

∂S∗

∂λ1
E∗

∂λ1
E∗

∂E∗
+

∂S∗

∂λ2
E∗

∂λ2
E∗

∂E∗
+
∂S∗

∂θ

∂θ

∂E∗
. (1)

Here, S∗ = [S∗]vABvA ⊗ vB. The non-zero components of the terms
∂λ1
E∗

∂E∗
,
∂λ2
E∗

∂E∗
and ∂θ

∂E∗

are [
∂λ1
E∗

∂E∗

]v

11

= 1 ,

[
∂λ2
E∗

∂E∗

]v

22

= 1 ,

[
∂θ

∂E∗

]v

12

=
1

2(λ2
E∗ − λ1

E∗)
. (2)

The indeterminacy when λ1
E∗ = λ2

E∗ is avoided by a small perturbation of the eigenvalues.
It is noted that the components of IL∗ induced by the map does not necessarily display
major symmetry, i.e. [IL∗]vABCD 6= [IL∗]vCDAB, even when the constituents are hypere-
lastic, therefore macroscopic hyperelasticity is lost and the stiffness matrices generated
in the finite element method are unsymmetric. However, the error in major symmetry
([IL∗]vABCD − [IL∗]vCDAB) diminishes with increasing map resolution.

SCALE − 2 SCALE −1

β λ E
1

0
0.5

1
1.5

λ
E

2

0
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1
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θ
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S12
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-2.0E+08

*

*

*

Figure 1: LEFT: A two-dimensional depiction of a two-scale periodic microstructure.
RIGHT: The material map for S∗12 of the Scale-1 composite which is generated by stretch
increments of 0.05 and orientation increments of 10◦. The orientation angle θ ∈ [0, π/2]
is normalized to the interval [0, 1].

Table 1: Test parameters used in calculations.
κ0 (GPa) µ0 (GPa) κ1 (GPa) µ1 (GPa) κ2 (GPa) µ2 (GPa) v1 (%) v2 (%)

10 6 40 24 60 36 25 40

2.2 A numerical example

Consider a two-scale periodic particulate composite material, where the matrix of the com-
posite (Scale-2) is also identified as a periodic particulate composite (Scale-1), as depicted
in Fig 1. For experimental purposes, the strain energy functions of the constituents are
chosen as a modified Kirchhoff-St.Venant type for which W = κ1

2
( ln(J))2 + κ2

2
( tr(E))2 +

µE′ · E′. Here, J = det(F ) and κ1 + κ2 = κ, where κ and µ are the bulk and shear
moduli, respectively, and (·)′ denotes the deviatoric part. In particular, κ1 = κ2 = κ

2
is

employed. The simulation parameters used are given in Tab 1, where 0 denotes matrix of
Scale-1, 1 denotes the particles of Scale-1, 2 denotes the particles of Scale-2 and vi denotes
the volume fraction of the particles for the corresponding scale. The particles of Scale-1
are elliptical with an aspect ratio of 2, and those of Scale-2 are circular 2.

2Macroscopic stress is insensitive to the position of the particle in the unit cell when periodic boundary
conditions are used.
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Figure 2: LEFT: ‖F ‖ distribution in the Scale-2 composite for Φ
def
= 〈F 〉Vo = I + 0.2×1,

where 1 is the tensor with all components equal to one with respect to the basis employed.

RIGHT: The variation of the macroscopic Cauchy stress T ∗
def
= 1

det(F ∗)
F ∗S∗(F ∗)T com-

ponent T ∗12 in the Scale-2 composite with deformation and with the variation of the orien-
tation angle β (see Fig 1) of the Scale-1 composite.

The material map characterizing the macroscopic S∗12 stress component of the Scale-1
composite is shown in Fig 1. Note that this component would trivially vanish when the
composite displays macroscopic isotropy. The computed material map is subsequently
used in the analysis of the Scale-2 composite in order to observe its macroscopic behavior.
The dependence of the S∗12 component of the macroscopic stress at Scale-2 is plotted for
increasing deformation in Fig 2, where the dependence of this stress on the orientation
(β) of the Scale-1 composite (see Fig 1) is also shown.
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ABSTRACT 
 

Detailed analysis of the nucleation and propagation of dislocations from grain boundaries in 
nanocrystalline Al using molecular dynamics reveals that: (1) the leading and trailing partial 
dislocations are nucleated at different regions within a grain boundary or even different grain 
boundaries; (2) propagation is hindered by a pinning–depinning mechanism influenced by the 
relative orientation between the Burgers vector and the ledge geometry of the grain boundary 
and (3) depinning is thermally activated and therefore not purely mechanically driven.  
 
1. Introduction 
 
It is generally accepted that grain boundaries (GBs) act as both sources and sinks for 
dislocations when the grain size is reduced to the nanometre regime in face-centred cubic 
(fcc) metals. This mechanism has been suggested by molecular dynamics (MD) computer 
simulations [1–4], where a partial dislocation is emitted from a GB, travels through the entire 
grain, and is eventually absorbed in neighbouring and opposite GBs. MD has revealed that for 
some materials (such as Al) trailing partials can follow after the emission of the leading 
partial, whereas for other materials (such as Ni and  Cu) a trailing partial is not observed and a 
stacking fault (SF) defect transecting the entire grain is formed. It has been recently 
demonstrated that to understand the MD results one has to consider both the stable and 
unstable SF energies through the generalised SF energy curve [5,6]. 
 
In the present work we study the nucleation, propagation and absorption of a full dislocation 
in nc-Al, paying attention to the role of the surrounding grain boundary structure and how 
temperature can affect the atomic scale processes at hand. In what follows we detail the 
lifetime of one representative full dislocation from nucleation and propagation to its eventual 
absorption [7]. Though we restrict this report to one dislocation, the observations presented 
and the associated conclusions may be considered quite general since the reported behaviour 
has been seen in all other studies of dislocation events. 
 
2. Technical details of the simulation 
 
An nc-Al sample was simulated that contains 15 randomly orientated grains with a mean 
grain size of 12 nm. This sample has a similar GB network structure and misorientation 
distribution to that used in a number of previous simulations. The sample was built using a 
Voronoi procedure in which individual grains are geometrically constructed followed by a 
molecular statics and room temperature MD relaxation procedure, which is outlined in greater 
detail in Ref. [8]. The Al EAM empirical potential of Mishin et al. [9] was used, which has a 
ratio of stable to unstable SF energy close to unity, indicating that given the nucleation of a 
leading partial dislocation there is a strong probability that the trailing partial follows within 
the timescale of the MD simulation. Thus the use of this potential allows for the study of the 
nucleation and propagation of full dislocations. A tensile load of 1.6 GPa was used resulting 
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in several leading and trailing dislocations in different grains during 50 ps of deformation, one 
of which we describe in detail in the following section. 
 
4. Nucleation 
 
Fig. 1 shows the details of the nucleation process, starting from the configuration after elastic 
loading (set to 0 ps). The viewing direction is parallel to the normal of the (111) slip plane of 
grain. The first evidence of the leading partial is observed 0.25 ps after elastic loading where a 
local protrusion of non-fcc atoms occurs in GB 1–2 (circled region). Although at this early 
stage, no red hcp coordinated atoms evidencing a SF are observed, this protrusion can be 
identified as the nucleation of the dislocation core of the leading partial. Upon further 
deformation, the leading partial starts travelling away from the GB. The existence of the 
trailing partial in the GB is first visible at 5.75 ps (yellow arrow) but it is only after further 
propagation of the leading partial that the trailing will start to propagate (at 8.0 ps). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Early stages of nucleation and propagation of leading and trailing partial 
 

5. Propagation 
 
Fig. 2 displays a series of snapshots of the same atomic section and in the same orientation as 
in Fig. 1. At 8.75 ps the leading partial has reached a region in the GB (circled) which forms 
an obstacle for further propagation. Further propagation of the leading partial is only 
facilitated by the nucleation of a kink pair visualised first by the bulge (at 9.25 ps). A kink 
pile-up is formed at the pinning point of the dislocation, which continues until a maximum 
curvature is reached (at 11.25 ps) corresponding to a critical angle between the dislocation 
line and the GB plane resulting in the depinning of the dislocation (11.75 ps) and the further 
propagation of the leading partial. Similar simulations were performed at 5, 60 and 180 K 
starting from a configuration taken from the 300 K simulation snapshot where the full 
dislocation had already propagated to the pinning point. The time taken for the depinning is 
2–3 times longer at 180 K and an order of magnitude longer for the 60 K simulation. 
Deppinning was not observed to occur at 5K. 
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Figure 2: Propagation of leading partial, its pinning with subsequent kink pile up, and 
depinning due to a critical curvature. 
 
5. Discussion 
 
The above details of the life of a dislocation in a nc fcc metal reveal some important aspects 
regarding nucleation and propagation. Firstly, leading and trailing partial dislocations are not 
emitted at the same position and time suggesting that GB dislocation nucleation cannot be 
represented as a simple Frank–Read source. Secondly, GB ledges can hinder dislocation 
propagation - dislocations can become pinned. Finally, the present work finds that the time 
taken for unpinning is strongly dependent on temperature, providing evidence of a thermally 
activated process. In between such pinning areas, propagation of the dislocation is relatively 
easy and much less sensitive to temperature. These results demonstrate that dislocation 
propagation can play as important a role as dislocation nucleation and that this should be 
taken into account in any continuum model for the rate-controlling mechanism of dislocation 
activity in nc materials. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 

The plastic behavior of single crystalline pillars with diameters between 0.5 and 2µm under 
uniaxial loading is simulated using a discrete dislocation dynamics simulation tool. The 
observed flow stress at 0.15% plastic strain shows a clear size effect: an increase in the 
strength of the pillars with decreasing diameter has been found.  Furthermore the spread in the 
flow stress for different random initial dislocation configurations (same initial dislocation 
density) increases with decreasing sample size. Both observations agree with the experimental 
findings. The analysis of the dislocation microstructure shows that the density of dislocation 
reaction increases with increasing sample size.  Despite the larger dislocation reaction density 
in the larger sample an initial softening for the 2µm sample is observed in the simulated 
plastic strain range. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The plastic response of single crystalline materials, where the sample size reaches sub-micron 
scale, is known to be size dependent. The understanding of the possible origins for this size 
effect is important for the design and reliability issues of small scale devices.  
Recently the size effect, characterized by an increasing flow stress with decreasing sample 
diameters, has also been observed for sample geometries and under loading conditions, where 
strain gradients are supposed to be absent, e.g. the compression experiments of micro-meter 
sized pillars [1-4]. These cylindrical pillars were cut out of specific grains of known 
orientation by FIB technique.  In order to explain these experimental finding, a dislocation 
starvation mechanism was proposed [2], which assumes that the free surfaces of the sample 
act as an effective sink for dislocations during plastic deformation. The dislocations are likely 
to leave the smaller samples before multiplication mechanisms can occur. The loss of 
dislocations leads therefore to a higher flow stress in theses samples.  
Classical continuum mechanics theories cannot describe size effects, as the dislocation 
microstructure in such small pillars can no longer be described correctly by homogenized 
dislocation densities and the properties of surfaces, e.g. as dislocation sink, strongly influence 
the possible deformation mechanisms. Therefore, the dislocation dynamics (DDD) 
methodology [5,6], taking explicitly into account the dislocation microstructure, is used to 
model the plastic response of sub-micrometer sized pillars.  
 
 
2. Simulation setup   
 
The plastic flow of idealized pillars is modeled. The chosen sample geometry is of  cuboidal 
shape with aspect ratios of 1-2-1 where the long axis is the loading direction. The samples 
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were deformed under uniaxial loading with an imposed strain rate of 5000/s. Simulations have 
been performed for samples with 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 and 2 µm diameter. The initial dislocation 
source distributions consist of randomly distributed Frank-Read sources with a source length 
of ~220nm. In the initial distribution all glide systems are equally occupied in order to avoid a 
preferred deformation mode. The initial dislocation density is ~2.1 1013 m-2. The material 
parameters for Al where used and the DDD model allows for cross-slip [5]. All dislocation 
interactions in the DDD method are based on isotropic linear elasticity. The loading is applied 
in the (123) direction, which is a single slip orientation. 
 
 
3. Results 
 
The stress strain curves for samples of 0.5µm and a single sample of 2µm diameter are shown 
in Fig. 1. The curve shows a broad scatter in the results of the 0.5µm samples. Different 
deformation modes occur: some sample show, after an initial transition period, a periodic 
stress fluctuation. This behavior is linked to the periodic activation of single sources, either a 
pre-existing Frank Read source or one obtained after dislocation reaction, e.g. formation of 
glissile locks or a reaction involving cross-slip. Some of the simulations show a pronounced 
hardening, reaching a flow stress of more than 200MPa. In these samples reactions block the 
initially most active sources. With increasing stress, less favorable oriented glide systems will 
be activated. 
 

                  
Figure 1: Stress strain curve for 0.5µm samples and a 2µm sample (indicated by 
an arrow). 

 
Due to the computational demands, only one simulation has been performed for the 2µm 
pillar, till now. For this sample a different deformation behavior is observed. After the initial 
yield point, a drop of the flow stress is observed. During the dislocation microstructure 
evolution, the density of reaction between dislocations is increasing, allowing for new 
relaxation modes. Furthermore it is observed that the density of forest dislocation reaction 
increases with increasing sample size (Tab. 1). 
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Table 1: Density of forest dislocation reaction for the 1µm and 2µm samples; the density is 
normalized with respect to the smaller volume.  
 

Sample 
diameter 
[µm] 

Lomer lock 
density 

Glissile reaction 
density 

Hirth lock 
density 

Collinear 
reaction 
density 

1 3 9 0 6 
2 8 11 0 12 

 
 
Fig. 2 shows the flow stress at 0.15% plastic strain. The flow stress shows a clear size effect 
with an exponent of -0.6. The scatter in the flow stress increases with decreasing sample size.   
 

                       
Figure 2: Flow stress at 0.15% of plastic strain. The spread is decreasing with increasing 
sample size.  

 
 
 
4. Discussion 
 
The observed plastic flow of the micro pillars under strain controlled conditions shows a 
pronounced size effect. The periodic stress drops in the smaller samples are comparable to the 
experimental strain bursts, obtained under force controlled loading conditions [3,4]. The large 
scatter in the stress strain curves shows that the initial dislocation microstructure plays an 
important role on the overall response of the sample. One possible reason for this scatter 
might be source limited plasticity, either due to reactions between dislocations or surface 
interaction, similar to the observation in thin film plasticity [7]. 
The strong dependency of the forest dislocation density on sample size shows that the 
probability of junction formation decreases with decreasing sample size. The role of reactions 
is twofold: on the one hand forest dislocation act as obstacles, on the other hand the glissile 
reaction can also play the role of a source for a new glide system. The observed softening of  
the 2µm samples suggests, that the sources in the initial dislocation microstructure are 
stronger than those forming due to reactions between dislocations.    
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5. Conclusion 
 
Discrete dislocation dynamics simulations have successfully reproduced the experimentally 
observed size effect in the flow stress. The observed density evolution of dislocations and 
forest reactions support the hypothesis that the multiplication mechanism are less effective in 
small volumes due to the early loss of dislocations at the free surfaces. These observations 
have to be supplemented by more detailed analysis of the dislocation microstructure. 
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TiAl based intermetallic alloys with good high temperature strength and creep 
resistance are very promising materials for high temperature parts in jet engine, 
but their practical applications are impeded by the room temperature brittle-
ness. It is considered that the room temperature brittleness is due to the insuf-
ficient number of active slip system in polycrystalline TiAl, and the easiest to 
operate, {111}<110], consists of only 3 independent slip systems, which do not 
meet the requirement for the general deformation of polycrystalline material. 
In the last two decades, great effort has been made to explore the possibility of 
increasing the number of slip system or activating the deformation twinning, so 
that the crystal will have enough deformation mechanisms to yield a sufficient 
ductility for the processing and handling of the TiAl parts. In order to under-
stand the atomic details of defect nucleation behavior and fundamental defor-
mation mechanism, atomistic simulations were carried out using an EAM type 
interatomic potential. The lattice instability of this L10 structured intermetallic 
compound against shear under different stress conditions was simulated. The 
defect generation on the slip/twinning system of {111} <110], {111} <101], {111} 
<112] has been simulated by shearing the lattice on each of the above atomic 
plane, and dislocation and deformation twinning were found for the slip and 
twinning system, respectively. The energetics changes due to the shearing on 
one layer, two layers or affine shear were obtained and related to the instability 
under different loading, which are in agreement with the dynamic simulation 
of defect nucleation. Twinning-antitwinning asymmetry was found for the {111} 
<112] twinning system when sheared in different direction. The defect nuclea-
tion stress for the anti-twinning shear is much higher than that of the twinning 
shear, and the structure change was found in the lattice under antitwinning 
shear. Both defect nucleation stress and strain were reduced monotonically as 
the temperature increases. The defect nucleation stress and strain increase with 
the increase of the hydrostatic pressure under which the simulation was carried 
out. The introduction of both point defects, such as vacancy or interstitial atom, 
and planar defect, such as twin boundary, will decrease the defect nucleation 
stress and strain; planar defects have a much larger effect. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The elastic moduli belonging the BCC unit cell calculated by FEM analysis and elastic 
moduli calculated by MTM method are compared each other for both void and rigid 
inhomogenity cases. For low volume fractions (Vf < 20%), FEM and MTM results are very 
close to each other. FEM results also close to MTM results at moderate volume fractions 
(20% <Vf < 45%) at the case of rigid inhomogenity. Increasing volume fraction increases the 
interactions beetween the inhomogenities and thus the differances between the FEM and 
MTM results increases with incerasing volume fractions. It was concluded that inhomogenty 
arrangement character in the elastic moduli estimation of  MTM method  is close to the BCC 
type inhomogenity arrangement style. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The overall properties of composite materials depends not only on the properties of 
constituents but also the arcitecture of microstructure, i.e shape, orientation, arrangement 
geometries of constituents. Therefore, material engineers need a powerfull property 
estimation method considering all microstructural parameters  for tailoring of composite 
materials. The computational limitations is overcome by simplification assumption; the 
continuum media of composite can be built up using a representive unit volume element 
(RVE), i.e. homogenisation method [1]. There are several idealised inhomogenity-matrix 
packing system called unit cell in order to built up real microstructure. Material flows during 
manufacturing processing can make the microstrucal geometry close to one of the idealised 
unit cell geometries[2]. The success of homogenisation methods depends on the presentability 
of RVE used instead of real microstructural geometry.   
 
Eshelby[3], proposed a shophisticated analytical approach considiring the shape of the 
inhomogenity by means of  Eshelby tansor and assumes that inhomegenity is embedded in 
continuum media having similar shape with inhomogenity. Mori-Tanaka[4]  modified the 
Eshelby method in order to take into acount the inhomogenty interactions at the high volume 
fractions. The  analitical solutions of Mori-Tanaka Method(MTM) can be found in elsewhere 
for  simple spheroised shaped inhomogenities embedded into similar spheroised shaped RVE 
[5]. The effects of inhomogenity shape and orientation effects at the axises of spheroids can 
easly followed by MTM  aproaches. 
 
In this work, what kind of arrangement geometry corresponds to the consideration of  MTM 
aproache is investigated. In order to clarify the arrangement character of MTM method, the 
elastic moduli  calculated with finite element analysis using body centered cubic (BCC) type 
unit cell can be compared with the estimations of MTM aproaches.  
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2. Approach 
 
BCC unit cell type idealised inhomogenity-matrix packing system can be built up by a three 
dimensional Voronoi tesellations containing a complete inhomogenity[6]. The shape of this 
Voronni cell and so the shape of the RVE  for materials having BCC unit cell packing system 
including spherical inhomogenity is tetrakaidecahedron. Since the shape of the 
tetrakaidecahedron is very close to spherical geometry (surface are of tetrakaidecahedron is 
about 10 % greather than surface are of sphere for a certain volume), the results of finite 
element analysis using BCC type unit cell were chosen for comparison. BCC type unit cell 
and tetrakaidecahedron Voronni cell are shown in Fig. 1 schematically. 

 
 

Figure 1. BBC type unit cell and corresponding Voronoi cell to built up  3D infinite 
periodic array of homogeneity embedded in the matrix. 

 
The elastic moduli of BBC unit cells determined by finite elements analysis. In the FEM 
analysis, the opposite walls of the unit cells must remain parallel and the angles between the 
walls must be preserved. If the unit cell includes second phase particles, the interfaces between 
the phases were assumed to be strong enough to assure continuity. Models with different element 
sizes (meshes of different fineness) were considered for accuracy of results. The detail of such 
FEM investigation can be found elsewhere [7]. The case of spherical inhomogenity was chosen 
for comparison of FEM results and results of MTM. 
 
In order to isolate the effect of elastic behaviour of inhomogenity and thus to clarify the pure 
geometrical effects, the matrix including ellipsoidal voids  were considered. To appear the of 
stiffeness effect of imhomogenity,  rigid inhomogenties were considered. The value of 1032 
GPa used for elastic modulus of rigid inhomogenity in the MTM calculations. 
 
 
4. Results and Discussions 
 
The elastic moduli belonging the BCC unit cell calculated by FEM analysis and elastic 
moduli calculated by MTM method are given in Fig 1. with respect to volume fractions both 
void and rigid inhomogenity cases. As can be seen from Fig. 1, general agreement between 
the variations of FEM and MTM results depending on the volume fraction is very good.   
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Figure 2. Normalized elastic moduli versus volume fractions. Normalized elastic 
moduli are given in logarithmic scale. 
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In order to apear the agreement between the FEM and MTM results, the ratio of FEM results 
to MTM results are ploted in Fig. 3 with respect to volume fractions.  It is seen from Fig. 3 
that, FEM results of BCC type arrangement very close to MTM results at low volume 
fractions (Vf<20 %). Since the effects of interactions between the inhomogenities are 
ignorable at low volume fractions, the effects of inhomogenity arrangement on the elastic 
moduli is not dominant at low volume fractions. After low volume fractions, interaction 
contrubution of inhomogenities in BCC type arangement is different than that of Mori-Tanaka 
modification to take into acount the inhomogenty interactions at the high volume fractions. 
Increasing volume fraction increases the interactions beetween the inhomogenities. Thus, the 
differances between the FEM and MTM results increases with incerasing volume fractions. 
FEM results are always lower than MTM results for void type inhomogenty. Void and rigid 
inhomogenty lines are also very close to each other at low volume fractions. This implies that, 
elastic behaviour of inhomogenity has similar geometrical effects without arrangement 
contrubition at low volume fractions. However, discrepency from the MTM results in the case 
of rigid inhomogenity is not pronounced as void case for the moderate volume fractions (20% 
<Vf < 45%). FEM results of rigit inhomogenity case are closer to MTM results than that of 
void case after low volume volume fractions althugh FEM results of rigit inhomogenity case 
are still lower than MTM results. On the other hand, FEM results of rigit inhomogenity case 
are higher than MTM results at high volume fractions. The hindered deformations at narrow 
gap between the inhomogenties due to the Poisson contraction effect become pronaunced 
while the volume fraction increasing for the case of rigid inhomogenity. Stress-strain 
distributions in FEM models become more homogeneous in the case of rigid inhomogenity 
such as assumption of MTM calculations. Hence, FEM results become more close to MTM 
results. It is clear that, modifications of Eshelby method can be made to take into acount the 
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inhomogenty interactions at the high volume fractions for the case of the different kinds of 
special arrangenmets such as simple cubic (SC), face centered cubic (FCC), and close packed 
hexagonal (CPH) packing systems. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of elastic moduli calculated both FEM and MTM method with 
respect to volume fractions 

 
 
3. Conclusions 
 
Elastic moduli of continuous matrix including spherical inhomogenity calculated by MTM 
method and FEM analysis using BCC type unit cell for the cases of void and rigid 
inhomogenities. Elastic moduli calculated by both approaches were compared each other for 
different volume fractions. For low volume fractions, FEM and MTM results are very close to 
each others. FEM results also close to MTM results at moderate volume fractions in the case 
of rigid inhomogenity.  It was concluded that inhomogenity arrangement character in the 
elastic moduli estimation of MTM method is close to the BCC type inhomogenity 
arrangement style. 
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From 2D HRTEM images to 3D atomistic/continuum 
models of GaN/Al2O3 interfacial region

Toby Young 1, Pawel Dluzwski 1, Joseph Kioseoglou 2, Philomela Komninou 2

1Institute of Fundamental Technological Research PAS, ul. Swietokryska 21, 00-049 Warsaw, Poland
2Department of Physics, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, GR-54124 Thessaloniki, Greece

In the paper we present an atomistic and finite element model of a GaN/Al2O3 
interface including a complex net of misfit dislocations with nodes forming a 
3D atomistic transition of Al2O3 to GaN lattice. In the first step of computer pro-
cessing of the GaN/Al2O3 interface, a trial of the reconstruction the lattice dis-
tortion fields from High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) 
observations of the GaN/Al2O3 interface were performed along the [1-210] zone 
axis. Having as input the experimental values of the lattice constants α= 3.147Å 
and c = 5.19Å for the GaN film, a 3D atomic configuration of the interface was 
constructed and HRTEM image simulations were calculated. Geometric phase 
analysis was then applied to the experimental and the corresponding simulated 
images in order to obtain the displacement and strain fields in the interfacial 
region. This data was used as input for Finite Element (FE) analysis. To obtain 
a 3D model corresponding to a few parallel misfit dislocations in the HRETM 
image, we multiplied the structure in such a way as to obtain an appropriately 
thick sample with dislocation nodes inside. In result we have obtained 3D ato-
mistic and continuum structures in which the hexagonal net of misfit disloca-
tions in GaN/Al2O3 structure was obtained. Our atomistic and continuum model 
were used in the analysis of physical effects observed on the interface in various 
cross-sections of the resultant FE mesh. From a mathematical point of view our 
FE constitutive model [1] comes back to the idea of continuum theory of dislo-
cations [2,3] in which dislocation cores and dislocation nodes occupy a 3D sub-
region in our FE mesh.

[1]  Th. Kehagias, Ph. Komninou, G. Nouet, P. Ruterana, and Th. Karakostas, Phys.
Rev. 84 195329 (2001).

[2] S. Kret, P. Dłuzewski, P. Dłuzewski, and J.-Y. Laval, Phil. Mag. 83, 231 (2003).

[3] P. Dłuzewski, G. Maciejewski, G. Jurczak, S. Kret and J.-Y. Laval, Comput. Mat. 
Sci. 29, 379 (2004).
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Atomistic Study of Structure and Failure of fcc/bcc 
Heterophase Boundaries

Adham Hashibon 1,  2

1Institut fuer Zuverlaessigkeit von Bauteilen und Systemen (IZBS), Universitaet Karlsruhe (TH), Kaiserstr 12, 76131 
Karlsruhe, Germany

2Fraunhofer-Institut für Werkstoffmechanik IWM, Woehlerstr. 11, 79108 Freiburg, Germany

Heterophase interfaces between fcc and bcc metals are present in many micro-
electronic devices and composite materials. The functional properties of these 
systems hinges strongly on the micro and nano-mechanics of the interfaces. The 
Copper-Tantalum system is a technologically important fcc/bcc interface sys-
tem, since Ta may be used as a diffusion barrier to keep the Cu from interacting 
with the Si-chip. The structure and mechanical properties of the Copper-Tanta-
lum interfaces are investigated via molecular dynamics and static simulations 
employing a specifically developed Cu-Ta interatomic potential which is based 
on a generalization of the embedded atom method by the addition of angular-
dependent interactions, which are believed to be important in describing the 
structure of dislocation cores and of interfaces. Interfaces considered include 
those with the two well known low energy orientation relationships for fcc/bcc 
interfaces, namely the Kurdjumov-Sachs (KS) and Nishiyama-Wasserman (NW) 
orientations, for which the closed packed planes and directions are parallel to 
each other. In addition, interfaces formed by depositing liquid Cu on Ta free sur-
faces are also considered. It is found that for the equilibrium interface structure, 
the first layer of Cu has a distinct structure from the rest of the fcc Cu lattice. This 
layer facilitates the transition from the bcc to the fcc crystal structures across the 
interface. Results for the vacancy formation energy profile, pore nucleation and 
dislocations at the interface will be presented.
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Molecular Dynamics Simulations of the Mechanism 
of Twin Boundary Migration of Nano-twinned Copper 

Crystals
Lan Li 1, Nasr M. Ghoniem 1

1Mechanical & Aerospace Engr. Dept., 48-121 Engineer IV, UCLA, 90095 - 1597 Los Angeles, United States of America 

Recently, it has been experimentally shown that nano-twinned copper can be 
produced by pulsed electro-plating, and that the strength is several GPa without 
significant loss of electrical conductivity. We present here a study of the me-
chanism of twin boundary migration (TBM) in copper crystals with a nano-twin 
structure utilizing Molecular dynamics simulations. The effects of grown-in twin 
size and the strain rate on the deformation process are emphasized. It is shown 
that the dominant deformation mode a high strain rates is by twinning and 
that deformation is mainly attributed to TBM. The mechanism of TBM is shown 
to be controlled by the nucleation and spreading of partial dislocations at the 
boundary interface. The dependence of the stress-strain characteristics on the 
strain rate and crystal geometry will be shown.
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Fiber-reinforced elastomers: Effective behavior, 
microstructure evolution and macroscopic instabilities

Pedro Ponte Castaneda
University of Pennsylvania, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics, 19104-6315 Philadelphia, USA

This talk will present the application of a recently developed “second-order” 
homogenization technique to generate estimates for the effective behavior, 
microstructure evolution and loss of ellipticity in fiber-reinforced elastomers that 
are subjected to finite deformations. The main concept behind the method is 
the introduction of an optimally selected “linear comparison composite,” which 
can then be used to convert standard linear homogenization estimates into new 
estimates for the nonlinear hyperelastic composite. Explicit results are provided 
for materials with isotropic and strongly elliptic constituents. The dependence 
of the macroscopic response on fiber concentration, shape and orientation is 
elucidated. It is found that the overall behavior may lose ellipticity at sufficiently 
large deformations, which corresponds to the possible development of shear 
band-type instabilities. The reasons for this result have been linked to the evo-
lution of the microstructure, which, under appropriate loading conditions, can 
induce “geometric softening” leading to the overall loss of ellipticity.
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On Contact And Size Effects In Discrete Dislocation Modelling Of Wedge
Indentation

A. Widjaja1, E. Van der Giessen1, V. S. Deshpande2 and A. Needleman3

1University of Groningen, Dept. of Applied Physics, Nyenborgh 4, 9747 AG Groningen,
The Netherlands; 2Cambridge University, Dept. of Engineering, Trumpington Street,

Cambridge CB2 1PZ, UK; 3Brown University, Division of Engineering, Providence, RI
02912, USA.

ABSTRACT

We study the plane strain indentation of a single crystal by a rigid wedge using discrete dislo-
cation plasticity. The dislocations are all of edge character and modelled as line singularities in
a linear elastic material. The crystal has initial sources and obstacles randomly distributed over
three slip systems. The lattice resistance to dislocation motion, dislocation nucleation, dislo-
cation interaction with obstacles and dislocation annihilation are incorporated through a set of
constitutive rules. Several definitions of the contact area (or contact length in plane strain) are
used to illustrate the sensitivity of the hardness value in the sub-micron indentation regime to
the definition of contact area.

1. Introduction

Indentation is commonly used for measuring material properties such as Young’s modulus and
hardness. At a sufficiently small scales, the indentation hardness is often size dependent [1],
which is not captured by classical continuum plasticity. Various frameworks have been used
to model indentation size effects, such as molecular dynamics [2], strain gradient plasticity [3],
and dislocation dynamics [4] which is ideally suited for indentation in the (sub-) micron regime.

While indentation is a relatively simple experiment to perform, the difficulty lies in the inter-
pretation of the outcome. Although the indentation force can be easily recorded, the hardness
requires knowledge of the contact area. In this paper we report on discrete dislocation compu-
tations that use various definitions of contact area, leading to different values of the hardness,
and significant variations in the predicted size effect.

2. Model

We analyse the plane strain wedge indentation of a single crystal using a discrete dislocation
plasticity framework [5]. The crystal is taken to be elastically isotropic with Young’s modulus
E = 70 GPa and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.33. It is considered to be symmetric with respect to
the plane x1 = 0, see Fig. 1(left). Plasticity takes place on a set of three slip systems inside
a process window, and is accommodated by the collective motion of edge dislocations with
magnitude b = 0.25 nm of the Burgers vector. Dislocation sources and obstacles are randomly
distributed over the slip systems, Fig. 1(right).

In plane strain, the contact area is determined by the contact length in the plane of deformation.
The simplest measure of contact length is the nominal contact length, aN = h tanα , which is
the projection of the indenter on the x1-axis. The second is the contact length aS estimated on
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Figure 1: Left: Schematic diagram of the model. Planar symmetric single crystal indented with wedge
indenter at a depth h. The tip angle of the wedge indenter is 2α . The actual area of the crystal is 16
times larger than the process window inside of which plastic deformation is accounted for. The finite
element mesh (see zoomed area) is highly refined near the tip. Right: Boundary conditions on the crystal
surface at a sink-in depth hS. Dislocations, Frank-Read sources and dislocation obstacles are living on
slip planes in the process window.
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Figure 2: Left: Evolution of the four contact length measures (aN, the nominal contact area; aS, the
Oliver–Pharr estimate; aE, the end-to-end contact area; and aA the actual contact area) with indentation
depth h for wedges with α = 85◦. Right: Hardness versus depth. The various measures with subscripts
A, E, S or N are based on the corresponding contact length measures.

the basis of the elastic unloading stiffness S = dF/dh, as proposed by Oliver and Pharr [6, 7].
The third is the contact length measured as the distance of the farthest point in contact to the
x1 = 0 plane, which we call the end-to-end contact length aE. The last measure we consider
is the actual contact length aA =

∫
x∈Sc

dx, where Sc is the surface in contact with the indenter
and transmit traction that contributes to the indentation force. Evidently, aA ≤ aE. The reader
is referred to Widjaja et al. [8] for a detailed discussion.

3. Numerical Results

The evolution of the four measures of contact length and their corresponding hardnesses with
indentation is shown in Fig. 2. The values of aA, aE and aS are very close before plasticity starts
(around h = 6.1 nm), but smaller than aN; this is due to elastic sink-in. Correspondingly, HN is
smaller than the other hardness measures.
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Once plasticity has initiated, the hardnesses HA and HE are larger than HS and HN. This is
caused by the fact that contact lengths aS and aN overestimate the actual value. The difference
between the nominal contact length aN and the Oliver–Pharr estimate aS is due to sink-in, while
the difference between aS and the end-to-end contact length aE is due to the fact that plastic
slip is neglected in the calculation of aS. The difference between the end-to-end contact length
aE and the actual contact length aA is due to the evolving surface roughness. This surface
roughness is caused by significant steps appearing in the surface profile due to localized plastic
deformation resolved by discrete dislocation plasticity. The large differences in hardness at
very small depths decrease as indentation continues and more jumps in contact length occur.
Eventually, all measures converge to the same value. However, the rate at which the hardness
drops with h is quite a strong function of the measure of contact length used. This phenomenon
is more pronounced for sharper indenters, see [8].

4. Discussion

The indentation hardness is sensitive to the definition of contact length, and, as a consequence,
so is the indentation size effect. Most experimental studies of nano- and micro-indentation adopt
the Oliver–Pharr procedure, while relatively simple theories of the indentation size effect apply
to the nominal hardness [3]. The present discrete dislocation plasticity simulations emphasize
that not only may there be a significant difference between these two measures of hardness,
but both may deviate significantly from the hardness based on the actual contact area. Quite
interestingly though, the predicted nominal hardness response fits well the simple Nix–Gao [3]
theory, see [4].
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